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Zusammenfassung
Systeme im Bereih der Mensh-Mashine-Interaktion (MMI) im Allgemeinen,
und im Speziellen aktuelle Sprahdialogsysteme (SDS), die auf automatis-
her Spraherkennung (ASR) basieren, haben Dezite bei natürliher und be-
nutzerfreundliher Kommunikation. Problematish dabei ist, dass die meisten
Systeme wihtige Informationsquellen über die Aktivität des Nutzers niht
in Betraht ziehen. Dies sind unter anderem die Motivation und Inten-
tion sowie der emotionale Zustand des Nutzers. Detaillierte Analysen dieser
Eigenshaften können daher bedeutend zu Prinzipien der Entwiklung nutzer-
freundliherer Systeme beitragen. Die Notwendigkeit der Emotionsanalyse
in der MMI liegt in den Beshränkungen der ASR: aktuelle, automatishe
Spraherkennungssysteme können niht mit exibler, spontaner, niht im Vok-
abular eingeshränkter und emotional gefärbter, d.h. allgemein aektbetonter
Sprahe umgehen. Daher rükte in den letzten Jahren konsequenterweise die
Analyse emotionaler Sprahe in den Fokus der ASR und darüber hinaus auh
in das Blikfeld der Sprahsynthese. Beide Tehniken können einen Beitrag
für eine intelligentere und nutzerbezogenere MMI leisten.
In dieser Arbeit werden neue Ansätze zur nutzerbezogenen Interaktion aus
der Siht der automatishen Emotions- und Intentionserkennung aus gesproh-
ener Sprahe untersuht. Dabei liegt das Hauptziel auf der Bereitstellung einer
eektiven Emotionssprahverarbeitung (Emotionserkennung, Erkennung emo-
tional gefärbter Sprahe). Der Beitrag dieser Arbeit ist die Beshreibung aek-
tbetonter Spraherkennungsmethoden auf Basis von Hidden-Markov-Modellen
(HMMs) mit Gauÿ'shen Mishverteilungsmodellen (GMMs). Der dazu ver-
wendete Framework enthält Konzepte der ASR, die auf Aspekten der HMM-
s/GMMs basieren: Auswahl von Wort-Untereinheiten und deren quantita-
tiven und qualitativen Denitionen, dem Erkennunsgsalgorithmus für spon-
tane Sprahe und einem Sprahmodell, sowie Adaptationsverfahren zur ro-
busten Emotionsspraherkennung. Im Speziellen werden Wort-Untereinheiten
des Deutshen in der ASR beshrieben. Darüber hinaus werden phonologishe
Muster mit detaillierten Spezikationen für Konsonanten, Vokale und Diph-
thonge des Deutshen vorgestellt. Für die Beshreibung der Vokale und Diph-
thonge wird das Vokal-Dreiek verwendet, anhand dessen die vershiedenen
Charakteristiken von aektbetonter und neutraler Sprahe verdeutliht wer-
den können. In dieser Arbeit wird gezeigt, dass auf Grund der Ähnlihkeiten
in den Aussprahemustern von aektbetonter und neutraler Sprahe, emo-
tionsabhängige Eigenshaften von existierenden Emotions-Korpora auf andere
Sprahkorpora übertragen werden können. Dabei werden die Modellparam-
eter eines neutralen Modells durh geeignete Transformationen so verändert,
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dass ein akustishes Modell für emotionale Sprahe entsteht. Wir haben
die Adaptionsmethoden anhand deutsher Sprahkorpora getestet und einen
beahtenswerten Genauigkeitszuwahs für die Emotionsspraherkennung erre-
iht.
Der zweite Teil der Arbeit beshreibt unsere vershiedenen Methoden
zur Klasskation von Emotionen in detaillierter Weise. In Kapitel 4 geben
wir einen Überblik über existierende Tehniken der Emotionserkennung aus
Sprahe und besprehen akustishe Features, die für die Untersheidung von
emotionalen Ereignissen am geeignetsten ersheinen. Zwei Klassikation-
stehniken werden dabei näher vorgestellt: die statishe (turn-level) und
die dynamishe (frame-level) Methode. Zur Entwiklung der dynamishen
Emotionserkennung verwenden wir Hauptkonzepte der aktuellsten Methoden
der Spraherkennung, die auf HMM/GMM Modellen basiert. Im Speziellen
präsentieren wir vershiedene Methoden der Emotionsklassikation basierend
auf der Analyse untershiedliher Einheiten der Spraherkennung: Äuÿerun-
gen, Satzteilen (Chunks) und Phonemen. Zwei Arten der Analyse auf
Phonem-Ebene werden detailliert vorgestellt: emotionale Phonemklassen und
Formant-Verfolgung von Vokalen. Darüber hinaus diskutieren wir zwei Arten
der Fusion von Klassikationsergebnissen. Diese sind: zweistuge Fusion und
Fusion auf mittlerem Abstraktionsniveau. Abshlieÿend werden die Erken-
nungsleistungen für einheitenspezishe (kontextabhängige) und allgemeine
(kontextunabhängige) Modelle verglihen. Dabei können wir zeigen, dass die
Emotionserkennung auf Basis von einheitenspezishen Modellen solhe mit
kontextunabhängigen in der Erkennungsleistung übertreen, vorausgesetzt es
steht pro Einheit genügend Trainingsmaterial zur Verfügung.
Beide vorgestellten Ansätze werden auf vershiedenen Sprahkorpora
evaluiert. Für die Experimente mit aektbetonter Sprahe werden unter-
shiedlihe Strategien zur Verikation verwendet und diverse Erkennungsmaÿe
benutzt. Durh Verwendung von Formantverfolgung auf Vokalebene kön-
nen wir zeigen, dass unimodale, akustishe Merkmale (gemittelte F1 Werte)
stark mit dem Grad der Erregung (arousal) eines Sprehers korreliert sind.
Mit diesen Merkmalen, dem Neyman-Pearson Kriterium und einer kleinen
Menge an Trainingsmaterial (1-2 Äuÿerungen pro Spreher) zur Adaption er-
halten wir Ergebisse in der Emotionserkennung, die mit den auf aektbeton-
ten Korpora trainierten Klassikatoren vergleihbar sind. Mit unserer Meth-
ode der Erkennung, basierend auf dynamisher Analyse, und der Verwendung
von spektralen Merkmalen (Mel-Frequeny Cepstral Coeients) konnten wir
eines der besten Klassikationsergebnisse auf spontaner, emotionaler Sprahe
während der INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge erreihen.
Einige der Resultate dieser Arbeit wurden in einem prototypishen Di-
alogsystem, welhes vom Autor und einigen Kollegen unter fortdauernder Ko-
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operation seit 2005 entwikelt wurde, umgesetzt. Hierbei wurde das Sys-
tem so erweitert, dass es sih an den emotionalen Zustand des Nutzers an-
passen kann. In Nutzertests fanden wir heraus, dass besonders in frustrieren-
den Situationen, ein solhes System, mit Adaption an den emotionalen Zu-
stand, erfolgreih Hilfestellungen und Lösungsvorshläge im Zusammenhang
mit den aktuellen Aufgaben geben konnte. Spreheradaptive Sprahdialogsys-
teme basierend auf akustisher Emotionserkennung in Kombination mit einer
aektbetonten Adaption des ASR Modells senken die Zeit, die zur Interaktion
und zur Anpassung an das Vokabular benötigt wird, signikant, wodurh die
MMI benutzerfreundliher und nutzerbezogener wird.

Abstrat
General human-mahine interation (HMI) systems, and in partiular ur-
rent state-of-the-art spoken dialog systems (SDS) based on automati speeh-
reognition (ASR) tehnology, have a number of deienies in ommuniating
with a user in a natural and friendly way. One problem is that most of these
systems do not take into aount important soures of the user's ativities
suh as his/her motivation, intention and emotional state. Detailed analysis
of these ativities ould, therefore, be an essential feature of a user-friendly
interation interfae. The importane of user's emotional state analysis dur-
ing HMI lies in existing limitations of ASR: urrent ASR methods still annot
deal with exible, unrestrited user's language, spontaneous and emotionally
olored speeh. Consequentially, emotional speeh proessing is a topi that
has reeived a great deal of attention during the last deade within speeh
synthesis as well as in ASR. Emotional speeh synthesis and reognition of
emotions within HMI an ontribute to more intelligent and user-entered
interation.
In this thesis, new approahes for user-entered interation are investigated
from the point of view of emotions and intentions automatially estimated
from speeh. The main researh goal of this thesis is to provide an eetive
emotional speeh proessing (emotion reognition, emotional speeh reogni-
tion). The rst ontribution of this thesis is to desribe automati aetive-
speeh-reognition methods based on hidden Markov models (HMMs). This
framework presents the main aspets of the HMM-/GMM-based ASR on-
ept: a seletion of the sub-word units and their quantitative and qualitative
speiation, the deoding algorithm for spontaneous speeh, a language mod-
eling and the adaptation tehniques for a robust aetive speeh reognition. In
partiular, the sub-word units seletion for German ASR is desribed. After-
wards, a German phoneti pattern with a detailed speiation of all onso-
nants, vowels and diphthongs is presented. For speiation of the vowels and
diphthongs a vowel triangle is used. By generating vowels triangles for various
speaker's emotional states we show the dierent harateristis of the ae-
tive and neutral speeh. In this work, we prove that due to the pronuniation
pattern similarity of aetive and neutral speeh, emotion-spei harater-
istis an be aptured from existing emotional speeh orpora within adaptive
transformation of model parameters of the initial neutral speeh model to
obtain an emotional speeh aousti model. We investigate the poteny of
adapting emotional speeh aousti models for the German language and we
obtain a onsiderable performane gain for the emotional speeh reognition.
xThe seond ontribution of this thesis is to provide a detailed desription
of our various emotion-lassiation tehniques. In Chapter 4 we present an
overview of existing speeh-based emotion-reognition tehniques, and disuss
aousti feature sets, whih are the most informative for emotional events de-
termination. Two dierent emotion-lassiation tehniques, namely, stati
(turn-level) and dynami (frame-level) are presented. We use the main on-
epts of state-of-the-art speeh reognition based on HMM/GMM models for
developing our dynami emotion-reognition tehniques. In partiular, we
present various emotion-lassiation tehniques with dierent units of anal-
ysis: utterane, hunk, and phoneme. Two dierent phoneme-level emotion-
lassiation tehniques, emotional phoneme lasses and vowel-level formants
traking, are desribed in detail. Two possible ombined emotion-lassiation
methods, two-stage proessing and middle-level fusion, are presented. Finally,
we ompare emotion-reognition performanes for unit-spei (ontext de-
pendent) and general (ontext independent) models. We show that the in-
trodued unit-spei emotion-reognition models learly outperform general
models provided suient amount of training material per unit.
The above two ontributions are evaluated on various speeh orpora. For
the experiments with aetive speeh orpora we use various types of evalu-
ation strategies and reognition rate measures. With a vowel-level formants
traing tehnique we show that the unimodal aousti features (average F1
values) extrated on a vowel-level are strongly orrelated with the level of
arousal of the speaker's emotional state. With these features, a straightfor-
ward Neyman-Pearson riterion and a small amount of training data (1-2 neu-
tral utteranes per speaker) we obtain omparable good emotion-reognition
results. With our emotion-lassiation tehnique based on dynami anal-
ysis we prove that only by using spetral features (Mel-frequeny Cepstral
oeients (MFCC)) an we reah one of the best emotion-reognition per-
formanes for spontaneous emotional speeh samples evaluated within the
INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge.
Some of the ndings desribed in this thesis have been inorporated into
a prototype dialog system speially developed by the author and olleagues
within ongoing funded ollaborations (sine 2005) in order to demonstrate
adaptation of the system to the user's emotional state. Within a usability
experiment we nd that during frustrating situations in HMI, the SDS with
emotional user state adaptation suessfully provides omprehensive help and
exhaustive reommendations in the ontext of the urrent state of the task.
The user-behavior-adaptive SDS built upon aousti emotion reognition in
ombination with aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models signiantly dereases
interation and voabulary adaptation time, whih shows that HMI beomes
more friendly and user-entered.
Table of notations
General Notation:
s a salar is denoted by a plain lowerase letter
v a olumn vetor is denoted by a bold lowerase letter
A a matrix is denoted by a bold upperase letter
Q(·|·) an auxiliary funtion
Mathematial notation:
p(·) probability density funtion
p(·|·) onditional probability density funtion
P (·) probability mass distribution
P (·|·) onditional probability mass distribution
Standard HMM notation:
M parameter set of HMM
W hypothetial word sequene W = [w1, w2, . . . , wK ]
N number of HMM's states
ot observation vetor at time t
O observation vetors sequene O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ]
st state at disrete time t
s state sequene s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ]
aij disrete state transition probability from state i to j
bj(ot) state output distribution given state j at time t
bjm(ot) state output distribution given state j of m GMM omponent at time t
µ mean vetor
Σ ovariane matrix
µm mean vetor of the m Gaussian omponent
αj(t) forward variable in forward-bakward algorithm at time t
βj(t) bakward variable in forward-bakward algorithm at time t

Aronyms
ABC Airplane behavior orpus, [Shuller et al., 2009b℄
ASR Automati speeh reognition
ASU Automati speeh understanding
AVIC Audiovisual interest orpus, [Shuller et al., 2009b℄
CMS Cepstral mean substration
CSDS Conventional spoken dialog systems
DA Dialog at
DCT Disrete osine transform
DES Danish emotional speeh orpus, [Engbert and Hansen, 1996℄
DPP Dynami programming priniples
EM Expetation maximization
EMO-DB Berlin emotional speeh database, [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄
F1 First formant
F2 Seond formant
FFT Fast Fourier transform
FSO Features set optimization
G2P Grapheme-to-phoneme
GBC Global base lass
GEW Geneva emotion wheel
GMM Gaussian mixture model
HMI Human-mahine interation
HMM Hidden Markov model
HNR Harmonis-to-noise ratio
HTK Hidden Markov model toolkit
IVR Interative voie response
LLD Low-level desriptors
LOSO Leave-one-speaker-out
LOSGO Leave-one-speakers-group-out
MFCC Mel-frequeny epstral oeients
ML Maximum likelihood
MLV Maximum length vote
MSL Maximum lassier predition sore multiplied with the length vote
MV Majority vote
NIMITEK Neurobiologially inspired multimodal intention reognition
for tehnial ommuniation systems
OOV Out-of-voabulary
PDF Probability density funtions
PE Phoneme emotional
xiv
PLOI Phoneme level of interest
PT Phoneti transription
RCT Regression lass tree
RHS Right-hand side
SAL Sensitive artiial listener orpus, [Wöllmer et al., 2008℄
SCV Stratied ross-validation
SD Speaker-dependent
SDS Spoken dialog systems
SER Speeh emotion reognition
SI Speaker-independent
SN Speaker normalization
SUSAS Speeh under simulated and atual stress,
[Hansen and Bou-Ghazale, 1997℄
SVM Support vetor mahine
TASN Textual assoiations semanti networks
TUM Tehnishe Universität Münhen
UA Unweighted average reall
UASDS User-adapted spoken dialog systems
VAD Valene-arousal-dominane
VAM Vera-am-mittag orpus, [Grimm et al., 2008℄
WA Weighted average reall
WER Word error rate
WHG Word hypothesis graph
WOZ Wizard of Oz
Glossary
- Explanation of terms as they are used in this thesis.
- Bold words refer to other entries in this glossary.
Aousti model whih maps the aousti observation vetors
model to the phoneti units.
Adaptation model based ompensation of aousti mismath.
orretion of user's ommands set used during
interation with a system.
Aetive speeh emotional speeh.
Annotation emotional speiation of a speeh sample.
Arousal exitation level.
Basi emotions primary or fundamental emotions dened by
various psyhologist.
Behavior model a-priory information about user's emotional state.
Boundary prosody phrasing, aentuation or fous of attention, sentene moods.
Chunk ontext-independent aousti signal segment obtained
within emotional segment detetion.
Cirumplex one-shaped model (3D) or wheel model (2D) of
emotion representation.
Clustering of lustering of emotions to a binary (positive/negative)
emotions arousal and valene or 4 quadrants disrimination task.
Companion a user-entred dialogi man-mahine-interation tehno-
Tehnology logy, based on fundamental tehnial, informational,
psyhologial and neurobiologial onepts. Investigated
by an ongoing researh projet, the Transregional
Collaborative Researh Centre SFB/TRR 62.
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Context information about phoneti transription, word or sentene
(to be understood as emotional ontext).
Corpus dataset of speeh samples and orresponding tran-
sriptions and/or annotations.
Dialog speeh based interation between human and mahine.
Domain limited set of textual information whih an be
used for language modeling.
Dominane apparent strength of the person. [Grimm et al., 2007℄
Dynami analysis emotion proessing on frame level.
Emotion short time user's reation bound to a spei stimulus.
Emotion word identier whih speies an emotional
ategory user's state.
Emotion user's emotional state speiation with emotion
desriptor ategories or numeri values in an emotion spae.
Emotion spae two- or three-dimensional (e.g. valene-arousal-
[dominane(poteny)℄) spae, where eah emotion an
be dened as a point with orresponding oordinates.
Formant the spetral peaks of the speeh spetrum.
Frame segment of aousti speeh signal (e.g. 25 ms length for
automati speeh reognition and utterane-level emotion
lassiation).
Fusion ombination of several lassiation tehniques.
Geneva emotion wheel with 20 spokes ( emotion families), eah spoke is
wheel assoiated with a type of emotion (10 negative and 10
positive emotions) arranged on pleasure-dominane spae.
Grammar speiation of a possible word sequene with
a predened word ourrene order.
xvii
Human-mahine strutured and themati domain-dependent interation
interation between a user and a system.
Intelligent spoken system whih aommodates the speaker's emotions
dialog system in a proper way.
Intention user's operational goal.
Language model list of words that an follow eah word inluded in the
voabulary with assoiated disrete probability.
Lexion phonetial transriptions for all words inluded in
the voabulary.
Low-level aousti features applied for stati analysis, see
desriptors Table 4.2 on page 83.
Mapping of funtional mapping of ategorial emotions on
emotions valene-arousal dimensional spae.
Middle-level ombination of two lassiation tehniques, whih
fusion used lassiation sores of the rst lassier as an
additional feature set of the seond lassier.
Modality an information hannel used for lassiation.
Motivation proess that initiates a reason or an interest that
auses a spei ation or ertain behavior.
Multimodal based on several information hannels.
Phoneme smallest aousti omponent of speeh to form meaning-
ful utteranes.
Pluthik's oneptualization of the primary emotions in a olor-
emotional wheel fashion  plaing similar emotions lose together
wheel and opposites 180 degrees apart, like additional olors
[Pluthik, 2001℄.
xviii
Poteny individual's sense of power or ontrol, for example
"onentrated vs. relaxed attention", "dominane vs.
"submissiveness".
Robust stable enough to be implemented in real-life appliation.
Speeh aousti signal produed by a speaker.
Stati analysis emotion proessing on turn level with statistial
funtionals.
Statistial funtions whih projet uni-variate time series onto a
funtionals salar feature independent of the length of the turn
(e.g. mean, standard deviation, et.).
Transription phoneti speiation of a speeh sample.
Turn word or word sequene within ompleted speaker's ommand.
Unimodal based on single information hannel.
Unit spei ontext dependent.
User-behavior adaptive to the urrent user's emotional state.
adaptive
Utterane word or word sequene within ompleted speaker's ommand.
Valene represents the value  positive or negative  of the user's
emotion.
Voabulary list of words whih an be reognized by the system.
Vowel triangle represents the extremes of vowel's formant loation in the
F1/F2 spae.
Wizard of Oz experiments whih are based on subjets' illusion that
experiment they are interating with a omputer driven system,
while a human operator simulates a omputing system.
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1.1 Motivation and aim
C
urrently, automati reognition of emotions from speeh, mimis and
other modalities has ahieved growing interest within the human-
mahine interation researh ommunity and spoken dialog system designers.
Emotion reognition is a guiding star on the path to making a ommuniation
between humans and omputers more friendly and ooperative. With robust
emotion reognition, we will be able to model a user's behavior within intera-
tion with a omputer. At the same time, automati assessment of an aetive
speeh will simplify speeh understanding and intention detetion tasks.
The importane of human-behavior-based dialog strategies in human-
mahine interation (HMI) lies in an existing limitations of automati speeh-
reognition (ASR) tehnology. The urrent state-of-the-art ASR approahes
still annot deal with exible, unrestrited user's language [Lee, 2007℄, [Benze-
ghiba et al., 2007℄. Therefore, problems aused by a misunderstanding of a
user who refuses to follow a predened, and usually restriting, set of ommu-
niational rules seems to be inevitable.
It has been shown in [Bosh, 2003℄, that the "linguisti ontent" of spoken
utterane goes beyond its "text" ontent. During human-to-human ommuni-
ation, the listener extrats important information (semanti boundaries, a-
ents, sentene mood, fous of attention, and emotional state of the user [Nie-
mann et al., 1998℄) out of prosodi ues. Deteting and utilizing suh ues
as a part of the user-behavior state desriptors is one of the major hallenges
in the development of reliable human-mahine interfaes. Knowledge of the
user's emotional states an help to adjust system responses so that the user
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of suh a system an be more engaged and have a more eetive interation
with the system [Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner, 2008b℄.
The speeh-reognition task beomes more and more diult, and enor-
mous hallenging problems on aousti modeling arise. One of the hallenges
is the diverse prosodi harateristis of the spontaneous speeh data. For
example, dierent non-lexial events, intonation variability, a speaker mood
hange. Most ASR systems are designed not to be reeptive to intonation,
user's emotional state, and loudness variability. It has been shown that ASR
performane depends on speaking style and level of formality [Weintraub et al.,
1996℄. Adaptation tehniques an be used to inrease performane of aetive
spontaneous speeh reognition. By adapting an ASR model trained on neu-
tral speeh on a sparse amount of aetive speeh samples, we an provide
so-alled 'statistial similarity' of training and test material [Ijima et al., 2009℄.
Researh by neurosientists and psyhologists showed that a user's emo-
tional state is losely related to the deision-making proess during the human-
to-human ommuniation [Damasio, 1994℄, within a human-mahine intera-
tion and thus, emotion plays an important role in the sensible human a-
tions. Realizing the importane of emotions in a human ommuniation and
a deision-making proess, it is desirable for an intelligent human-mahine
interfae to aommodate the human emotions in a proper way.
1.1.1 Appliations of automati emotion reognition
Emotions perform an important funtion in human ommuniation and in-
teration, allowing people to express themselves beyond the bounds of the
verbal ommuniation. The ability to understand human emotions within
human-mahine interation is desirable in several appliations:
 Expressive speeh synthesis, for a new generation of HMI systems whih
an be used to inrease the naturalness of the human-mahine intera-
tion.
 Emotion reognition (e.g., for early misommuniation and frustration
detetion in spoken dialog systems, suh as ommerial telephone-based
dialog systems)
 Safety drive assistane, automati reognition and ontrol of emotions
for in-ar interfaes,
 Opinion mining and level of interest lassiation whih automatially
traks ustomer's attitudes regarding a produt aross blog omments
(Web 2.0),
 Aetive monitoring for "lie detetion" systems like polygraph, fear de-
tetion for surveillane purposes or anger detetion for onit situations
detetion,
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 Charater design and interation ontrol for games and virtual-reality
senarios,
 Soial robots, suh as guide robots engaging with visitors (e.g., MEXI
a Robot with Emotions, Fujitsu Servie Robot "ENON"),
 Support for people with disabilities, suh as eduational programs for
people with autism
 Automati movie genre lassiation or episodes indexing (omedy, a-
tion, drama and et.)
1.1.2 Variety of modalities
Humans-to-human interation is mainly based on voal ommuniation, but
also faial mimis and body gesture language. Both are used to emphasize a
ertain part of the speeh and display of emotions. An analysis of a gaze, a
posture, gestures, faial expressions, an eye ontat, fae and lip movements
an support a user-behavior modeling. Likewise, the speeh signal may on-
vey linguisti as well as paralinguisti information. It has been shown that
linguisti properties an be used as an indiator of misommuniation situa-
tions [Nöth et al., 2004℄. Furthermore, it has been shown that sentene mood
in German an be indiated by prosody, lexial ontent, word order, and mor-
phology [Batliner et al., 2003℄. Besides prosodi variation, speakers indeed
employ a number of dierent linguisti features to express their emotions.
There are some physiologial responses that an be used for the reogni-
tion of the user's emotional state. These inlude blood pressure, blood volume
pulse, respiration rate, heart rate, galvani skin response, ECG, EMG and oth-
ers. It was proved that emotional states an be reognized automatially from
generi, and eient physiologial feature set design for eah physiologial sig-
nal [Hönig et al., 2009℄.
It is well-known that using automati lipreading in ombination with au-
tomati speeh reognition leads to higher speeh-reognition performane. In
addition, omparable to the silent visual ues from a system, faial expressions
of a user may indiate ommuniation problems even when the person is not
speaking, for instane when the user beomes aware of a misommuniation
situation during the system's prompts.
Fusion of the user's speeh and visual ues analysis is beoming an ordinary
feature in advaned multimodal spoken dialog systems. Combined audio low-
level desriptors and video low-level desriptors time series analysis approah
to an audiovisual behavior modeling proved to be highly promising [Shuller
et al., 2007℄. The visual information may provide a useful soure for deteting
misommuniation or frustration, next to existing soures suh as linguisti
and prosodi ues. Automati faial traking ould be beneial for improving
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human-to-mahine interations in that audiovisual events indiate problemati
dialog events and allow the system to monitor the level of frustration of a
user [Barkhuysen et al., 2005℄.
1.1.3 Tehnial problems in realization
The main problem of user emotional states lassiation within speeh is a dif-
ulty of data olletion. In most ases, ators simulate emotions aording to
some ertain senario usually in a perfet aousti ondition. These materials
are good for emotion-lassier developing and the most informative aous-
ti feature set seletion in the ontext of an emotion-reognition task. But
this ated data is not appliable for training robust models for spontaneous
emotion reognition.
An alternative to the prototypial expressions of "pure" emotions is to
use experiments whih simulate human-omputer onversations with a so-
alled Wizard of Oz (WOZ) senario. A questionnaire study onduted after
some WOZ experiments showed that speakers may rst be slightly frustrated,
then beome really annoyed, and as they believe they are talking to a om-
puter, they do not attempt to display their emotional state to their arti-
ial ommuniation partner at all. In most ases, emotional data olleted
during WOZ is less emotionally intensive in omparison to ated material.
As a result, in most publiations related to emotional speeh proessing,
performane of emotion lassiation on ated data outperforms evaluation
results of spontaneous emotions. Aoustially based emotion lassiation
works quite well for prompted aetive speeh [Shuller et al., 2009℄, but is
not suient for the more realisti spontaneous emotions whih our in real
systems or WOZ senarios. It was demonstrated that spontaneous emotion-
lassiation performane inreases if we add more knowledge soures, for
instane, syntati-morphologial parts of speeh (POS) information. One
an model and nd misommuniation indiators better if one inorporates
higher linguisti-pragmati information, for instane, by reognizing repeti-
tions [Batliner et al., 2003℄.
Another signiant problem for the analysis of spontaneous emotional data
is emotional hunks delimitation. The problem lies in dening the "referene"
of a study; that is, determining whih part of a user's utterane should be
marked as emotional and whih as neutral. In most ases, within human-
mahine interation speakers do not display single, pure, emotions in their
full intensity within one utterane. At the same time, orret detetion of
pure saturated anger will ertainly be too late for the spoken dialog system
to reat in a way so as to x a misommuniation problem. The main issue
is not a detetion of overow anger, but lassiation of all forms of slight or
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medium irritation indiating a ritial phase in the dialog that may beome
real saturated anger if a wrong dialog strategy is applied.
There are ongoing debates in the aetive-speeh-proessing ommunity
onerning how many emotion ategories exist and whih of them are applia-
ble for intelligent spoken dialog systems, how to submit long-term (utterane,
sentene, dialog at) properties, for example, moods with short-term aetive
events suh as full-blown emotions. Researh aimed at reognizing emotion re-
quires databases that ontain as many as possible of the indiations by whih
a given emotion an be expressed. Most of the publiations on aousti-based
emotion proessing is underpinned by "datasets" rather than "databases".
They are relatively small-sale olletions of speeh samples, usually estab-
lished to examine a single ase issue, and not publily available [Douglas-Cowie
et al., 2003℄.
One of the problems of automati emotion-lassiation researh is a non-
standardized annotation methodology. Emotions annotation methodology
needs to be standardized. Afterwards the speeh-proessing ommunity an
start a joint emotional speeh data olletion and annotation that solves the
problem of a sparse amount of well-annotated aetive speeh data.
1.1.4 Researh goals
The primary aim of this researh is to present new aetive speeh-proessing
methods and their possible appliation for user-friendly spoken dialog systems.
Reognition of prosodi ues suh as emotional state and stress level of the
speaker may be deteted and used for an aetive-behavior-adaptive dialog
strategy.
An overview of existing aetive-speeh-proessing methods is presented
in this thesis. The advantages and disadvantages of dierent speeh-based
emotion-lassiation methods are disussed. Also, new methods of aousti
emotion lassiation and aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models are desribed.
Robustness and usability of the above-mentioned methods have been proved
by evaluations on well-known emotional speeh orpora. Results of evaluations
are presented in our publiations and this thesis.
1.2 Pratial implementation of the researh
Within well-known projets like VERBMOBIL and SMARTKOM [Herzog
et al., 2004℄ a framework for building integrated natural-language understand-
ing with multimodal dialog systems was reated. Both projets inlude the
prosody module for boundary prosody analysis, sentene mood and phrase
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aent lassiation. The prosody module integrated in the SMARTKOM
demonstrator is based on the Verbmobil prosody module [Batliner et al.,
2000a℄. In ontrast to the Verbmobil version, few major hanges have been
made onerning both implementation and lassiation models. The most
notieable is a user state lassier. All existing lassiation models for the
reognition of prominent words, phrase boundaries, and questions have been
retrained on the atual SMARTKOM Wizard of Oz data [Zeiÿler et al., 2006℄.
My researh addresses aspets of design and implementation of user-
behavior models in dialog systems for frustration detetion and user-intention
reognition, aimed to provide naturalness of human-mahine interation.
For real-life evaluation, aousti emotion-lassiation methods, robust af-
fetive automati speeh-reognition (ASR) methods, and user emotion or-
related dialog management, a multimodal human-mahine interation sys-
tem with integrated user-behavior model has been reated within the projet
"Neurobiologially Inspired, Multimodal Intention Reognition for Tehnial
Communiation Systems" (NIMITEK) [Wendemuth et al., 2008℄. Currently
the NIMITEK demonstration system provides a tehnial demonstrator to
study user-behavior-modeling priniples in a dediated task, namely solving
the game "Towers of Hanoi". The user-behavior model integrated in the
NIMITEK demonstrator based on emotion-lassiation methods will be de-
sribed in this thesis. Within a usability test [Vlasenko and Wendemuth,
2009a℄, we nd that our system with user-behavior-adaptive dialog strategy
provides more ooperative human-to-mahine interation and redues inter-
ation time required to omplete the game.
1.3 Thesis struture
The thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the fundamental aspets of human-mahine intera-
tion inluding automati spoken dialog systems, natural speeh harateris-
tis (boundary prosody, emotional prosody), user-behavior modeling during
ommuniation, aetive speeh olletion and proessing. Then, lustering
of emotions and an adequate annotation strategy are desribed. Various eval-
uation strategies and reognition rate measures are disussed at the end of
the hapter.
Chapter 3 reviews the fundamental issues of automati speeh reogni-
tion, namely, feature extration, aousti modeling with HMMs, maximum
likelihood (ML) training, language modeling and searh algorithms within
reognition. Also, sub-word units seletion and adaptation on aetive speeh
samples are desribed.
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Chapter 4 addresses various speeh-based emotion-reognition tehniques.
An overview of existing emotion-lassiation methods, aousti feature sets
speiation onepts and emotion desriptors harateristis are presented
rst. This hapter presents dynami and stati emotion-reognition methods
with orresponding aousti feature sets and possible optimization strategies.
Our developed ombined emotion-lassiation methods are also disussed
in detail. Finally, ontext-dependent and ontext-independent models are
evaluated.
Chapter 5 presents experimental results for aetive speeh reognition
and speaker's emotional-state lassiation. Evaluation results for neutral and
aetive-speeh-reognition experiments are presented rst. Also, this hapter
presents evaluation results of various emotion-lassiation methods desribed
earlier in Chapter 4. Finally, evaluation results for our emotion-lassiation
tehniques within the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge [Shuller
et al., 2009℄ and ross-orpus aousti emotion reognition are presented.
Chapter 6 desribes a prototype of the user-friendly spoken dialog system
integrated into a NIMITEK demonstrator. The system dynamially selets a
dialog strategy aording to the urrent user's emotional state. This system
inorporate the ndings desribed in previous hapters into a prototype dialog
system espeially developed by the author and olleagues to demonstrate emo-
tional user state adaptation. In this hapter we desribe the data olletion
strategy within the NIMITEK Wizard of Oz experiments, and the struture of
the onventional and user-behavior-adaptive spoken dialog systems. Finally
we disuss the results of an interative usability test.
Chapter 7 addresses the onlusions and diretion of future researh.
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2.1 Introdution
I
n this hapter we provide an overview of the several topis of interest in
spoken dialog systems and human-mahine interation. We also provide a
brief desription of spontaneous speeh harateristis, namely, boundary and
emotional prosody. We also present an introdution to emotion theory, de-
sribe dierent emotion ategorization approahes and survey existing soures
of emotional speeh. Finally, we desribe dierent types of evaluation strate-
gies and reognition-rate measures.
2.2 Human-mahine interation
Currently we live in the Age of Information. Information olletion, searhing,
and struturing are usual ativities in the everyday life of modern humans.
We use eletroni devies (omputers, digital ameras, smartphones, mobile
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phones et.) for ommuniation, multimedia data olletion, entertainment,
eduational purposes, information aess (Internet web resoures, travel as-
sistane, ditionary et.), online shopping and other servies.
Many existing human-mahine interfaes within multimedia systems are
far from being user-friendly, and only a few are based on a human-entered ap-
proah [Jaimes and Sebe, 2007℄. Nowadays, omputers are quikly beoming
integrated into everyday devies, whih implies that eetive natural human-
mahine interation is beoming ritial. To make human-mahine intera-
tion more ooperative and produtive, intelligent human-entered ommuni-
ation features have to be integrated into mahine interfaes. The suess of
human-entered human-mahine interfaes has to take into aount two joint
aspets [Jaimes et al., 2006℄:
 the way humans interat with suh systems (speeh, prosodi harater-
istis, mimi, gestures and et) to express emotions, mood, attitude, and
attention,
 the human fators that belong to multimedia data (human subjetivity,
levels of interpretation).
Whilst developing our intelligent human-entered human-mahine inter-
fae we took into aount the fat that human-to-human ommuniation is
usually soially situated and that humans use emotion to enhane their om-
muniation. However, sine emotions are often expressed within ommuni-
ation, proessing them is an important task for intelligent HMI. Our main
aim is the reation of an HMI system that an "feel" the aetive states of
the human and is apable of adapting and adequately responding to these
aetive states.
2.2.1 Spoken dialog systems
Systems, in whih human users use verbal ommuniation to ahieve a goal,
are alled spoken dialog systems (SDS). Suh systems are some of the few re-
alized examples of real-time, goal-oriented humans-to-omputer interation or
humans-to-human ommuniation with partiipation of omputers (real-time
spoken language translation systems, see VERBMOBIL). Commerial auto-
mati spoken dialog systems are quite popular in English-speaking ountries.
Still ommerial automati spoken dialog systems have just started to
subjugate the German market. Some large projets like VERBMOBIL and
SMARTKOM [Herzog et al., 2004℄ reated a framework for building inte-
grated natural-language understanding with multimodal dialog systems. The-
mati domain restrited automati dialog systems were reated by Sympalog.
Sixt swithboard, Betri, Filtips represent Sympalog's onversational dialogue
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tehnology and today's standard IVR (Interative Voie Response) tehnol-
ogy [Nöth et al., 2004℄. Unfortunately these dialog systems do not take into
aount most of the ideas of human-entered/human-initiative onepts. They
are still task- and mahine-entered.
VERBMOBIL is a speaker-independent speeh-to-speeh translation sys-
tem. It provides users with a speeh-to-speeh translation servie in mobile
situations with simultaneous dialog interpretation servies on restrited top-
is. The system proesses dialogs in three themati domains, namely ap-
pointment sheduling, travel planning, and remote PC maintenane, and it
provides ontext-sensitive translations between three languages (German, En-
glish, Japanese) [Batliner et al., 2000a℄.
SMARTKOM is a mixed-initiative dialog system that provides full sym-
metri multimodality by ombining speeh, gesture, and faial expressions for
both user input and system output [Reithinger et al., 2003℄. The system aims
to provide an anthropomorphi and aetive user interfae through its per-
soniation of an embodied onversational agent. The interation metaphor is
based on the so-alled situated, delegation-oriented dialog paradigm [Zeiÿler
et al., 2006℄.
The Sixt swithboard appliation handles all inoming alls (approx. 1000
per day) to the Sixt AG's entral telephone number. 90% of the reeived alls
by Sixt AG are redireted automatially to the orret person, the rest of the
alls are handed over to a human operator. The system's knowledge database
onsists of more than 1000 employee names. Berti, whih is a football Bun-
desliga information system, is now ommerially operated by a large German
media ompany on a pay-per-all basis. Filmtips, whih is a movie informa-
tion system, is operated by a inema ompany in the Nuremberg region [Nöth
et al., 2004℄.
2.2.2 Artiial ommuniation advantages and
disadvantages
Real-life and artiial ommuniation are urrently far away from being om-
parable. A natural ommuniation system inludes a natural verbal language
with the huge prosodi variability ombined with a nonverbal body and gesture
language. On the one hand, a boundary prosody indiates a fous of attention,
a sentene struture, a speaker intention. On the other hand, an emotional
prosody shows a level of interest, a mood and a possible frustration during the
human-to-human interation. Artiial ommuniations systems are those de-
liberately invented, usually to serve spei funtions or tasks, suh as booking
tikets, ontrolling bank aounts, or searhing for some information during
human-mahine interation. User-behavior modeling by emotion lassia-
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tion within the human-mahine interation reeived a great deal of attention
during the last few years in the spoken dialog developers ommunity.
It is highly desirable in most HMI appliations suh as omputer-aided
tutoring and learning, that the response of the omputer takes into aount
the emotional or ognitive state of the human user. Emotions are displayed by
mimis, body movements, speeh, linguisti and paralinguisti means. More
and more researh in HMI onrmed that emotional skills modeling is an im-
portant part of the so-alled intelligent system. Spoken dialog systems today
an reognize muh of what is said, and to some extent, who said it. Still, they
are not able to proess the aetive hannel of information [Jaimes and Sebe,
2007℄. Intelligent systems with aetive ommuniation features onsider how
emotions an be lassied and expressed during human-mahine interation.
Three key points have to be applied during developing systems that proess
aetive information: embodiment (experiening physial reality), dynamis
(mapping experiene and emotional state with its label), and adaptive in-
teration (onveying emotive response, responding to a reognized emotional
state) [Bianhi-Berthouze and Lisetti, 2002℄.
Nowadays, one takes a human-to-human interation senario, and replaes
one of the humans with an automated dialog system, then the aetive om-
muniation will disappear. It happens not beause people stop ommuniating
aetively  e.g., a person expresses anger at dialog systems during misom-
muniation situations. The problem arises beause the human-mahine inter-
fae has no ability to detet when a human is stressed, frustrated, pleased,
interested, or bored. A person ignoring the non-verbal elements in human-
to-human ommuniation would be onsidered impolite or unintelligent. De-
tetion and lassiation of emotions within artiial ommuniation are key
omponents of the intelligent system.
Researh is therefore needed for new methods to ommuniate aetively
through automated system ontrolled environments. Up-to-date spoken-
dialog-system-driven ommuniation almost always has less aetive band-
width than natural human-to-human mahine interation. The appearane
of aetive wearable dialog systems ould hange the nature and eieny of
human-mahine interation.
2.3 Prosodi harateristis of spontaneous
speeh
Linguists dened prosody as rhythm, stress and intonation of speeh. Prosody
reets the following features of the speaker or the utterane: the emotional
state; whether an utterane is a statement, a question, or a ommand; whether
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the speaker is being ooperative or non-ooperative; the use of emphasis,
ontrast, and fous; or other elements of language suh as paralinguisti events
that may not be enoded by grammar or hoie of voabulary. In terms of
an aousti theory, the prosody of speeh involves variation in syllable length,
loudness, pith, formant frequenies, poses and word length within the speeh
signal.
Prosodi information is enapsulated within voalized phoneme, syllables,
words, phrases, and whole turns of a speaker. To these units we asribe
pereived properties suh as pith, loudness, speaking rate, words and pause
duration, voie quality, rhythm, et. In human-to-human ommuniation, the
listener extrats multiple information from prosodi ues. Due to this fat, we
an dene ertain funtions of the prosody phenomena. The prosodi fun-
tions are the marking of boundaries, aents, the sentene mood, an intonation
and the speaker's emotional state [Batliner and Nöth, 2003℄.
2.3.1 Boundary prosody
An appliation of prosody analysis is quite popular in automati speeh
proessing and dialog understanding. For example, many studies showed
that prosodi information may inuene listeners' analysis of an ambiguous
phrase [Clifton et al., 2002℄. In the real-life appliations, spoken dialog system
designers try to ombine word hypothesis graphs (WHG) with the prosody
analysis for aentuation or prosodi boundaries reognition.
The prosodi units an be very short  e.g. phoneme-level  or they an
onstitute a whole utterane. Dialog units are longer than those of semantis.
The rst prosody feature is phrasing, i.e., prosodi boundaries that reet
syntati boundaries whih, in turn, reet dialog ats (DA) boundaries. As a
seond feature omes aentuation or fous of attention, the most important
information in a semanti unit, e.g., in a sentene (fous). The third prosody
feature is an ability to disambiguate between dierent sentene moods/modal-
ities. For example, prosody an be used to deide whether a sentene is a
statement or a question [Nöth et al., 2002℄.
In the ase of misommuniation detetion within human-mahine inter-
ation, Batliner et al. found that some boundary prosodi features indiate
trouble in ommuniation [Batliner et al., 2003℄. These indiators are on-
duted in the following prosodi harateristis:
- pause at phrases;
- strong artiulation;
- strong emphasis;
- pause at words;
- ontrastive aent;
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- pause at syllable;
- lengthening of syllable;
- hyperartiulation;
- laughter/sighing.
An evaluation of the SMARTKOM [Zeiÿler et al., 2006℄ prosody module,
whih is based on the Verbmobil prosody module [Batliner et al., 2000a℄,
shows that boundary prosody analysis may provide higher performane of
Automati Speeh Understanding (ASU).
2.3.2 Emotional prosody
While listening to speeh, we rely on a variety of ongruent prosodi and
verbal-semanti ues upon whih to base our interation inferene as to the
ommuniative intention of others. To interpret the meaning of the speeh,
the way something is said may be as important as a linguisti ontent.
The paralinguisti deoding is an essential issue in the emotional prosody
analysis. The emotion within speeh may manifest itself on the semanti and
aousti levels. A variety of aousti features were also explored in the ontext
of speeh-based emotion lassiation and emotional speeh synthesis. These
aousti features are as follows:
- pith-related features;
- voie level features: signal amplitude, energy;
- formant frequenies;
- timing features: phrase, word, phoneme, and feature boundaries;
- voie-quality parameters;
- spetral features;
- artiulation parameters.
Emotion Speeh
Rate
Pith
Average
Pith
Range
Inten-
sity
Voie
Quality
Anger slightly
faster
very muh
higher
muh wider higher breathy
Joy faster or
slower
muh higher muh wider higher blaring
Sadness slightly
slower
slightly
lower
slightly
narrower
lower resonant
Fear muh faster very muh
higher
muh wider normal irregular
Disgust very muh
slower
very muh
lower
slightly
wider
lower grumbled
Table 2.1: Summary of human voal harateristis variations of aetive
speeh ompared to neutral speeh [Murray and Arnott, 1993℄
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Murray and Arnott [Murray and Arnott, 1993℄ desribed emotional voie
harateristis for Ekman (see 2.5.2) basi emotions. Table 2.1 desribes
mostly qualitative harateristis assoiated with the following fundamental
emotions. These speiations are based on a omparison of the aetive voie
to the neutral voie harateristis.
Within our researh we nd out that only by using spetral features (Mel-
frequeny Cepstral oeients (MFCC)) analysis we an reah a good per-
formane of emotion reognition for ated and spontaneous emotions sam-
ples [Shuller et al., 2009, Vlasenko and Wendemuth, 2009b, Hübner et al.,
2010℄. In the ase of spontaneous emotions, we have to extend our aousti
features set and use a multi-level proessing paradigm to reah omparable
lassiation performane on the ated data. Also a ombination of aousti,
linguisti and onversational analysis yielded better results on spontaneous
emotions lassiation than the pure aousti analysis [Shuller et al., 2005b℄.
2.3.3 Interation
In order to make spoken dialog systems more intelligent and user-friendly we
have to ombine automati speeh reognition with a reliable language model,
boundary and emotional prosody analyzers, and a language-understanding
module. In suh a way they will be able to detet and lassify user intentions.
The basi struture of an intelligent SDS is shown in Figure 2.1.
The rst stage of an intelligent spoken dialog system is to reognize the
speeh signal and provide a word hypotheses graph (WHG) and orresponding
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Figure 2.1: General struture and modules interation of an intelligent spoken
dialog system
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phoneti transription (PT). This proess is known as automati speeh reog-
nition. To attain an aeptable performane of speeh reognition, the module
requires language models, for example, n-grams. The WHG is direted to the
boundary prosody analysis module, whih later generates the boundary labels,
detets the fous of attention and misommuniation indiators. Semanti
network modules based on the boundary labels and the WHG generate tex-
tual assoiations semanti networks (TASN). Taking into aount TASN, PT,
WHG and boundary labels, the spontaneous-speeh-understanding module
estimates the user's request's lexial interpretation. The emotional prosody
analysis module based on speeh signals, PT, WHG and misommuniation
indiators lassies the urrent user's emotional state. An intention reogni-
tion module takes into onsideration the deteted fous of attention, the user's
emotional state and lexial interpretation of the user's request, and provides
user's intention lassiation.
2.4 Emotion theory
In summary an emotion is a transitory, valened experiene that is felt with
some intensity as happening to the self, generated in part by a ognitive ap-
praisal of situations, and aompanied by both learned and innate physial
responses. Through emotion, people ommuniate their internal states and
intentions to others. Emotion often disrupts thought and behavior, but it also
triggers and guides ognitions and organizes, motivates, and sustains behavior
and soial relations (adopted from [Bernstein et al., 1997℄).
In reent years onsiderable researh was arried out, both theoretial and
empirial, on the pereption and prodution of aetive speeh. Most of
this researh eort is now being made in a eld alled "aetive omputing"
[Piard, 1997℄. The main goal in aetive omputing is to design automati
speeh-reognition and text-to-speeh algorithms that understand and reat
to the human emotions.
Klaus Sherer distinguished the following aetive phenomena: emotions,
feelings, moods and attitudes [Sherer, 2005℄. Also, he suggested that "feelings
integrate the entral representation of appraisal-driven response organization
in emotion" [Sherer, 2004℄. The aetive states aused by a salient attitude
an be labeled using terms suh as desiring, respeting, hating, and loving. In
most ases, attitude is a long-term aetive event whih an make the our-
rene of a short-term emotion episode more likely. For example, people in love
usually express positive emotions more often. Generally, mood is onsidered
a diuse aet state, haraterized by subjetive feelings that aet the be-
havior of a person. Moods are generally low-intensity aet states whih an
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last for days, weeks, or months. Within our researh we use the term aet in
its short-term nature, namely, emotional state. Also, from our point of view,
aetive phenomena like feelings, moods and attitudes are the usual ases for
human-to-human ommuniation; in the ase of human-mahine interation
most of these phenomena do not our. As a onsequene, terms suh as
"aetive omputing" [Piard, 1997℄ and "aetive speeh reognition" are
quite popular in the speeh-proessing ommunity and human-mahine inter-
ation researh groups. In this thesis, "aetive" will in general refer to any
non-neutral short-term expression.
A uniform denition of emotion in psyhology is very ontroversial. Ba-
sially, emotions desribe subjetive sensations of shorter periods whih are
related to ertain events, persons or objets. The word "emotion" omes from
Latin and means to move or to stir up. Generally, psyhologists use the word
"emotion" to refer to the show of feelings that are produed when important
things happen to us.
Four dierent theoretial approahes to the origins and nature of human
emotions have primarily rystallized:
 Darwinian approah: Aording to the Darwinian perspetive [Dar-
win, 1872℄ emotions are a result of general human evolution. They have
an essential importane for the speies survival. As a onsequene, er-
tain behaviors are diretly linked to the assoiated emotional feelings.
Universal faial expression, infants, and basi emotions are evidene
supporting this theory.
 Jamesian approah: This approah is well grounded owing to the
work by James [James, 1884℄. James believed that the human per-
eption of feelings are in response to events. Thus, an emotion ap-
pears through the stimulation of sensory organs by an objet. The self-
pereption takes plae through aerent impulses leading to the brain
until they reah the ortex. As a onsequene, internal organs and mus-
les are stimulated by eerent impulses. With the return in the form of
re-aerent impulses from the organs and musles to the erebral ortex,
eventually it appears in the desribed pereption of physial hange
in the form of an emotion. An emotional feeling is possible only in
ombination with a sueeding physial response. Emotion is inferred
or onstruted from instintive peripheral physiologial responses. The
following is evidene in support of James:
- patterns of autonomi hanges vary with dierent emotional states;
- people reliving emotional experienes show dierent patterns of auto-
nomi ativity;
- spinal ord injuries redue peripheral responses  less intense emotion
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(following Hohmann [Hohmann, 1996℄).
 Cognitive approah: This theory is similar to the Jamesian theory
as people label emotions using pereptions of their own somati ativ-
ity. But labeling is a ognitive proess that reets the person's beliefs
about a situation. If people believe they have a reason to be angry they
will pereive their bodily symptoms as anger. The representatives of
this theory Shahter [Shahter and Signer, 1962℄ and Arnold [Arnold,
1960℄ assumed that emotions are the ause of body reations to ertain
irumstanes and that they are traeable.
 Soial onstrutivist approah: Averill [Averill, 1980℄ and Harré
[Harré, 1986℄ argued that feelings reet the result of learned soial
rules of behavior. The deisive fator is the underlying ulture, beause
it implies signiantly the assessment of the irumstanes whih lead to
an emotion. Hene, the triggers for anger dier inter-ulturally and even
interpersonally. Following this model, the ultural ontext plays an im-
portant role for the assessment of emotions. The soial-onstrutivist
approah is one of the youngest and most ontroversial psyhologial
theories about human feelings. It shows that some syndromes in dier-
ent ultures an be deteted as unambiguous emotions, while in other
irles this an be only onditionally true. This approah is in onit
with the others, but within it the emotions are onsidered a produt of
evolution.
After all, we need to establish that although these theories in parts an be
aumulated, not one of them was examined orretly. Besides, a lot of eorts
were made to ombine them. Within our researh we applied the basi ideas
of Jamesian, ognitive and soial onstrutivist approahes.
2.5 Emotion ategorization
An annotation of emotional episodes within aetive speeh is a non-trivial
task. An essential problem for the analysis of spontaneous emotional speeh
is to determine what an emotional episode is, where it starts and where it
ends. Afterwards we have to provide a referene for the following episodes.
Quite often, several emotions an be present at the same episode. There
are two possible emotional annotation approahes based on multi-dimensional
representation and lassial emotion ategories.
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2.5.1 Multi-dimensional representation
There are few ways of representing emotions in a multi-dimensional emo-
tion spae. Emotions an be distinguished by the numeri values in two-
or three-dimensional valene-arousal-(poteny or dominane) spaes [Wundt,
1897℄, [Kehrein, 2002℄, [Grimm et al., 2007℄ or by meaning of their basi enti-
ties within irumplex models [Pluthik, 2001℄, [Sherer, 2005℄. This hapter
will desribe in detail the most popular existing dimensional valene-arousal-
(poteny or dominane) spae and irumplex models.
The rst multi-dimensional representation of emotions was proposed by
the German psyhologist Wilhelm Wundt [Wundt, 1897℄. He proposed to de-
sribe an emotional experiene in terms of three dimensions: valene, arousal,
and poteny. These dimensions an be interpreted as three orthogonal axes.
Eah emotion an be haraterized be the three numerial values whih or-
respond to the oordinates within the valene-arousal-poteny spae. Valene
Figure 2.2: Pluthiks's two- and three-dimensional irumplex emotional
wheel model desribes the relations among emotional lasses. Adopted from
[Pluthik, 2001℄
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represents the value  positive or negative  of the user's emotion. Arousal/a-
tivation represents the user's degree of exitation  from high to low, like
"ative vs. passive", "high vs. low exitation". "Poteny" refers to the in-
dividual's sense of power or ontrol, for example "onentrated vs. relaxed
attention", "dominane vs. submissiveness".
The multi-dimensional desription benets from a higher-level of gener-
ality. It provides a possibility for desribing the intensity of emotions. In
the ase of mixed emotions within the same semanti unit (dialog at (DA),
sentene, utterane, word), whih is quite often the ase in spontaneous ae-
tive speeh, the emotion spae onept allows for a more adequate desription
of these aetive samples. Nowadays, annotation of emotional events within
speeh has led to the multi-dimensional emotion desriptor beoming more
and more popular. Kehrein [Kehrein, 2002℄ and Grimm et al. [Grimm et al.,
2007℄ proposed the use of the following dimensions: appraisal (or valene,
evaluation), ativation (or arousal, exitation) and dominane (or power).
Another quite popular multi-dimensional representation of emotion is
based on the so-alled irumplex model. In 1980, Robert Pluthik reated a
wheel of emotions whih onsisted of 8 basi emotions: joy, aeptane, fear,
surprise, sadness, disgust, anger, and antiipation. Pluthik found that the
Figure 2.3: Sample of the adapted Geneva emotion wheel applied for annota-
tion purposes within the SEAT projet. Adopted from [GEW, 2008℄
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primary emotions an be oneptualized in a olor-wheel fashion  plaing sim-
ilar emotions lose together and opposites 180 degrees apart, like additional
olors. This so-alled irumplex model an be used as a tool for represen-
tation of relation and nature of emotional ategories. Pluthik extended the
irumplex model into a third dimension, modifying the intensity of emotions
(see, dierent olor intensity in Figure 2.2), so that the omplex so-alled
strutural model of emotions is shaped like a one.
An alternative irular representation of emotions appears
nowadays, see Figure 2.3. This adapted Geneva emotion wheel
(GEW) was applied for the digital questionnaire within the SEAT
(http://www.wearable.ethz.h/researh/groups/ontext/seat/) projet
by the ETH Zurih researh group [GEW, 2008℄. The GEW was developed
in 2005 by Klaus Sherer. The GEW is a wheel with 20 spokes. Eah spoke
is assoiated with a type of emotion (10 negative and 10 positive emotions).
The spokes of the wheel are made up of ve labels whih allow the annotator
to hoose the intensity for whih they felt that seleted emotion.
2.5.2 Classial emotion ategories
In English there is an enormous amount of emotion words, some of them
tend to fall into families based on similarity and some an be lassied as
opposites [Pluthik, 2001℄.
How many emotions are present in human-to-human ommuniation? The
Author Basi Emotions Basis
MDougall (1926) anger, disgust, elation, fear,
subjetion, tender-emotion, wonder
relation to instints
Arnold (1960) anger, aversion, ourage, dejetion,
desire, despair, fear, hate, hope,
love, sadness
relation to ation
tendenies
Pluthik (1980) aeptane, anger, antiipation,
disgust, joy, fear, sadness, surprise
relation to adaptive
biologial proesses
Ekman, Friesen&
Ellsworth (1982)
anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness,
surprise
universal faial
expressions
Tomkins (1984) anger, interest, ontempt, disgust,
distress, fear, joy, shame, surprise
distintive set of
bodily and faial
reations
Oatley&
Johnson-Laird
(1987)
anger, disgust, anxiety, happiness,
sadness
do not require
propositional ontent
Table 2.2: Basi emotions sets, presented by dierent emotion psyhology
researhes [Ortony and Turner, 1990℄
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proposers of "lassial" disrete emotion theories, inspired by Darwin, have
suggested from 3 to 14 of basi emotions. Those emotions are also alled
primary or fundamental. A wide range of researh on identiation of basi
emotions [Ortony and Turner, 1990℄ was presented to the emotion researh
ommunity, see Table 2.2.
The disrepany of opinion about the quantity of primary emotions is
mathed by the divergene of opinion about their identity. Some of the lists
of basi emotions inlude ategories that are not inluded in other lists. Only
Arnold inluded ourage, Pluthik inluded aeptane and antiipation, also
MDougall proposed that subjetion and "tender-emotion" are fundamental
emotions. Still, most of the lists inlude anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness,
and surprise ategories. Currently there is no standard basi emotions list
aknowledged by all emotion psyhology researhers. Still, all of these basi
emotions are dialing with "full-blown" [Sherer, 1999℄ emotions, in ontrast
to low emotional saturation events within real-life ommuniation. In this
thesis we do not speify our own basi emotions set. Within our evaluations
presented in Chapter 5 we use dierent set of emotions presented in publi
available emotional orpora.
2.6 Emotional speeh data
Colleting and annotating emotional speeh orpora is quite a diult and
expensive task. As a result, we deided to train and test our aetive-
speeh-proessing models on seleted well-known emotional orpora. The
hosen set of emotional orpora overs a broad variety of models reahing
from ated (DES, EMO-DB) over indued (ABC, eNTERFACE) to natural
emotion (AVIC, SmartKom, SUSAS, VAM) ranging from stritly limited tex-
tual ontent (DES, EMO-DB, SUSAS) over more variation (eNTERFACE) to
full variane (ABC, AVIC, SAL, SmartKom, VAM). Further human-to-human
(AVIC, VAM) as well as human-to-omputer (SAL, SmartKom) interation
are ontained. Referenes for the earlier-mentioned databases will be given in
setion 2.6.2. Three languages (English, German, and Danish) are omprised.
However, these languages belong to the same family of Germani languages.
The speaker's ages and bakgrounds vary strongly, and so do of ourse miro-
phones used, room aoustis, and oding (e.g., sampling rate reahing from
8 kHz to 44.1 kHz) as well as the annotators.
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2.6.1 Data olletion
Our main goal is a suient modeling of the spontaneous speeh of ommon
human beings in real-life human-omputer interation. Extrating data in
real-life senarios, usually, faes two main problems: Firstly, it is quite diult
to ontrol and reord suh real-life onditions beause of ethial restritions
and due to the point that automati dialog systems are quite rare in everyday
human life. Seondly, if we hange the themati domain of our dialog system,
this an inuene the linguisti and emotional behavior of the user.
To simulate a real-life situation we an use the Wizard of Oz senario. In
suh a senario, subjets believe they are interating with a real automated
system while the system's interation interfae is manipulated by a human
'wizard'. For suh kind of simulation, we need 'naive' users. But still, we do
not know the range of the user's emotional behavior variation in a real-life
senario. Also, human 'wizards' usually are not able to predit all possible
misommuniation situations in real-life onditions whih an provoke frustra-
tion and/or aetive user's behavior. As a result, olleted data does not over
all possible situations, where a dialog strategy an be implemented whih is
adaptive to the user's behavior.
2.6.2 Aetive speeh orpora
One of the major needs of the ommunity  perhaps even more than in many
related pattern reognition tasks  is the onstant need for datasets [Douglas-
Cowie et al., 2003℄, [Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2003℄. In the late 1990s, the
early days of emotion reognition, there were only a few datasets available,
whih were small (500 turns) with few subjets (10), uni-modal, reorded
in studio noise onditions, and ated. Furthermore, the spoken ontent
was mostly predened (DES [Engbert and Hansen, 1996℄, Berlin Emotional
Speeh-Database [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄, SUSAS [Hansen and Bou-Ghazale,
1997℄). These were seldom made publi and few annotators  if any at all
 usually labeled exlusively the pereived emotion. Additionally, these were
partly not intended for analysis, but for quality measurement of synthesis
(e.g., DES, Berlin Emotional Speeh-Database). However, any data is bet-
ter than none. Today we are happy to see more diverse emotions overed,
more eliited or even spontaneous sets of many speakers, larger amounts of
instanes (5k -10k) of more subjets (up to more than 100), multimodal data
that is annotated by more labelers (4 (AVIC [Shuller et al., 2009b℄) - 17
(VAM [Grimm et al., 2008℄)), and that is made publily available. Thereby
it lies in the nature of olleting ated data that equal distribution among
lasses is easily obtainable. In more spontaneous sets this is not given, whih
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ABC German
xed
agr
95
he
105
int
33
ner
93
neu
79
tir
25
- 104 326 213 217 431 01:15 4m
4 f
ated
stud
16
AVIC English
variable
bor
553
neu
2279
joy
170
- - - - 553 2449 553 2449 3002 01:47 11m
10 f
spon
norm
44.1
DES Danish
xed
ang
85
hap
86
neu
85
sad
84
sur
84
- - 169 250 169 250 419 00:28 2m
2 f
ated
norm
20
EMO-
DB
German
xed
ang
127
bor
79
dis
38
fea
55
hap
64
neu
78
sad
53
248 246 352 142 494 00:22 5m
5 f
ated
stud
16
eNTER-
FACE
English
xed
ang
215
dis
215
fea
215
hap
207
sad
210
sur
215
- 425 852 855 422 1277 01:00 34m
8 f
ated
norm
16
SAL English
variable
q1
459
q2
320
q3
564
q4
349
- - - 884 808 917 779 1692 01:41 2m
2 f
spon
norm
16
Smart-
Kom
German
variable
ang
220
hel
161
joy
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2179
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266
3088 735 381 3442 3823 07:08 32m
47 f
spont
noisy
16
SUSAS English
xed
hst
1202
mst
1276
neu
701
sr
414
- - - 701 2892 1616 1977 3593 01:01 4m
3 f
mixed
noisy
8
VAM German
variable
q1
21
q2
50
q3
451
q4
424
- - - 501 445 875 71 946 00:47 15m
32 f
spon
norm
16
Table 2.3: Overview of the seleted emotion orpora
Content: language, xed/variable (spoken text). Number of turns per emotion ategory (# Emotion), binary arousal/va-
lene, and overall number of turns (All). hh:mm : total duration. Number of subjets (Sub), number of female (f) and male
(m) subjets. Type of material (ated/natural/mixed) and reording onditions (studio/normal/noisy) (Type). Freq [kHz℄: dis-
retization frequeny. Abbreviations: agr - aggressive, ang - angry, bor - boredom, he - heerful, dis - disgust, hap - happy, hel -
helplessness, hst - high stress, int - intoxiated, joy - joyful, mst - medium stress, ner - nervous, neu - neutral, pon - pondering,
q1-q4 - quadrants in the arousal-valane plane, sad - sadness, sur - surprise, tir - tired, uni - unidentiable
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fores one to either balane data in the training or to shift from reporting
of simple reognition rates to F-measures or unweighted reall values, best
per lass (e.g., FAU AIBO [Batliner et al., 2008℄, and the AVIC databases).
However, some ated and eliited datasets with pre-dened ontent are still
seen (e.g., eNTERFACE [Martin et al., 2006℄), yet these also follow the trend
of more instanes and speakers. The positive fat is, that transription is
beoming riher: additional annotation of spoken ontent and non-linguisti
interjetions (e.g., FAU AIBO, AVIC databases), multiple annotator traks
(e.g., VAM orpus), or even manually orreted pith ontours (FAU AIBO
database) and additional audio traks in dierent reordings (e.g., lose talk
and room mirophone), syllable boundaries and manual syllable labeling (e.g.,
EMO-DB database), dierent hunking (e.g., FAU AIBO database) levels. At
the same time, these are partly also reorded under more realisti onditions
(or taken from the media). However, in future sets multilinguality and sub-
jets of diverse ultural bakgrounds will be needed in addition to all named
positive trends.
For our evaluations, we hose nine orpora amongst the most popular.
Only these available to the researh ommunity were onsidered. These should
over a broad variety reahing from ated speeh (the Danish (DES, [Engbert
and Hansen, 1996℄) and the Berlin Emotional Speeh (EMO-DB, [Burkhardt
et al., 2005℄) databases), over story guided as the eNTERFACE orpus [Mar-
tin et al., 2006℄ with xed spoken ontent and the Airplane Behaviour Corpus
(ABC, [Shuller et al., 2009b℄), to spontaneous with xed spoken ontent rep-
resented by the Speeh Under Simulated and Atual Stress (SUSAS, [Hansen
and Bou-Ghazale, 1997℄) database, to more modern orpora with respet to
the number of subjets involved, spontaneity, and free language overed by
the Audiovisual Interest Corpus (AVIC, [Shuller et al., 2009b℄), the Sensitive
Artiial Listener (SAL, [Wöllmer et al., 2008℄), the SmartKom [Steininger
et al., 2002℄, and the Vera-Am-Mittag (VAM, [Grimm et al., 2008℄) datasets.
An overview on properties of the hosen datasets an be found in Table
2.3. Next, we will briey introdue the datasets.
2.6.2.1 AIBO
It is a orpus with reordings of hildren interating with Sony's pet robot
alled Aibo [Batliner et al., 2008℄. The orpus onsists of spontaneous,
German speeh whih is emotionally olored. The data was olleted at two
dierent shools, MONT and OHM, from 51 hildren (age 10 - 13, 21 male, 30
female; about 9.2 hours of speeh without pauses). Speeh was transmitted
with a high quality wireless head set and reorded with a DAT reorder (16
bit, 48 kHz down-sampled to 16 kHz). Five annotators (advaned students of
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set A E N P R NEG IDL Σ
train 881 2,093 5,590 674 721 3,358 6,601 9,959
test 611 1,508 5,377 215 546 2,465 5,792 8,257
Table 2.4: Number of instanes for 2-lass and 5-lass annotation shema
within AIBO orpus
linguistis) listened to the turns and annotated eah word as neutral or as be-
longing to one of ten other lasses. The data is labeled on the word-level. We
resort to majority voting (MV): if three or more labelers (ve labelers in all)
agreed, the label was attributed to the word. The number of ases with MV
is given in parentheses: joyful (101), surprised (0), emphati (2,528), helpless
(3), touhy, i. e. irritated (225), angry (84), "motherese" (1,260), bored (11),
reprimanding (310), rest, i. e. non-neutral, but not belonging to the other
ategories (3), neutral (39,169); 4,707 words had no MV; all in all, there were
48,401 words.
The whole orpus onsisted of 18,216 emotional hunks. The ve-lass
annotation shema overs the lasses Anger (subsuming angry, touhy, and
reprimanding) Emphati, Neutral, Positive (subsuming motherese and joy-
ful), and Rest and they are to be disriminated. The two-lass annotation
shema onsists of the overed lasses NEGative (subsuming angry, touhy,
reprimanding, and emphati) and IDLe (onsisting of all nonnegative states).
The lasses within the whole orpus are highly unbalaned. The transrip-
tions of spoken ontent within the training set are provided allowing for ASR
training and linguisti feature omputation.
2.6.2.2 Danish Emotional Speeh
The Danish Emotional Speeh (DES) [Engbert and Hansen, 1996℄ database
has been hosen as the rst set as one of the 'traditional representatives' for
our study, beause it is easily aessible and well-annotated. The data used in
the experiments are nine Danish sentenes, with two words and hunks that
are loated between two silent segments of two passages of the uent text.
For example: "Nej" (No), "Ja" (Yes), "Hvor skal du hen?" (Where are you
going?). The total amount of data adds up to more than 500 speeh utteranes
(i. e., speeh segments between two silene pauses) whih are expressed by four
professional ators, two males and two females. All utteranes are equally
separated for eah gender. Speeh is expressed in ve emotional states: anger,
happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise. Twenty judges (native speakers
from 18 to 58 years old) veried the emotions with a sore rate of 67%.
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2.6.2.3 Berlin Emotional Speeh Database
A further well-known set hosen to test the eetiveness of emotion lassi-
ation is the popular studio reorded Berlin Emotional Speeh Database
(EMO-DB) [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄, whih overs anger, boredom, disgust,
fear, joy, neutral, and sadness speaker emotions. The spoken ontent is again
pre-dened by ten German emotionally neutral sentenes, suh as "Der Lap-
pen liegt auf dem Eisshrank" (The loth is lying on the fridge.). As with
DES, it thus provides a high number of repeated words in diverse emotions.
Ten (ve female) professional ators speak ten German emotionally undened
sentenes. While the whole set omprises of around 800 utteranes, only 494
phrases are marked as a minimum 60% natural and minimum 80% assignable
by 20 subjets in a listening experiment. 84.3% mean auray is the result
of this pereption study for this limited "more prototypial" set.
2.6.2.4 eNTERFACE
The eNTERFACE [Martin et al., 2006℄ orpus is a further publi, yet audiovi-
sual emotion database. It onsists of indued anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness,
and surprise speaker emotions. 42 subjets (eight female) from 14 nations are
inluded. It onsists of oe environment reordings of pre-dened spoken
ontent in English. Eah subjet was instruted to listen to six suessive
short stories, eah of them eliiting a partiular emotion.
They then had to reat to eah of the situations by uttering previously read
phrases that t the short story. Five phrases are available per emotion, suh
as "I have nothing to give you! Please don't hurt me!" in the ase of fear. Two
experts judged whether the reation expressed the emotion in an unambiguous
way. Only if this was the ase, the sample was added to database. Overall,
the database onsists of 1,170 samples.
2.6.2.5 Airplane Behaviour Corpus
Another audiovisual emotion database is the Airplane Behaviour Corpus
(ABC) [Shuller et al., 2009b℄, rafted for the speial target appliation of
publi transport surveillane. In order to indue a ertain mood, a sript
was used, whih led the subjets through a guided storyline: prereorded an-
nounements by ve dierent speakers were automatially played bak and
ontrolled by a hidden test-ondutor. As a general framework a vaation
ight with return ight was hosen, onsisting of 13 and 10 senes as the
start, serving of wrong food, turbulenes, falling asleep, onversation with
a neighbor, or touh-down. The general setup onsisted of an airplane seat
for the subjet, positioned in front of a blue sreen. 8 subjets in gender
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balane from 2548 years (mean 32 years) took part in the reording. The
language throughout the reording is German. A total of 11.5 hours video
was reorded and annotated independently after pre-segmentation by three
experiened male labelers within a losed set. The average length of the 396
lips in total is 8.4 seonds.
2.6.2.6 Speeh Under Simulated and Atual Stress
The Speeh Under Simulated and Atual Stress (SUSAS) database [Hansen
and Bou-Ghazale, 1997℄ serves as a rst referene for spontaneous reordings.
As an additional hallenge, speeh is partly masked by eld noise. We deided
for the 3,663 atual stress speeh samples. Seven speakers, three of them
female, in roller oaster and free fall atual stress situations are ontained in
this set. Next to neutral speeh and fear two dierent stress onditions have
been olleted: medium stress, and high stress, and sreaming. SUSAS is also
restrited to a pre-dened spoken text of 35 English air ommands, suh as
"brake", "help" or "no". Likewise, only single words are ontained similar to
DES where this is also mostly the ase.
2.6.2.7 Audiovisual Interest Corpus
To add spontaneous emotion samples of non-restrited spoken ontent, we de-
ided to use the Audiovisual Interest Corpus (AVIC) [Shuller et al., 2009b℄,
another audiovisual emotion orpus. In its senario setup, a produt presenter
leads one of 21 subjets (10 female) through an English ommerial presen-
tation. The level of interest is annotated for every sub-speaker turn reahing
from boredom (subjet is bored with listening and talking about the topi,
very passive, does not follow the disourse), over neutral (subjet follows and
partiipates in the disourse, it annot be reognized, if she/he is interested
or indierent in the topi) to joyful interation (strong wish of the subjet to
talk and learn more about the topi). Additionally, the spoken ontent and
non-linguisti voalisations are labeled in the AVIC set. For our evaluation
we use the 996 phrases as, e.g., employed in [Shuller et al., 2009b℄.
2.6.2.8 Sensitive Artiial Listener
The Belfast Sensitive Artiial Listener (SAL) data is part of the nal HU-
MAINE database [Douglas-Cowie et al., 2007℄. We onsider the subset used,
e.g., in [Wöllmer et al., 2008℄ whih ontains 25 reordings in total from 4
speakers (2 male, 2 female) with an average length of 20 minutes per speaker.
The data ontains audio-visual reordings from natural human-omputer on-
versations that were reorded through an interation interfae designed to let
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users work through a range of emotional states. The data was labeled ontin-
uously in real-time by four annotators with respet to valene and ativation
using a system based on FEELtrae [Cowie et al., 2000℄: the annotators used
a sliding ontroller to annotate both emotional dimensions separately whereas
the adjusted values for valene and ativation were sampled every 10 ms to
obtain a temporal quasi-ontinuum. To ompensate linear osets that are
present among the annotators, the annotations were normalized to zero mean
globally. Furthermore, to ensure ommon saling among all annotators, eah
annotator's labels were saled so that 98% of all values are in the range from
-1 to +1. The 25 reordings have been split into turns using an energy-based
Voie Ativity Detetion. A total of 1,692 turns is aordingly ontained in
the database. Labels for eah turn are omputed by averaging the frame-level
valene and ativation labels over the omplete turn. Apart from the neessity
to deal with ontinuous values for time and emotion, the great hallenge of
the SAL database is the fat that one must deal with all data  as reorded
 and not only manually pre-seleted 'emotional prototypes' as in pratially
any other database [Shuller et al., 2009℄.
2.6.2.9 SmartKom
We further inluded a seond audiovisual orpus of spontaneous speeh
and natural emotion in our tests: the SmartKom [Steininger et al., 2002℄
multi-modal orpus onsists of Wizard of Oz dialogs in German. For our
evaluations we use German dialogs reorded during a publi environment
tehnial senario. As with SUSAS, noise is overlaid (street noise). The
database ontains multiple audio hannels and two video hannels (fae,
body from side). The primary aim of the orpus was the empirial study
of human-omputer interation in a number of dierent tasks and tehnial
setups. It is strutured into sessions whih ontain one reording of ap-
proximately 4.5 minutes length with one person. Utteranes are labeled in
seven broader emotional states: neutral, joy, anger, helplessness, pondering,
surprise are ontained together with unidentiable episodes.
2.6.2.10 Vera-Am-Mittag
The Vera-Am-Mittag (VAM) orpus [Grimm et al., 2008℄ onsists of audio-
visual reordings taken from a German TV talk show. The orpus ontains 947
spontaneous and emotionally oloured utteranes from 47 guests of the talk
show whih were reorded from unsripted, authenti disussions. The topis
were mainly personal issues suh as friendship rises, fatherhood questions,
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or romanti aairs. To obtain non-ated data, a talk show in whih the
guests were not paid to perform as ators was hosen. The speeh extrated
from the dialogs ontains a large amount of olloquial expressions as well as
non-linguisti voalisations and partly overs dierent German dialets. For
annotation of the speeh data, the audio reordings were manually segmented
to the utterane-level, whereas eah utterane ontained at least one phrase.
A large number of human labelers was used for annotation (17 labelers for
one half of the data, six for the other).
The labeling bases on a disrete ve-point sale for three dimensions
mapped onto the interval of [-1,1℄: the average results for the standard de-
viation are 0.29, 0.34, and 0.31 for valene, ativation, and dominane. The
averages for the orrelation between the evaluators are 0.49, 0.72, and 0.61,
respetively. The orrelation oeients for ativation and dominane show
suitable values, whereas the moderate value for valene indiates that this
emotion primitive was more diult to evaluate, but may partly also be a
result of the smaller variane of valene.
2.7 Clustering of emotions
Although the ability to reognize a large variety of emotions is attrative, it
may not be neessary or pratial in the ontext of developing algorithms for
onversational interfaes. Based on this assumption, some researh groups
favor the notion of an appliation-dependent redued spae of emotions. In
partiular, negative and non-negative emotions an be used for misommu-
niation detetion tasks within automated spoken dialog systems [Lee and
Narayanan, 2005℄.
It is possible to map the diverse emotion groups onto the most popular
general dimensions (valene, arousal) borrowed from the dimensional emotion
model: arousal and valene, see Figure 2.4. The hosen mappings [Shuller
et al., 2009℄ are depited in Table 2.5. Notably, these mappings are not straight
forward. This would only be exatly true for the neutral emotion, whih ould
have been hosen as a third state. Sadly, however, not all databases provide
suh a state. Thus, the mapping an be seen as a ompromise in favor of bet-
ter balane amongst the target lasses. We further disretized emotion values
in the arousal-valene plane for the emotional orpora with multi-dimensional
annotation (SAL and VAM). We onsider only four quadrants obtained by
disretizing into binary tasks as desribed above, but now handling the prob-
lem as a four-lass problem, see Figure 2.4. The aording quadrant's q1q4
(ounterlokwise, starting in positive quadrant, assuming valene as ordinate
and arousal as absissa) an also be assigned emotion tags: "happy / exited"
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Arousal
Valence
very
active
very
passive
very
positive
very
negative
q1q2
q3 q4
happy
excited
angry 
anxious
sad
bored
relaxed 
serene
Figure 2.4: Speiation of the quadrant's q1q4 in arousal-valene spae
Corpus Arousal Valene
Negative Positive Negative Positive
ABC neutral, tired aggressive,
heerful, nervous,
intoxiated
aggressive,
nervous, tired
heerful,
intoxiated,
neutral
AVIC boredom neutral, joyful boredom neutral, joyful
DES neutral, sad angry, happy,
surprise
angry, sad happy, neutral,
surprise
EMO-
DB
boredom,
disgust,
neutral,
sadness
anger, fear,
happiness
anger,
boredom,
disgust, fear,
sadness
happiness,
neutral
eNTER-
FACE
disgust,
sadness
anger, surprise,
fear, happiness
anger, disgust,
fear, sadness
happiness,
surprise
SAL q2, q3 q1, q4 q3, q4 q1, q2
Smart-
Kom
neutral,
pondering,
unidentiable
anger,
helplessness, joy,
surprise
anger,
helplessness,
joy, pondering,
neutral, surprise,
unidentiable
SUSAS neutral high stress,
medium stress,
sreaming
high stress,
sreaming
medium stress,
neutral
VAM q2, q3 q1, q4 q3, q4 q1, q2
Table 2.5: Mapping of emotions for the lustering to a binary (positive/neg-
ative) arousal and valene disrimination task. Abbreviations: q - quadrants
(q1), "angry / anxious" (q2), "sad / bored" (q3), and "relaxed / serene" (q4).
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2.8 Data assessment
Four main issues need to be onsidered in aquiring an emotional orpora;
the sope, the level of naturalness and ontext of the ontent; and the type of
orresponding desriptors [Douglas-Cowie et al., 2003℄.
 Sope
It overs the amount of speakers presented in orpora; language spoken;
gender variability of speakers; types of emotional state onsidered; level
of annotation (word-level, utterane-level, ontext-independent time
alignment); soial/ultural setting (human-to-human interation, task-
oriented human-mahine interation). Real-life emotions in general are
ontrolled by strong ultural inuenes [Harré, 1986℄. Sine speeh is
a ultural human ativity, emotional events within speeh may be re-
lated to ultural inuenes. Usually, within real-life verbal interation,
humans show less expressive emotions rather than full-blown.
 Level of the naturalness
The simplest way to ollet aetive speeh is to ask ators to simulate
emotions within pronouned utteranes. The main problem with this
approah is that no in-depth researh about relationships between ated
material and spontaneous emotional speeh has been done. It is of
ourse true that preseleted ators an generate speeh that listeners
lassify reliably within a pereption test. Still it is hard to measure how
losely the prompted aetive speeh reets spontaneous expression of
emotion.
From the other side, the prie of high-level naturalness is a lak of on-
trol on the lexial and phoneti ontent of the material. For indued or
spontaneous emotions it is diult to ollet samples in a target emo-
tional state due to the unpreditability of the olleting proess (users
are able to use natural language for system interation). A lot of appli-
ations (emotional speeh synthesis, phoneme-level emotion modeling,
et.) require phonetially balaned datasets, whih is hard to ahieve
within a truly natural speeh interation session.
 Context
Three dierent types of ontext an be disriminated [Douglas-Cowie
et al., 2003℄.
- Semanti ontext:
Sinere emotional speeh is likely to ontain words with a dierent level
of emotionality. And this level of emotionality has a semanti nature.
An example of emotionally signiant words are emotive words (like
"good", "lovely", "aggression" , et.) that are part of some utterane.
- Strutural ontext:
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Emotional events depend on the syntati struture of the utterane:
fous of attention, sentene stress, intonation variability, et. Strutural
harateristis of the utteranes (repetitions, rephrasing, interruptions
and long pauses) an be used as indiators of hange in the emotional
state of the user. The sentene "I really, really like this" is an example
of ontextual ampliation by repetition the word "really".
- Temporal ontext:
Spontaneous speeh ontains distintive haraters of hange as emotion
ebbs and ows during time. Due to their temporal nature, some words
within an utterane an be more expressive in omparison with their
neighbor words. By interpreting nearby utteranes and words we an
resolve loal ambiguity in emotional state lassiation. The sentene
"This was a great failure" ontains positive in general but negative in
ontext the word "great".
 Desriptors
Desribing the para-linguisti and emotional ontent on one hand, and
transribing the speeh on the other is an important issue of onstrut-
ing a high-standard database. The requirements for orret labeling of
emotional events may be a onern to the level of naturalness. Ated
emotions an be adequately desribed with emotion ategory labels from
a basi emotions list. Corpora with spontaneous emotions, though, an
require a gradation of the emotion (old angry, hot angry, et.) and
indiation of the most expressive peaks within an utterane.
There are two main issues in terms of speeh desriptors: First, the
full range of features responsible for the voal expression of emotion
should be taken into aount. This range of features should inlude
at least the prosodi desription, non-linguisti features like breathing,
latter, laughter, and rying. Seond, it is important to desribe the
attributes that dene emotional states and their dynami speiation
(intensity variability in the time domain). As disussed in setion 2.5.1
and setion 2.5.2, emotions an be desribed with emotion ategories
or numeri values within a two- or three-dimensional spae, namely
valene-arousal-(dominane) VA(D).
Providing "ground truth" measures within emotional ontent annota-
tion is an important issue. Dening "ground truth" measures for emo-
tions desribed in numerial values in VA(D) spae is a non-trivial task.
It an also be problemati to measure "ground truth" for real-life emo-
tions dened with disrete emotion ategories whih have a mixed nature
or low-intensity.
To be able to measure the quality of the emotional annotation, inter-
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rater reliability measures as an alternative to the "ground truth" have
been introdued. To estimate the inter-rater agreement, it is ommon
to use the Kappa oeient κ [Carletta, 1996℄:
κ =
PA − P0
1− P0 (2.1)
where PA orresponds to the proportion of the raters that assigned the
same lass label, P0 is an estimation of the proportion where raters agree
by hane.
A desription of our annotation strategy with an example of the adequate
annotation of spontaneous emotions will be given in setion 2.8.1.
2.8.1 An adequate annotation strategy
An annotation proess is the most expensive and time-onsuming part within
prosodi speeh orpora development. Two of the key points identied in the
previous setion  sope and level of naturalness  are desribed in Table 2.3.
This table is designed to provide some brief information about existing emo-
tional speeh orpora. Sope desribes the language speiation, number of
speakers, and emotions onsidered. Under level of naturalness, we onsider
several ategories: ated, spontaneous, mixed (ontain both ated and spon-
taneous samples); and the type of material (e.g., sentenes, utteranes, short
ommands).
As one an see, just ve (AVIC, EMO-DB, ENTERFACE, SmartKom,
VAM) from nine datasets ontain the suient amount of speakers. To be
able to model inter-subjet variability, orpora should ontain enough female
and male speakers (at least 5 speakers for eah gender).
A good example of a reliable and lose to "natural" ated emotional speeh
database is the Berlin Emotional Speeh Database [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄.
The emotion reognizability level, and the level of naturalness estimated
within a pereption test for eah utterane, are presented in this database.
To provide reliable measures, twenty pereption-test evaluators took part in
this test. Eah "rater" heard all of the utteranes in a random order. They
were allowed to listen to eah utterane only one before the pereption-test
evaluator had to deide in whih emotional state the speaker had been and
how persuasive the performane was. Within our reognition evaluations, see
Chapter 5, we used utteranes with a minimum 60% level of naturalness and
minimum 80% reognizability level. In pratie, the pereption test imple-
mented for evaluation of the Berlin Emotional Speeh Database [Burkhardt
et al., 2005℄ with estimation of the levels of naturalness and reognizability
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I   [hm]   do   <breathing>  really  like  this.
focus of 
intention
emotional
expression 
I   [hm]   do   <breathing>  really  like  this.
focus of 
intention
emotional
expression 
neutral
neutral
joy
joy
I   [hm]   do   <breathing>  really  like  this.
focus of 
intention
emotional
expression 
neutral       joy
Figure 2.5: An example of reliable spontaneous aetive speeh annotation
for eah emotional utterane an be used as a "ground truth" measure of the
level of naturalness.
In ase of appliable aetive speeh annotation, two issues stand out:
Firstly, transription needs to aknowledge the full range of features in-
volved in the aousti expression of emotion, inluding voie quality, bound-
ary prosody and non-linguisti features suh as laughter, rying, latter, and
breath. Seondly, it needs to desribe the attributes (e.g., linguisti, dialog ats
speiation) that are relevant to emotion. An example of reliable aetive
spontaneous speeh annotation is presented in Figure 2.5.
As one an see, the strutural ontext (fous of attention, sentene stress,
intonation variability, et.) should be arefully annotated. There is a high
orrelation between boundary and emotional prosody. Annotators should be
extremely areful with distinguishing between these two dierent events. An
example of a possible onit between fous of attention (boundary prosody
event) and emotional events is presented in Figure 2.5. Eah of these ut-
teranes have slightly dierent semanti aents whih should be taken into
aount by human-distinguishable boundary prosody and emotional prosody
events. Afterwards, we will be able make annotation proess faster and reah
higher quality of annotation within the spontaneous aetive speeh desrip-
tion task [Siegert et al., 2011℄.
In real-life ommuniation humans use a number of dierent variations
to denote emphasis in speeh. Speakers may render emphasis with dierent
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ombinations and even individuals may hange their strategies for various
prosodi ues (boundary prosody and emotional prosody). In the rst two
sentenes presented in Figure 2.5 the words the "really" and "like" an be
pronouned with emphasis. At the same time only one word is pronouned
emotionally. In the rst sentene the speaker points out that his emotions
are real, not simulated. In the seond sentene the speaker plaes an aent
on the ation ("like"). It is quite important to distinguish emphasis whih
represents two dierent paralinguisti phenomena. As one an see, from the
third sentene these phenomena an be mixed. In this ase both words "really"
and "like" are pronouned with emphasis and emotional prosody ue. Corret
interpretation of those sentenes an provide system information about the
speaker's intentions.
Most datasets evaluated in our reognition experiments and desribed in
Table 2.3 used a desription of emotion with dened emotion ategories list.
Only two databases (VAM, SAL) implemented the VA(D) dimensional ap-
proah. From our point of few, both types of emotional state desriptors
have advantages and disadvantages. In a ase of emotion-ategories-based
desriptors, we an model dierent dialog strategies for dierent emotional
state subsets in ontrast to the emotions dened by VA(D) dimensions. Also,
it is muh easier to organize pereption evaluation with a dened or "open"
emotion ategories list in ontrast to emotion pereption evaluation with the
VA(D) spae, where "raters" should be preliminarily trained to be able to
make reliable emotional annotations. As desribed earlier, it is easier to pro-
vide "ground measures" for ated emotions annotated with a set of emotion
ategories. From the other side, VA(D) dimension-based annotation provides
a higher-level of disrimination. As a onsequene, mixed emotions and emo-
tions with light exlusivity an easily be dened with numeri values in VA(D)
spae. Of ourse, standard mapping of ategorial emotions on VA(D) di-
mensional spae will be appreiated. Due to the huge variability of "rater"-
dependent measures of ategorial emotions within VA(D) spae, no standard
mapping tehnique exist. Grimm et al. in [Grimm et al., 2007℄ proposed
evaluator weighted estimator (EWE). They introdued evaluator-dependent
weights whih measure the orrelation between the listener's responses, and
the average ratings of all evaluators. These weights an be used as a possible
normalization tehnique for the variable "rater"-dependent measures.
Our emotion-lassiation engine, integrated into the NIMITEK (Neurobi-
ologially Inspired, Multimodal Intention Reognition for Tehnial Commu-
niation Systems) demonstrator [Wendemuth et al., 2008℄, has been trained
on the EMO-DB database whih is annotated with emotion ategories de-
sriptors. A detailed introdution to various types of speeh-based emotion-
lassiation tehniques will be given in Chapter 4. A NIMITEK demon-
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strator's dialog module supports dierent strategies based on an atual user's
emotional state. More details on this an be found in Chapter 6.
2.9 Evaluating reognition results
One the test material has been proessed by the reognizer, the next step
is to analyze the results. The main aim of this analysis is a representation
of reognition performane of evaluated lassiers. Also, this analysis an
be used for omparison of reognition performanes during iterative lassier
parameters tuning. Within our researh we use dierent measures to har-
aterize performane of ASR and emotion reognition from speeh. These
measures will be desribed in this setion.
2.9.1 Automati speeh reognition
For estimating the performane of automati speeh reognition we use stan-
dard measures inluded in the HTK tool [Young et al., 2009℄. The HResults
tool has been used to estimate ASR performane. It ompares the transrip-
tions output from the ASR engine with the original referene transriptions
and then generates various statistial measures. HResults mathes eah of
the reognized and referene label sequenes by retrieving an optimal string
math using dynami programming.
One the optimal alignment has been found, the number of deletion errors
(D), substitution errors (S) and insertion errors (I) an be estimated [Young
et al., 2009℄. The perentage of orret reognized labels is alled orretness
and is given by
Corr =
N −D − S
N
× 100% (2.2)
where N is the total number of labels presented in the referene tran-
sriptions. This measure ignores insertion errors. Taking into onsideration
insertion errors, the perentage of so-alled auray is dened as
Acc =
N −D − S − I
N
× 100% (2.3)
whih is a more representative gure of ASR performane. For the evalu-
ations of our ASR engine we will use both measures.
2.9.2 Emotion reognition
As lasses are often unbalaned in the emotional speeh datasets, see Ta-
ble 2.3, we deided to use two dierent evaluation measures for presenta-
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tion of emotion-reognition performanes: unweighted average reall (UA) and
weighted average reall (WA).
Unweighted average reall (UA) is the sum of all lass auraies, divided
by the number of lasses, without onsidering the number of instanes per
lass. Weighted average reall (WA), also known as auray, is the auray
per lass, inluding onsideration of the number of instanes per lass. In
other words WA (auray) is the number of instanes with orretly lassied
lasses, divided by the total number of lassied instanes. For estimatingWA
we simply alulate Acc presented in equation 2.3. For this purpose we use
the HResults tool.
To show the dierene between UA and WA measures, let's onsider an
example. We have an emotional speeh dataset with 99 joy samples and 1
anger sample. That is to say, we have heavily unbalaned lass distributions
within our dataset. If our lassier reognizes all 100 samples as joy, an
auray of emotion reognition WA = 99%, whih is a really good result.
At the same time, our lassier was not able to lassify an anger sample. To
show "real" emotion-reognition performane of our lassier it is better to
use UA rate. For our example it an be alulated as
UA =
99
99
+ 0
1
2
× 100% = 50% (2.4)
Now we an resume that our lassier has WA = 99% whih is a really
good performane from one side, and has UA = 50% whih is equal to se-
letion "by hane" of a possible emotional state for two emotional lasses
reognition task.
While tuning our lassiers we should use the most reliable measures. If
we have balaned lass distributions within an emotional speeh dataset we
an useWA, in the other ase it is better to use UA. If the lassier parameters
are optimized on the measure of WA (number of aurately lassied samples
by total number of tested samples), it will likely reognize only a few of the
dominant emotional lasses aurately. Unweighted average reall provides a
method for estimating the performane of a lassier in emotionally biased
datasets. For the estimation of UA we use our own Perl sript whih provides
a detailed omparison of reognized and referene emotional labels.
2.10 Evaluation strategies
The most general parameters for evaluating the performane of a lassier
are its general reognition rates (UA, WA, A, Corr), and they have to be
estimated on the soure dataset S. Usually the number of lass instanes
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in dataset S is quite small. Limited availability of the data soure or high
expenses of data olletion are the main reasons for a sparse amount of the
data.
A ommon methodology for evaluating the reognition rates is to split the
soure dataset into two subsets: training and test set. The training set is used
for training purposes and the test set is applied to estimate the reognition rate
of the earlier trained lassier. This proess is usually repeated multiple times
(with dierent random or preseleted subunits of the dataset into training and
test sets), and the average of all estimated reognition rates gives an estimation
of the general reognition rate.
2.10.1 Speaker-dependent evaluation
Within a N-fold ross-validation strategy, a dataset S is rst randomly di-
vided into n disjoint subsets S1, S2, . . . , SN , whih have an equal or quasi-
equal amount of instanes per lass. Eah of the n subsets is then one after
another applied as the test set, while the remaining n− 1 subsets are applied
as the training set. A lassier is then trained on the training set material,
and its auray is estimated on the test set material. This proess is repeated
n times, with a dierent subset applied as the test set. The evaluated gen-
eral reognition rates by this method is the average over the n subsets. An
extension to ross-validation is a stratied ross-validation. Within a N-fold
stratied ross-validation strategy, a dataset S is divided into n subsets in
suh a way that eah lass is uniformly distributed among the n subsets [Zeng
and Martinez, 2000℄.
For our speaker-dependent evaluations we applied a 10-fold stratied ross-
validation (SCV) strategy. Suh strategy is used for datasets whih have a
small amount of data per lass instane and/or per speaker presented in a
orpus (SUSAS, DES).
2.10.2 Speaker-independent evaluation
To address speaker independene (SI) within our evaluations we applied leave-
one-speaker-out (LOSO) or leave-one-speakers-group-out (LOSGO) strategies.
In suh a way we simulate lose to real-life appliation onditions. For these
strategies, evaluation material should ontain a suient amount of instanes
(emotional samples, utteranes) per eah speaker presented in the dataset.
Within LOSO strategy the number of folds n presented in the previous se-
tion is equal to the number of speakers presented in orpora. In the ase of
LOSGO strategy n is a number of speaker groups. In ontrast to a random
partitioning proess within a ross-validation strategy we divided a dataset S
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into n folds in suh a way that eah fold ontains samples of only one speaker
(within LOSO) or only one speaker group (LOSGO). An additional advantage
of these methods is a possibility to onentrate on inter-speaker variation and
not to deal with aousti hannel hanges. For presentation of the reognition
performane within an evaluation based on LOSO strategy we estimate the
average evaluation measures (UA, WA, Corr, A). For this purpose we de-
veloped a Perl sript whih analyzes the reognition results for eah speaker
(leave-one-speaker-out trial) within the omplete evaluation yle.
2.10.3 Cross-orpora evaluation
Within the previously desribed strategies we onlude a simpliation that
haraterizes that most of the urrent speeh-proessing researh is that las-
siers are usually trained and tested using the same datasets. By using two
dierent datasets for training and testing we an simulate that, in partiular
development tasks, orpora may not be available whih over all emotions
of speaker in a given appliation domain. This type of experiments alled
ross-orpora evaluation. Speaker-independent evaluations (LOSO, LOSGO)
have beome quite ommon, still other mismathes between training and test
datasets, suh as dierent reording onditions (inluding dierent aousti
environment, aousti hannel harateristis, mirophone types, signal-to-
noise ratios, et.), are often not onsidered. Addressing suh typial soures
of mismath, however, we believe that an impression about the generalization
ability of speeh-based emotion reognition and automati speeh-reognition
engines an be obtained by ross-orpora evaluations. A onsiderably more
realisti impression an be gathered by interset evaluation: We therefore use a
ross-orpora evaluation experiment, whih ould also be helpful for learning
about hanes to add resoures for training and overoming the typial sparse-
ness in the eld. By using ross-orpora evaluation for emotion-reognition
experiments we want to estimate emotion-reognition performane in ondi-
tions whih are lose to real-life development tasks.
2.11 Summary
This hapter reviews the fundamentals of the user-entered human-mahine
interation. The variety of existing spoken dialog systems with German in-
teration language is desribed rst. Charateristis of the natural human
speeh, namely boundary and emotional prosody, are then presented. The
emotion theory and existing emotion-ategorization shemes are presented in
detail. Dierent soures of emotional speeh data are then introdued. Also,
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a possible emotion lustering tehnique is then introdued. Then, the main
issues of adequate annotation of the aetive speeh are presented. Finally, a
variety of reognition rate measures and evaluation strategies are disussed.
In the next hapter we will desribe the general arhiteture of the au-
tomati speeh-reognition (ASR) system. Some ASR methods will be used
for our phoneme-level emotion-reognition methods. Methods desribed in
the next hapter have been used to reate an ASR module integrated in our
NIMITEK demonstration prototype of a spoken dialog system (SDS). Also,
we need the ASR system for time alignment within phoneme-level emotion
lassiation. Finally, the ASR module an be used for semi-automati tran-
sription of the data olleted during a Wizard of Oz senario.
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3.1 Introdution
I
n this hapter an introdution to automati spontaneous speeh-
reognition system with aousti model based on hidden Markov models
(HMMs) is given. Main aspets of the onept presented in Figure 3.1 are
desribed in this hapter, namely feature extration, the mathematial de-
sription of an HMMs-based algorithm, a seletion of the sub-word units and
their quantitative and qualitative speiation, the deoding algorithm for
spontaneous speeh, a language modeling and the adaptation tehniques for
a robust aetive speeh reognition.
3.2 General ASR models/arhiteture
Automati speeh reognition (ASR) is a task of onverting aousti waveform
automatially to a word sequene. The basi struture of an ASR system is
presented in Figure 3.1.
Converting of an aousti speeh signals into stream of aousti fea-
tures, referred to as observations is the rst stage of speeh reognition. So-
alled, front-end proessing or feature extration have to generate ompat
aousti observation vetors with suient information appliable for eient
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Sequence of words 
hypothesis
Speech signal
Figure 3.1: General struture of a standard ASR system
reognition. Three types of omponents are required for a standard speeh-
reognition system: the lexion (or ditionary), language model and aousti
model. The lexion is usually used to map phoneti units (monophones, tri-
phones, et), from whih the aousti models are built, to the hypothesis word
present in the lexion and language model. The language model represents
a-priory information about syntati and semanti struture of the uttered
sentenes, whih inlude the possibility of eah possible word sequene. The
aousti model maps the aousti observation vetors to the phoneti units.
A detailed desription to various omponents in Figure 3.1 will be given later
in Chapter 3.
Statistial analysis is the most popular speeh-reognition algorithms to
determine word sequene hypothesis given the information presented in Fig-
ure 3.1. The main deision riterion to nd the most likely word sequene
hypothesis Wˆ for the sequene of observation vetors O = [o1 . . .oT ] is the
Bayesian deision rule [Young, 1995℄:
Wˆ = argmax
W
P (W|O) = argmax
W
{
p(O|W)P (W)
p(O)
}
(3.1)
Take into aount that the most likely word sequene is independent of the
likelihood of the observation
Wˆ = argmax
W
{p(O|W)P (W)} (3.2)
where P (W) is the prior probability of a partiular sequene of words pre-
sented by a language model. p(O|W) is estimated by the aousti model
whih is in most ases implemented as hidden Markov models (HMMs).
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3.2.1 Feature extration
For eetive speeh reognition, the speeh signal is usually onverted into a
series of disrete time aousti features. These aousti features are supposed
to present speeh variability in a ompat form. In the speeh-proessing om-
munity these features are often referred to as feature vetors or observations.
The most widely used feature extration sheme applied in ASR systems is a
Mel-frequeny Cepstral oeient (MFCC).
The MFCC extration is based on epstral analysis. Firstly, the aousti
signal is split into disrete frames usually with a 10 ms shifting step and a
25 ms window length. These parameters were estimated based on the quasi-
stationarity property of the speeh signals [Rabiner and Juang, 1993℄. These
disrete fragments are usually referred to as frames. The feature extration
is applied for eah frame. A rst-order pre-emphasizing tehnique in ombi-
nation with a Hamming smoothing window are used. The pre-emphasizing is
implemented with high-frequeny ampliation to ompensate for the attenu-
ation produed by the radiation from the lips [Young, 1995℄. Using a window
funtion like Hamming, is useful for a boundary eet redution. A fast
Fourier transform (FFT) is performed on the time-domain aousti signal for
eah individual frame, generating speeh representation in omplex frequeny
domains. Afterwards, the frequeny warping methods are used [Young et al.,
2009℄:
 Mel-frequeny warping:
Within psyhophysial experiments it has been shown that human per-
eption of the frequeny ontent of aousti signals does not follow a
linear sale. Therefore the frequeny is warped using the Mel-frequeny
sale, with following frequeny axis saling. Estimation of the magni-
tude of eah FFT omplex value will be proessed in a saled magnitude-
frequeny domain.
 Down-sampling with triangular lter bank:
By using the mel triangle lter bank we an down-sample the warped
magnitude-frequeny domain. The magnitude oeients are multi-
plied by lter gains, afterwards the results are aumulated as the
amplitude value, see Figure 3.2. As a onsequene, one amplitude value
was alulated for eah lter. As a next step the logarithm of eah
lter amplitude value is alulated, later referred as mj , where j is a
lter number. For our evaluations we used the lower ut-o equal to
300 Hz and the upper ut-os equal to 3,400 Hz.
 Disrete Cosine transform (DCT):
ADCT is onduted on the log lter-bank amplitudes, to redue the spa-
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Figure 3.2: Triangular mel-sale lter bank
tial orrelation within lter bank amplitudes. The DCT oeients al-
ulated by equation 3.3 are referred as Cepstral oeients, also known
as MFCC oeients.
ci =
√
2
Nch
Nch∑
j=1
mj cos
(
pii
Nch
(j − 0.5)
)
(3.3)
where Nch is the number of triangle lter bank hannels.
Within our evaluations the 12 oeients and the zero-order Cepstral o-
eient are used. Hene a 13-dimensional feature vetor is onstruted for
eah frame.
By adding dynami oeients the performane of ASR system an be
greatly enhaned. These time derivative features represent the orrelation
within stati features for the dierent time instanes. The delta oeients,
∆ot, are omputed using the following linear regression formula:
∆ct =
∑K
k=1 k(ct+k − ct−k)
2
∑K
k=1 k
2
(3.4)
where ∆ct is a delta oeient at the disrete time t with respet to the stati
oeients ct−k and ct+k; K is the width over whih delta oeients are al-
ulated. Within our evaluations we applied K = 2. The delta-delta oeient
∆(∆ct), or so-alled aeleration features or seond-order delta oeients,
is dened in equation 3.4. In this ase the stati oeients ct−k and ct+k in
equation 3.4 are replaed by the rst-order delta oeients ∆ct−k and ∆ct+k.
For our evaluations we used both: delta and aeleration oeients in addi-
tion to the 13-dimensional MFCC feature vetor. As a result a 39-dimensional
aousti feature vetor is onstruted for eah window of analysis.
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3.2.2 Aousti model
Now to be able to evaluate on observation vetors sequenes, we need an
aousti model. The most robust and general aousti tehnique in automati
speeh reognition are hidden Markov models (HMM). The rst appliations
of HMMs for the aousti modeling were used in the mid-1970s [Baker, 1975℄.
Currently, the HMMs-based aousti models are presented in the HTK toolkit
[Young et al., 2009℄ an extremely popular in speeh-proessing ommunity. For
our evaluations we used this toolkit, to reate and test our German aousti
models.
The main goal of the aousti model is to supply a method of estimation
of the likelihood of any observation feature vetors sequene O given a hy-
pothetial word sequene W. For small voabulary speeh-reognition tasks,
HMMs an be used to model single words. However, for speeh-reognition
appliation with large voabularies, it is impossible to aquire suient train-
ing material for eah word inluded in the voabulary. One possible solution
to this problem is to use HMMs to model sub-word (phoneti) units, instead
the words themselves. More details about this deomposition and type of the
sub-word unit seletion an be found in setion 3.3.2.
The HMM is a generative statistial model where eah sub-word unit is
supposed to be generated by a nite state mahine. This state mahine, ould
hange an ative state at some disrete time with a predened probability.
When an emitting state is ativated, an observation vetor is generated at
that disrete time instane with a dened probability funtion. A left-right
HMM with three emitting and two non-emitting states is the most popular
topology applied for monophone-based ASR system, see Figure 3.3. The entry
and exit states are produed to failitate sub-word models onnetions. The
exit state of one sub-word model an be joined with the entry state of the
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Figure 3.3: Simple left-right HMM with ve-state topology
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next sub-word model to arrange omposite HMM.
To be able to use a HMM, two assumptions should be true:
 The stationarity assumption:
The speeh waveform an be divided into stationary fragments, whih
orrespond to the same hidden states. It is required that observation
vetors within the same fragments have similar aousti harateristis.
Transations from one state to another are supposed to be instanta-
neous.
 The observation independene assumption:
A generation of a urrent observation is statistially independent of the
previous and following generated observations. From that assumption
the following equation an be formed:
p(O|s1, s2, . . . , sT ,M) =
T∏
t=1
p(ot|st,M) (3.5)
where O is an observation sequene O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ], st is an ative
state at the disrete time t, M is an HMM's parameter set.
Suppose O is an observation vetors sequene O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ] orre-
sponding to some sample of a partiular phoneti unit (monophone, triphone,
et), where T is the length of the vetor sequene or in other words the
duration in disrete time samples. The generation begins from the rst non-
emitting state. At eah disrete time, an ative state an be swithed with
the probability given by the model. The transition probability, is dened as
a disrete distribution aij for the possible transitions from state i to state j.
During the emitting state ativation proess, an observation vetor is gen-
erated at the disrete time with either disrete or ontinuous density bj(ot),
where j is an ative state number. Let's assume that s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ] is
the state sequene assoiated with the observation vetors sequene. Within
modeling, only the observation vetor sequene an be observed and the or-
responding state sequene s is unknown. This is the reason why the model is
alled the hidden Markov model.
The HMM's parameter set M onsists of the following parameters [Ra-
biner, 1989℄:
 pi - Initial state distribution
The initial state distribution is expressed as:
pii = P (s1 = i),
N∑
i=1
pii = 1, pi ≥ 0 (3.6)
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where N is the number of sates, st is an ative state number at the
disrete time t.
 A - State transation probability matrix
The state-transation probability matrix A inludes the following ele-
ments:
aij = P (st+1 = j|st = i),
N∑
j=1
aij = 1, aij ≥ 0 (3.7)
 B - Observation generation probability distribution
Every emitting state k is assoiated with an output probability distri-
bution, whih is responsible for the observation vetors generation at
eah disrete time instane. The following distribution is expressed as
bk(ot) = p(ot|st = k) (3.8)
The state output probability distribution an be dened with a dis-
rete distribution or a ontinuous density distribution funtion. For our
evaluations we use the ontinuous density distribution ase.
In ontext of the ASR task, there are three following basi problems for
HMMs [Rabiner and Juang, 1993℄:
 Probability evaluation
Given the observation vetors sequene O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ], and a
HMM's modelM = (pi,A,B), how an we estimate p(O|W,M). This
problem an be solved with the forward-bakward algorithm.
 Optimal state sequene deoding
Given the observation vetors sequene O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ], and the
model M, what is the optimal state sequene s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ]. The
Viterbi algorithm an be used to solve this problem [Viterbi, 1967℄.
 Parameters Estimation
How do we estimate the model parameters M = (pi,A,B) whih max-
imize p(O|W,M)? The Baum-Welh re-estimation algorithm an be
used as a solution for the following problem [Baum et al., 1970℄.
3.2.3 Probability evaluation
Let's say we have the observation vetor O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ] whih or-
responds to some hypothetial word sequene W . We wish to alulate
the likelihood of the observation vetor O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ], for the given
HMM model M = (pi,A,B). As mentioned earlier the state sequene
s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ] is hidden. As a onsequene, the most straightforward
way of likelihood p(O|W,M) estimation is through enumerating all possible
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state sequenes, whih an generate an observation vetors sequene O of
length T . We should take into aount NT possible state sequenes.
Take into aount the observations independene assumption (see equation
3.5), the likelihood of the observation vetors sequene O generation by the
given state sequene s may be expressed as:
p(O|s1, s2, . . . , sT ,W,M) =
T∏
t=1
bst(ot) (3.9)
The likelihood of suh a state sequene s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ] an be estimated
by:
p(s1, s2, . . . , sT |W,M) = pis1
T∏
t=2
ast−1st (3.10)
By using equations 3.9, 3.10 the likelihood p(O|W,M) may be estimated
by aumulating the joint likelihood ofO and s over all possible state sequene
s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ]
p(O|W,M) =
∑
∀s
p(O, s|W,M)
=
∑
∀s
p(s|W,M)p(O|s,M)
=
∑
∀s
pis1
T∏
t=1
bst(ot)ast−1st (3.11)
where as0s1 is an initial transition probability from the rst non-emitting state
to the emitting state, is equal to 1.
To estimate the likelihood expressed in equation 3.11, we should be able
to model the distribution bj(ot). One of a possible ontinuous density HMM
tehnique is based on a multivariateGaussian mixture model (GMM). Besides,
the bj(ot) an be represented as a multivariate GMM [Yu, 2006℄:
bj(ot) =
Mj∑
m=1
cjmbjm(ot) (3.12)
where Mj is the number of Gaussian mixture omponents related to the state
j , cjm is a weight oeient of m omponent of the state j. Eah ompo-
nent bjm(ot) is the D-dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution with the
following parameters N (ot|µjm,Σjm) :
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bjm(ot) =
1√
(2pi)D|Σjm|
exp
{
−1
2
(ot − µjm)TΣjm−1(ot − µjm)
}
(3.13)
where µjm is a mean vetor of m omponent and j HMM's state, and Σjm is
a ovariane matrix of m omponent and j HMM's state.
3.2.3.1 The forward proess
Consider the forward variable αj(t), is dened as the joint likelihood of the
partial observation vetors from orresponding disrete time interval from 1
to t with the nal ative state st = j:
αj(t) = p(o1, o2, . . . , ot, st = j|W,M) (3.14)
The forward variable of the partial observation vetors sequene
o1, o2, . . . , ot and an ative state i at the disrete time t an be eiently
alulated using a reursive formula:
αj(t+1) = bj(ot+1)
N∑
i=1
αi(t)aij (3.15)
1 ≤t ≤ T − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
where N is the total number of HMM's states (emitting and non-emitting).
The initialization ondition for equation 3.15 is:
αj(1) = pijbj(o1), 1 ≤ j ≤ N (3.16)
By using the forward variable, equation 3.11 in setion 3.2.3 an be rewrit-
ten as:
p(O|W,M) =
N∑
i=1
αi(T ) (3.17)
Calulation of the forward variable is based on the lattie traking. The
general model of the lattie an N state HMM is presented in Figure 3.4. At
the initial disrete time t = 1, we need to ompute forward variables αj(1),
1 ≤ j ≤ N . Afterwards, we need only ompute forward variables αj(t),
1 ≤ j ≤ N at the disrete time 2 ≤ t ≤ T . Eah alulation uses just the N
previous forward variables αj(t − 1) beause eah of N lattie nodes an be
reahed from only the N lattie nodes at the previous disrete time slot [Ra-
biner and Juang, 1993℄. Calulation of all αj(t) forward variables requires on
the order of N2T alulation, in omparison with 2TNT alulations required
by the diret omputation method.
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Discrete time
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Figure 3.4: General representation of the series of operations required for
estimation forward variable αi(t)
3.2.3.2 The bakward proess
In a similar way, we an an dene a bakward variable, βt(j), as
βj(t) = p(ot+1, ot+2, . . . , oT |st = j,W,M) (3.18)
that, is the probability of the partial observation vetors sequene from dis-
rete time t+ 1 to the end, with an ative state j at the disrete time t.
The bakward variable an be alulated using the following reursion:
βj(t) =
N∑
i=1
ajibi(ot+1)βi(t+ 1) (3.19)
1 ≤t ≤ T − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
An initial ondition of reursion 3.19 is:
βj(T ) = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N (3.20)
Hene the onditional probability p(O, st = j|W,M) an be alulated as:
p(O, st = j|W,M) = αj(t)βj(t) (3.21)
3.2.4 An optimal state sequene deoding
The seond basi problem for the HMM is to nd an optimal state sequene
assoiated with the given observation vetors sequene. There are several
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possible optimality riteria: A simple possible optimality riterion is to hoose
the states st, whih are the most likely at eah disrete time t. This riteria
might be appliable for some simple tasks, but the most suitable riterion is to
nd the one optimal state sequene s that is, to maximize p(s|O,M), whih
an be interpreted to maximizing p(O, s|M). The Viterbi algorithm [Viterbi,
1967℄ is one of the possible tehniques for nding one optimal state sequene.
It is based on dynami programming methods. A detailed disretion of the
Viterbi algorithm applied for isolated word reognition will be disussed in
this setion. A desription of the Viterbi deoding within ontinuous speeh
reognition will be given in setion 3.2.8.
3.2.4.1 Viterbi algorithm
To nd one optimal state sequene s = [s1, s2, . . . , sT ], for some observation
vetors sequene O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ], we have to dene the maximum likeli-
hood variable χj(t) of the partial observation vetors sequene [o1, o2, . . . , ot]
and an ative state j at the disrete time t:
χj(t) = max
∀s1,s2,...,st−1
p(s1, s2, . . . , st−1, st = j,O|W,M) (3.22)
Take into aount dynami programming priniples (DPP) [Bellman,
1957℄, [Bertsekas, 2000℄, to nd the optimal state sequene from disrete time
1 to disrete time t+1 any intermediate state must be the optimal state (loal
optima) within the optimal partial state sequenes before and after that state.
As the result of the DPP, we an express χj(t+ 1) by the indution:
χj(t+ 1) =
{
max
1≤i≤N
χj(t)aij
}
bj(ot+1) (3.23)
To determine an optimal state sequene we need an additional variable
ψt(j) to store the argument that maximized equation 3.23. The algorithm of
nding an optimal state sequene an be presented as follows:
 Initialization
χi(1) = piibi(o1), 1 ≤ i ≤ N (3.24a)
ψ1(i) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N (3.24b)
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 Reursion
χj(t) = max
1≤i≤N
{χi(t− 1)aij} bj(ot) (3.25a)
2 ≤t ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
ψt(j) = argmax
1≤i≤N
{χi(t− 1)aij} (3.25b)
2 ≤t ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
 Termination
sˆT = argmax
1≤i≤N
{χi(T )} (3.26)
 State sequene baktraking
sˆt = ψt+1(sˆt+1) (3.27)
t = T − 1, T − 2, . . . , 1
The Viterbi algorithm is almost similar (baktraking step is an exeption)
in realization to the forward variable estimation 3.15 - 3.17 within forward-
bakward algorithm. The main dierene is the maximization in equation
3.25a instead the summing in equation 3.15.
3.2.5 Maximum likelihood training
Maximum likelihood (ML) training is the most often used approah for es-
timation of the HMM parameters. The main task is to ompute the model
parameters that maximize the likelihood of the observation vetors sequene
given the dened transriptions and the model parameters. The general ML
riterion an be expressed as:
MˆML = argmax
M
p(O|W,M) (3.28)
Where W is the dened training word sequene (or sub-word unit level tran-
sription), M is the HMM parameter set.
It is often more onvenient to maximize the logarithm of the likelihood
funtion in order to derease required omputational power. In this ase
equation 3.28 an be expressed as:
MˆML = argmax
M
log p(O|W,M) (3.29)
One possible solution for maximum likelihood training task is an expeta-
tion maximization (EM) algorithm.
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3.2.5.1 Expetation maximization algorithm
The expetation maximization (EM) is a general statisti method of nding the
maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters of an underlying distribution
from a given data set when the data is inomplete or has missing values.
The EM algorithm has two main appliations: The rst takes plae when
the data has some missing values, due to problems with or restritions of the
observation proess. The seond takes plae when optimizing the likelihood
funtion is analytially quite diult but when the likelihood funtion an be
simplied by assuming the presene of and values for additional but hidden or
missing parameters. The seond ase is more ommon in the omputational
pattern reognition eld [Bilmes, 1998℄.
The EM algorithm is a well-known method of nding maximum likelihood
estimates of parameters in various statistial models. The Baum-Welh algo-
rithm [Baum et al., 1970℄ is a prominent instane of Expetation Maximization
algorithm.
The basi idea of the algorithm is to iteratively ompute the maximum
likelihood estimation when the observations an be onsidered as inomplete
data. Eah iteration of the algorithm inludes an expetation step followed
by a maximization step. The term "inomplete data" implies the existene
of two sample spaes X and Y . We assumed that observation feature vetors
x are realization from X . The orresponding state sequenes y in Y are not
observed diretly, but only indiretly through observation feature vetors x.
We suppose that a omplete data set exists Z = (X, Y ). Then the joint
density funtion p(z|M) an be speied as:
p(z|M) = p(x, y|M) = p(y|x,M)p(x|M) (3.30)
First, the EM algorithm nds the expeted value of the omplete data
set log-likelihood log p(X, Y |M) with respet to the hidden data Y given the
observed data X and the atual parameters estimates. We an dene the
following auxiliary funtion Q(M,Mˆk−1):
Q(M,Mˆk−1) = E
[
log p(X, Y |M)|X,Mˆk−1
]
(3.31)
Where Mˆk−1 are the atual parameters estimates that we used to estimate
the expetation and Mˆk are the new parameters that we optimize to inrease
the auxiliary funtion Q.
To nd the optimal parameters estimates, two main steps are taken:
 Expetation: The evaluation of the auxiliary funtion Q(M,Mˆk−1).
The rst argument M represents the parameters estimates that will
be optimized in an attempt to maximize the likelihood [Bilmes, 1998℄.
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The seond argument Mˆk−1 represents the urrent parameters estimates
that have available to estimate the expetation.
 Maximization: The next step of the EM algorithm is to maximize the
expetation we omputed in the previous step:
Mˆk = argmax
M
Q(M,Mˆk−1) (3.32)
This is the reason why the algorithm is alled expetation maximization
(EM) algorithm.
3.2.6 Parameters re-estimation
To desribe the iterative proess for re-estimation of HMM parameters we rst
dene variables ξij(t) and γj(t). The variable ξij(t), is dened the probability
being an ative state i at the disrete time t, and state j at the disrete time
t+ 1:
ξij(t) = p(st = i, st+1 = j|O,W,M) (3.33)
From the denitions of forward and bakward variables, we an express
ξij(t) as:
ξij(t) =
p(st = i, st+1 = j,O|W,M)
p(O|W,M)
=
αi(t)aijbj(ot+1)βj(t+ 1)
p(O|W,M) (3.34)
=
αi(t)aijbj(ot+1)βj(t + 1)∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1 αi(t)aijbj(ot+1)βj(t+ 1)
=
αi(t)aijbj(ot+1)βj(t+ 1)∑N
i=1 αi(t)βi(t)
The variable γj(t), is dened as:
γj(t) = p(st = j|O,W,M) (3.35)
It is the probability of being ative state j at the disrete time t, given
observation vetors sequene O, the word sequene hypothesis W, and the
modelM. We an alulate γj(t) in suh a way:
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γj(t) = p(st = j|O,W,M)
=
p(O, st = j|W,M)
p(O|W,M) (3.36)
=
p(O, st = j|W,M)∑N
i=1 p(O, st = i|W,M)
Bu using equation 3.21, we an express γt(j) as:
γj(t) =
αj(t)βj(t)∑N
i=1 αi(t)βi(t)
(3.37)
Re-estimation formulas for HMM parameters Mˆ = (pˆi, Aˆ, Bˆ) an be de-
rived by evaluating equation 3.32. By using variables ξij(t) and γj(t), we an
express re-estimation formulas as:
pˆij = γj(1) (3.38a)
aˆij =
∑T−1
t=1 ξij(t)∑T−1
t=1 γi(t)
(3.38b)
GMM is the most popular type of ontinuous density funtion within ontin-
uous HMM. To alulate parameters of the observation generation ontinuous
density funtion bjm(ot), expressed in equation 3.13, we should dene a vari-
able γjm(t). The Gaussian omponent posterior variable γjm(t) is related to
the m-th Gaussian omponent, and the ative state j an be estimated by:
γjm(t) =
cjmbjm(ot)βj(t)
∑N
i=1 αi(t− 1)aij∑N
i=1 αi(t)βi(t)
(3.39)
where bjm(ot) is the D-dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution with
the following parameters N (ot,µjm,Σjm).
The re-estimation equation for GMM parameters for an ative state j are
given by [Yu, 2006℄:
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cˆjm =
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)∑Mj
m=1
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)
(3.40a)
µˆjm =
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)ot∑T
t=1 γjm(t)
(3.40b)
Σˆjm =


∑T
t=1 γjm(t)(o
1
t−µˆ
1
jm)
2
∑Mj
m=1 γjm(t)
0 . . . 0
0
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)(o
2
t−µˆ
2
jm)
2
∑Mj
m=1 γjm(t)
0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . . . . . . . . . . 0
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)(o
Mj
t −µˆ
Mj
jm )
2
∑Mj
m=1 γjm(t)


(3.40)
The alulation of the full ovariane matrix Σˆjm requires a lot of omputation
power and memory for the seond-order statistis. Take into aount, that
most ASR systems are using a large number of Gaussian omponents, only
the estimation of the diagonal elements of ovariane matries are done in
equation 3.40.
3.2.7 Language modeling
A language model is an important soure of priory information, namely, the
probability of a hypothesized sequene of K words, W = w1, w2, . . . , wk. For
eah word presented in the voabulary, the language model denes the list
of words that an follow it with assoiated disrete probability. Those prior
disrete probabilities an be fatorized into a produt of onditional probabil-
ities:
P (W) = P (w1, w2, . . . , wk)
= P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w2, w1) . . . P (wk|wk−1, . . . , w1)
=
K∏
k=1
P (wk|wk−1, . . . , w1) (3.41)
where wk is the k-th word of the hypothesized word sequene. The estimation
of the disrete probability of any word sequene using equation 3.41 demands
estimating the probability of all of it is possible omplete sequenes. In the
ase of large voabulary tasks, the number of possible omplete sequenes is
too big. As a result it is hard to provide an aurate estimate of every pos-
sible word sequene. N-gram language models is a possible solution for this
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problem. This type of language model restrits the length of the omplete
sequene required to alulate the onditional probability. This method is
the most widely used for statistial language modeling in automati speeh
reognition. The following simpliation of probability estimation of the hy-
pothesized sequene of K words an be expressed as:
P (W) = P (w1, w2, . . . , wk)
=
K∏
k=1
P (wk|wk−1, . . . , w1)
≈
K∏
k=1
P (wk|wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1) (3.42)
where N is the xed size of word history. N usually has a small value, for
example: N = 2 so it is alled a bigram language model, N = 3 is a trigram
language model. Taking into aount this assumption, it is easy to use the
ML estimate for N-gram by using the word sequene frequeny ounts with
length N
P (wk|wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1) = f(wk, wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1)
f(wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1)
; (3.43)
where f(wk, wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1) indiates the number of times the N-gram
word sequene wk, wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1 appears in the training dataset and
f(wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1) is the number of times the (N − 1)-gram word sequene
wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1 appears.
Sine the voabulary of datasets we onsider in this thesis is suiently
limited, we use bak-o bigram language models for evaluation of our ASR
engine. The bigram language model is a table whih inludes the probability
of a given word being followed by another word. This able is estimated based
on a training dataset.
So-alled zero-gram model is the simplest language model, whih assumes
P (wk|wi) = 1 for all k and i, so that every word from the voabulary is
supposedly apable of being followed by any other word from the voabulary.
Zero-gram language models an be performed as nite state networks, so-
alled word networks. In suh a form they an be integrated simply into a
reognition deoding proess.
For onstrution of a word network from a speied reognition grammar
we used HParse tool from HTK 3.4 [Young et al., 2009℄. HParse format
grammars are an easy way of dening a spei themati domain grammar
for IVR tehnologies. An example of a reognition grammar in HParse format
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$s imple_objet = Ring | Sheibe ;
$ a r t i  l e s = d i e | der | den | s i l ;
$type1 = k l e i n s t e | m i t t l e r e | m i t t e l g r o s s e | g r o s s e |
g r o e s s t e | naehste ;
$type2 = k l e i n s t e n | m i t t e l g r o s s en | m i t t l e r en |
g ro s s en | g r o e s s t en | naehsten ;
$ l i_reh = l i n k s | r e h t s ;
$num = e in s | zwei | d r e i ;
$num2 = e r s t e | zwe i te | d r i t t e ;
$ob j e  t = $ a r t i  l e s $type1 $s imple_objet |
$ a r t i  l e s $type2 $s imple_objet |
$ a r t i  l e s $type1 | $ a r t i  l e s $type2 ;
$ d i r e  t i o n = auf d i e Nummer $num | auf Nummer $num |
auf d i e $num | auf $num | auf Pos i t i on $num |
nah $ l i_reh | $ l i_reh | nah ganz $ l i_reh |
zu $num | in d i e Mitte | auf d i e Mitte | zur Mitte ;
$a t i on = l e g e | l e g en | bewege | s e t z en |
h in l egen | runte r l egen | p o s i t i o n i e r e n ;
$ input = $ob j e  t | $ d i r e  t i o n | $ommands | X ;
(< $input | s i l >)
Listing 3.1: Simple Tower of Hanoi task (with 3 disks) grammar
is presented in listing 3.1. This grammar is suitable for an ASR system for
speeh-based ontrol within solving a simple logi game "Tower of Hanoi"
with 3 disks.
Listing 3.1 shows an example of a grammar for "Tower of Hanoi" game
with 3 disks. As an be notied, the grammar ontains the following word
groups: objet speiation (simple_objet, type1, type2, num, num2, artiles,
objet), diretion speiation (li_reh, num, diretion), ation speiation
(ation) and a so-alled"garbage" model (X).
The ditionary entry for X would referene out-of-voabulary (OOV) words
or a so-alled "garbage" model. The simplest way of "garbage" modeling is
to inlude phoneti transriptions of the most frequently used task-unrelated
words to the X word-related-lexion entries.
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3.2.8 Viterbi deoding and ontinuous speeh
reognition
Within reognition, the aousti sore is omputed with equation 3.11 whih
is presented in setion 3.2.3. As desribed in setions 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2,
the likelihood p(O|W,M) an be estimated using the forward-bakward al-
gorithm [Baum et al., 1970℄. However, it is unpratial for the real-time
ontinuous speeh reognition sine:
 bakward iteration is needed, hene the whole utterane has to be buered
rst
 the sum over states takes a lot of time and omputational reourses,
hene it is approximated by the maximum
The Viterbi algorithm [Viterbi, 1967℄, desribed in setion 3.2.4.1, is the
most widely used approah in the ontinuous speeh reognition applied to nd
the single best state sequene that has the highest probability to generate
the observation vetors sequenes. In suh a way, the maximum likelihood
of the observation vetors sequene uses only one hidden state sequene to
approximate the marginal likelihood over all possible state sequenes [Yu,
2006℄.
p(O|W,M) =
∑
∀s
p(O, s|W,M)
≈ max
∀s
p(O, s|W,M) (3.44)
Taking into aount equation 3.25a, the maximum likelihood of the obser-
vation vetors sequene an be expressed as:
p(O|W,M) ≈ χN(T ) = max
1≤i≤N
{χi(T − 1)aiN} bj(oT ) (3.45)
where T is the length of the observation vetors sequene. As one an notie,
in equation 3.45 the bakward proessing is not applied. Hene, real-time
proessing beomes possible.
The Viterbi algorithm an be applied for isolated word reognition tasks.
Continuous speeh reognition is a omplex task. Sine an average ontinuous-
speeh-reognition system deals with a huge number of possible word se-
quenes, it is not appliable for suh a system to onstrut a single omposite
HMM for eah potential word sequene. In this ase, a Viterbi-beam searh
with a token passing algorithm [Young, 1995℄ is usually used.
To understand the omplexity of the ontinuous speeh-reognition task,
suppose that a branhing word network tree is built suh that at the start
there is a branh to every possible start word. All start words are linked to all
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possible following words and so forth. At the end, this branhing word network
tree will be quite big and represents all of the possible word sequenes within
a losed themati domain. After onstrution of the word network tree, let
eah word be replaed by the sequene of orresponding phoneti models. In
a ase of multiple phoneti transriptions for the same word, these models an
be ombined in parallel. As one an notie, the onstruted branh network
is very large. As a onsequene, a pruning of the searh spae is required.
Any path from the start point to some node in the network tree an be
presented as a movable token plaed in the node at the end of the path [Young,
S. J. et al., 1989℄. The token is haraterized by the likelihood of the partial
path χj(t) (token sore) and a path history. As a starting point of the token
passing algorithm, a single token is set in the start node of the network tree.
At eah disrete time, tokens are dupliated in onneted HMM states or
onneted network tree nodes and their sores are re-estimated. Within the
words transation, the language model sore is added to the orresponding
token sore. When the last observation vetor is proessed, the token with
the highest sore is traed bak to show the most likely sequene of HMMs
and orresponding lexial interpretation.
3.2.9 Adaptation tehniques in ASR
The training approahes desribed earlier use an assumption that training
and test datasets have similar aousti harateristis (speaking rate, aousti
environment, voal trats variability, emotional speeh, et.). However, in
real-life appliations, it is usually not the ase. The aousti harateristis
mismath may signiantly derease the reognition performane ompared
to the ASR systems build on data with mathed aousti harateristis. To
ompensate the mismath of aousti harateristis between test and training
datasets, adaptation tehniques are usually applied. A simplied shema of
the speaker adaptation tehnique as used in HMM-based speeh-reognition
models is presented in Figure 3.5.
As one an see from Figure 3.5, adaptation tehniques use information
provided in an adaptation material to adjust the HMM/GMM parameters
(i.e. mean and diagonal elements of the ovariane matrix (variane) of the
multivariate Gaussian mixture models) of the basi model to reet spei
aousti harateristis (aoustial environment, speaker-dependent modeling,
et.). In our researh we use adaptation approahes for ompensation the mis-
math of aousti harateristis between neutral speeh samples and aetive
speeh material.
One of the most popular adaptation tehniques applied within ASR sys-
tems are model-based transforms: Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
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Adaptation data
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4
Basic HMM/GMM models
Adapted HMM/GMM models
Figure 3.5: General struture of an adaptation ASR models
(MLLR) andMaximum a Posteriori (MAP). The Maximum Likelihood Linear
Regression (MLLR) and Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) adaptation tehniques
will be desribed in this setion.
3.2.9.1 Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) Adaptation
The Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) [Gauvain and Lee, 1994℄ approah (some-
times referred as the Bayesian adaptation) maximizes the posteriori probabil-
ity using a prior HMM parameter distribution.
MˆMAP = argmax
M
{ p(O|W,M) p(M|Otrn,Wtrn)} (3.46)
where p(M|Otrn,Wtrn) is the prior distribution of the HMM models param-
eters estimated on training data Otrn and Wtrn.
To evaluate the HMM model parameter estimate using the MAP trans-
formation, an iterative EM algorithm is applied. If the prior mean estimate
for state j and Gaussian mixture omponent m is µ˜, then the MAP estimate
for the adapted mean of the m Gaussian mixture omponent µˆjm an be
expressed as:
µˆjm =
τ µ˜jm +
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)ot
ad
τ +
∑T
t=1 γjm(t)
(3.47)
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where τ is a hyper-parameter whih regulates the balane between the max-
imum likelihood estimate of the mean value and its prior value; ot
ad
is the
adaptation observation feature vetor at the disrete time t; γjm(t) is the m
Gaussian omponent of the probability of being ative state j at the disrete
time t. Usually the hyper-parameter is in the range 2 ≤ τ ≤ 20.
The MAP adaptation requires more adaptation data to be present. When
the amount of adaptation data inreases, so the MAP estimate onverges to
the maximum likelihood estimate. If suient amount of adaptation data be-
ome available, the MAP approah begins to perform better than the MLLR.
3.2.9.2 Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR)
The Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) is the best-known lin-
ear transformation method applied for speaker adaptation. It uses the ML
riterion to estimate a linear transformation whih may be applied to adapt
Gaussian parameters of HMMs.
µˆm = Aµm + b =Wξm (3.48)
where µˆm is the MAP estimate for the adapted mean of the m Gaussian
mixture omponent; ξm is an extended mean vetor ξm = [1µm
T ] and W =
[bA]
Equation 3.48 an be deonstruted as follows:
wˆd = Gd
−1
kd (3.49a)
Gd =
Mj∑
m=1
T∑
t=1
γm(t)
σm,dd
ξm ξm
T
(3.49b)
kd =
Mj∑
m=1
T∑
t=1
γm(t) ot,d
σm,dd
ξm (3.49)
where matrix elements wˆd onstrut the matrix W = [w1, . . . ,wD]
T
, ot,d is
the d-th feature value from observation feature vetor ot; σm,dd is the d-th
diagonal element of ovariane matrix Σm.
3.2.9.3 Base lass speiations
In the previous setion we desribed the MLLR adaptation tehnique. Spe-
ifying the set of the HMMs whih share the same transformation is the rst
requirement to allow adaptation. One of the possible speiations is ahieved
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~b ' ' g loba l ' '
<MMFIDMASK> Kie l *
<PARAMETERS> MIXBASE
<NUMCLASSES> 1
<CLASS> 1 {* . s t a t e [2 −4 ℄ .mix [1−18℄}
Listing 3.2: Global base lass (GBC) speiation
using a base lass. For base lass denitions, the HMMs must always be spe-
ied. A global transformation for all HMMS is the simplest form of transfor-
mation used for adaptation. An example of a base lass speiation for the
global transformation an be found in listing 3.2
The base lass speied in listing 3.2 denes a global transformation for
HMMs whih ontain up to 3 emitting states and up to 18 Gaussian mixture
omponents per state.
With base lasses speiation it is possible to dene several lasses of
HMMs. An example of a base lass speiation with three lasses an be
found in listing 3.3
~b ' ' g loba l ' '
<MMFIDMASK> Kie l *
<PARAMETERS> MIXBASE
<NUMCLASSES> 1
<CLASS> 1 {( s i l , sp ) . s t a t e [2 −4 ℄ .mix [1−18℄}
<CLASS> 2 {(a , ai1 , at , au1 , e , er , e1 , i , i1 , o , oe , o1 , o1y , u , u1 , y ) .
s t a t e [2 −4 ℄ .mix [1−18℄}
<CLASS> 3 {(b , 1 , d , f , g , h , j , k , l ,m, n , n1 , p , r , s , s1 , t , v , x , z ) .
s t a t e [2 −4 ℄ .mix [1−18℄}
Listing 3.3: Three base lasses speiation
The base lass speied in listing 3.3 denes three dierent lasses: lass1
whih represents long and short pauses, lass2 whih represents vowels, and
lass3 whih represents onsonants. Also, the HMMs ould be grouped into
the broad phone lasses: silene, vowels, stops, glides, nasals and friatives,
et. [Gales, 1996℄.
These base lasses an be used to dene whih HMMs share a separate
transformation. A more general approah based on a regression lass trees
will be desribed in the next setion.
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3.2.9.4 Regression lasses tree sheme
To make an adaptation proess more exible it is possible to speify the on-
venient set of base lasses aording to the amount of adaptation material
that is obtainable. The global adaptation transformation presented in the
previous setion an be used when a small amount of adaptation material
is available. As more adaptation material beomes available, inreasing the
number of base lasses for advaned adaptation is possible. For eah base
lass we use a dierent transformation.
Instead dening stati HMMs lasses, it is possible to use a dynami
method for the generation of further transformations as more adaptation ma-
terial beomes available. A regression lass tree [Gales, 1996℄ is used to group
Gaussian omponents so that the number of transformations to be estimated
an be dynamially seleted aording to the amount of available adaptation
material. Automati lustering of Gaussian omponents whih are similar in
aousti spae is used for onstruting the regression lass tree. The regression
lass tree should be extrated before adaptation.
3.3 Constrution of robust ASR models for
German spontaneous aetive speeh
In this setion we present the main aspets of developing German sponta-
neous aetive speeh-reognition methods: sub-word units seletion and lex-
ion onstrution, German phoneti pattern, spontaneous speeh variability,
omparison of aetive and neutral speeh and Emotional speeh aousti mod-
eling.
3.3.1 Emotional neutral German speeh dataset
For a natural speeh orpus we used part of The Kiel orpus of Read Speeh
[KIE, 2002℄. The Kiel Corpus is a growing olletion of read and spontaneous
German speeh whih has been olleted and labeled segmentally sine 1990.
For our evaluation, we used speeh samples from 6 female and 6 male speakers.
The list of speakers is k01,...,k10, k61 (also dened as kko), k62 (also dened as
rtd). To reah a qualitative aousti parameters estimation, seleted material
from Kiel's read speeh orpus were manually freed from tehnial noise and
breathing. 1041 utteranes for female speakers and 1033 utteranes for male
speakers were used for our experiments presented in this hapter. The number
of vowel instanes presented in seleted material from the Kiel dataset an be
found in Table 3.3 on page 74.
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3.3.2 Sub-word units seletion and lexion onstrution
In the real-life appliation, it is not possible to obtain suient training data
for eah individual word whih an our during a natural human-mahine
interation. The possible solution to this problem is to use HMMs to model
sub-word units, rather than the whole word inluded in the voabulary. The
phoneme is the smallest aousti omponent of speeh and it is widely used
as the sub-word unit for an automati speeh-reognition task. The main
advantage of using phonemes as the sub-word unit is that there is a standard
set of phoneti rules to map words to phonemes. In suh a way, words an be
represented as a sequene of phonemes. The number of phonemes is usually
onsiderably smaller than the number of words in a voabulary. In a state-of-
the-art ASR system used in this work, we use 39 distint German phonemes
(modied ompat SAM-PA list). German phoneti pattern used in our ASR
system will be desribed in detail in the next setion.
To map the word sequene to a phoneti sequene we require a lexion.
The lexion, also referred to as the ditionary, is a standard part in an ASR
system. The ditionary maps phoneti units, from whih the aousti mod-
els are built, to the present words inluded in the voabulary and language
model. The training and reognition proesses are exeuted at the phoneti
units level. Finally, within the reognition proess, the phoneti units se-
quene is transformed bak to the word sequene. It is ommon to use two
dierent lexions within he same ASR system. The rst is responsible for
mapping the word sequene to the unique phoneti sequene within the train-
ing proess, and it ontains only one possible phoneti transription for eah
word. The seond extrats the word sequene from phoneti sequenes within
the reognition proess, and it supports variable phoneti transriptions for
eah word inluded in the voabulary.
Two main types of phoneme unit sets are widely used in modern ASR
systems: ontext-independent phonemes, namely mono-phones, and ontext-
dependent phonemes, suh as: bi-phones, tri-phones, and quin-phones. With
a mono-phones set, we do not take into aount the ontext of eah partiu-
lar phoneme. Still, due to the o-artiulation eet, the artiulation of most
phonemes is highly dependent on their neighboring phonemes. The most
ommon ontext-dependent phoneme unit sets are tri-phones. For example,
with 39 phonemes there are 393 = 59319 possible tri-phones, but not all of
them an have a plae due to the phonotati onstrains of the German lan-
guage. To train robust tri-phones-based ASR models we need more data in
omparison to the mono-phones. Also this data should be well-annotated,
beause eah annotation error will have a triple eet in omparison to the
mono-phone-based model. To the best of our knowledge, to date there is no
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publily available orpus for the German language whih an provide a su-
ient amount of training material with a high-standard phoneti transription
whih an be used for eetive tri-phones-based HMM modeling. For example,
Kiel, SmartKom, Verbmobil databases do not provide detailed transription
of paralinguisti ues, also lexions attahed to these orpora ontain a lot of
inorret phoneti transriptions and do not provide lists of all possible pro-
nuniation forms. An example of inomplete phoneti transription of German
word "Abend" will be desribed in the next setion. In the ase of tri-phone
HMM models eah inorret phoneme will ause us threefold inorret mod-
eling. Take into aount sparse amount of instanes for some tri-phones this
threefold error ould be ruial. As a result, we use the mono-phone set for
our ASR system.
3.3.2.1 German phoneti pattern
The number of phonetially distinguishable phonemes in a language is often
a matter of judgment. Table 3.2 and Table 3.1 present lists of German vow-
els and onsonants, their orresponding IPA and SAM-PA symbols [SAM,
1996℄. There are 39 phonemes in the German language, inluding 13 unre-
dued vowels, 2 redued vowels, 3 diphthongs, 6 plosive onsonants, 9 friative
onsonants, 3 nasal onsonants, and 2 liquid onsonants.
The German language ontains a standard set of strit phoneti rules to
map words to phonemes. The amount of these rules and exeptions are sig-
niantly smaller in omparison with English. Still there is no rule-based
grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) open-soure toolkit available for the German
speeh proessing researh ommunity. There is a data-driven G2P open-
soure toolkit [Bisani and Ney, 2008℄ available, but this method requires a
huge amount of training material to train reliable models. Also, it is not able
to generate reliable phoneti transription alternatives for words whih an
be pronouned in dierent ways.
It is also possible to use existing German lexions inluded in publily
available orpora (Kiel, SmartKom, Verbmobil). Still, there are some over-
sights in existing German lexions. For example, in phonetis transriptions
ditionary Duden 6 "Das Aussprahewörterbuh" [Mangold, 1990℄ the word
"Abend" is transribed as [’a:bnt℄. It is the so-alled "hohdeutsh" pronun-
iation standard. On the other hand, Kiel lexion ontains slightly dierent
transription [’a:b@nt℄. Both versions are aeptable for olloquial German
language. Adequate lexions inluded in orpora should ontain both vari-
ations of transription, whih is not the ase with urrent publily available
German speeh databases. Hene, even existing lexia need further renement
before they an be used.
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However, it is possible to determine the atual pronuniations used in the
utteranes used to train ASR model with fored alignment. Fore alignment
is presented in HTK [Young et al., 2009℄ toolkit. It is a tehnique whih
an generate the words and phonemes boundaries on utterane-level based on
textual transriptions of the orresponding utterane and reliable mono-phone
HMM models.
3.3.2.2 Consonants
There are few lasses of onsonant present in German language: plosives,
friatives, nasals, liquids [Pompino-Marshall, 1992℄. Those lasses speify
physial harateristis of the generation proess. The list of all German
onsonants with their orresponding lass desription are presented in Table
3.1.
IPA name IPA
symbol
SAM-PA
symbol
IPA name IPA
symbol
SAM-PA
symbol
Plosives
Lower-ase P p p Lower-ase B b b
Lower-ase T t t Lower-ase D d d
Lower-ase K k k Lower-ase G g g
Friatives
Lower-ase F f f Lower-ase V v v
Lower-ase S s s Lower-ase Z z z
Esh S S Yogh Z Z
C Cedilla C C Lower-ase J j j
Lower-ase X x x Lower-ase H h h
Nasals
Lower-ase M m m Lower-ase N n n
Eng N N
Liquids
Lower-ase L l l Lower-ase R r r
Table 3.1: German Consonants
For our ASR engine based on mono-phones HMM we used all of the on-
sonants presented in Table 3.1. Some of the SAM-PA IDs have been hanged
to enable the use of the HTK [Young et al., 2009℄ toolkit for ASR modeling.
Converting non-aeptable SAM-PA IDs will be desribed later in this setion.
3.3.2.3 Vowels
Most existing ASR systems rely heavily on robust vowel reognition to reah a
high performane. The vowels aousti segments are usually long in duration
(in omparison to onsonants) and are spetrally well represented. As suh,
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IPA name IPA
symbol
SAM-PA
symbol
IPA name IPA
symbol
SAM-PA
symbol
Unredued
Lower-ase A a (a:) a (a:) Slashed O 2 (2:) 2 (2:)
Lower-ase E e (e:) e (e:) O-E Digraph 9 9
Epsilon E (E:) E (E:) Lower-ase U u: (u:) u (u:)
Lower-ase I i (i:) i (i:) Upsilon U U
Small Capital I I I Lower-ase Y y (y:) y (y:)
Lower-ase O o (o:) o (o:) Small Capital Y Y Y
Open O O O
Redued
Shwa @  Turned A 6 6
Diphthongs
Lower-ase A,
Small Capital I
aI aI Open O, Small
Capital Y
OY OY
Lower-ase A,
Upsilon
aU aU
Table 3.2: German vowels. The symbol ":" orresponds to the Length Mark
they are generally reliably and easily reognized by human beings and by ASR
systems [Rabiner and Juang, 1993℄.
There are 18 vowels in the German phoneti alphabet [Pompino-Marshall,
1992℄. Three dierent lasses of vowels (unredued, redued, diphthongs) and
their representatives SAM-PA and IPA symbols an be found in Table 3.2
For our ASR engine based on mono-phones HMM we used all of the vowels
(unredued, redued, diphthongs) presented in Table 3.1. Some of the SAM-PA
IDs have been hanged to enable the use of HTK [Young et al., 2009℄ toolkit
for ASR modeling. Converting non-aeptable SAM-PA IDs will be desribed
later in this setion.
There are several ways to lassify and haraterize vowels, inluding the
typial artiulatory onguration required to produe the sounds, typial spe-
tral representation, et. In 1952, Gordon Paterson and Harold Barney [Pa-
terson and Barney, 1952℄ reated a lassi plot of measured values of the rst
(F1) and seond (F2) formant for 10 English vowels spoken by a wide range of
male and female talkers. They proposed to represent eah vowel by a entroid
in the formant spae.
Instead of representing of eah vowel by a entroid, we represent eah vowel
by the means of the average F1 and F2 values. In Figure 3.6 one an see
German vowels mapped into F1/F2 spae and the outline of the general vowel
triangle for male and female speakers whih are inluded in seleted material
from Kiel read speeh orpus [KIE, 2002℄. To reah a qualitative aousti
parameters estimation, seleted material from Kiel read speeh orpus were
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Figure 3.6: The vowel triangle with mean values positions of the all German
vowels. Male speakers (top), female speakers (bottom)
manually freed from tehnial noise and breathing.
On the vowel triangles presented in Figure 3.6, one an see an absolute
and relative position of 13 unredued, 2 redued and 3 diphthongs in the
rst (F1) and seond (F2) formants spae. The vowel triangle represents
the extremes of formant loation in the F1/F2 spae, as represented by [i℄
(low F1, height F2), [o℄ (low F1, low F2), [a℄ (height F1, middle F2), with
the other vowels appropriately disposed with respet to the triangle sides
and verties. As one an see the relative position of vowels within the vowel
triangle are relatively stable for both genders. Still, female speakers use the
larger frequeny sale intervals during vowels artiulation 381.2Hz ≤ F1 ≤
812.5Hz and 1, 059.1Hz ≤ F2 ≤ 2, 333.5Hz in ontrast to the male speakers
364.9Hz ≤ F1 ≤ 636.3Hz and 1, 073.0Hz ≤ F2 ≤ 2, 004.7Hz.
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3.3.2.4 Diphthongs
A diphthong is a gliding monosyllabi speeh sound, and it refers to two
adjaent vowel sounds ourring within the same syllable. There are three
diphthongs in German, namely [aI℄ (as in "zwei"), [aU℄ (as in "Bauh"), [OY℄
(as in "neun"). Diphthongs are generated by varying the vowel trat shape
smoothly between vowel shapes that are appropriate to the diphthong. This
non-trivial smoothing produes a new set of voalized phonemes. In support
of the omplexity of smoothing one an see that a diphthong ould not be
represented as a linear ombination of ompound vowels, see Figure 3.6.
3.3.2.5 HTK format lexion generation
To be able to use lexion enoded in extended SAM-PA symbols for an HTK-
base [Young et al., 2009℄ ASR system we should provide some modiation
of the lexion les. First of all, HTK do not allow the use of symbols like
[℄, ['℄ for the HMM speiation. Also, vowels with an additional symbol [:℄
(Length Mark) an be replaed with orresponding vowels without a length
mark. It an be done due to the robust dynami HMM modeling of the
temporal harateristis of phonemes.
The transformed HTK ompatible lexion format will be used for
our speeh-reognition experiments and for our ASR system integrated in
NIMITEK [Wendemuth et al., 2008℄ demonstrator. More details about
NIMITEK demonstrator an be found in Chapter 6.
3.3.3 Spontaneous speeh variability
The speeh signal not only represents the linguisti ontent but also a lot of
additional information about the speaker: age, gender, soial status, aent
(foreign aent, dialets, et.), emotional state, health, level of reliability, et.
Charaterization of the inuene of some of these speeh signal variations,
together with related methods to improve ASR performane, is an important
researh eld [Benzeghiba et al., 2007℄.
It is possible to assign three main lasses of eets aused by the sponta-
neous speeh variability. The rst is the modiation of the voie quality by
physiologial or behavioral fators. The seond is the long-term modulation of
the voie for transmission of non-emotional high level information events like
emphasizing or questioning. The third is pronuniation variability like foreign
aents, dialets, and olloquial speeh. A detailed desription of spontaneous
speeh harateristis has been presented in setion 2.3.
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3.3.3.1 Comparison of aetive and neutral speeh
For the omparison of aetive and neutral speeh, vowel triangles have been
estimated for seleted EMO-DB's [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄ utteranes. We used
utteranes whih represent low-arousal emotions (boredom, sadness), neutral,
and high-arousal emotions (anger, fear, and joy).
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Figure 3.7: Classial vowel triangle form for dierent speaker's emotional
states. Male speakers (top), female speakers (bottom)
As one an see from Figure 3.7, the vowel triangles form and their position
are dierent for dierent emotional states of the speaker. This variability is
one of the reasons why ASR models trained on neutral speeh are not able to
provide a reliable performane in aetive speeh reognition. Adaptation on
aetive speeh samples of the aousti model will be presented in the next
setion.
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3.3.4 Emotional speeh aousti modeling
The simplest way to ahieve emotional speeh aousti modeling for reliable
ASR performane is to train aousti models for eah possible user's emo-
tional states. Training emotional speeh aousti models for eah possible
user emotional state is not feasible beause olleting aetive speeh in large
enough amounts to train a robust ASR aousti model is quite an expensive
and time-onsuming proess. Nevertheless, due to the pronuniation pattern
similarity of aetive and neutral speeh, emotion-spei harateristis an
be aptured from existing emotional speeh orpora within adaptive transfor-
mation of model parameters of the initial neutral speeh model to obtain an
emotional speeh aousti model.
For the neutral speeh ASR model we used mono-phones HMM trained on
seleted material from Kiel read speeh orpus. For adaptation on aetive
speeh samples we used material from the EMO-DB [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄
database. Vowels an be reliably and easily reognized by human beings
and by ASR systems [Rabiner and Juang, 1993℄. The total amount of vowel
instanes presented in seleted speeh datasets are presented in Table 3.3.
An interpretation of the emotional lass name abbreviations an be found in
Table 2.3 on page 24.
# EMO-DB Kiel
fear joy anger boredom sadness neutral read
a 144 172 348 211 148 207 3357
e 74 80 166 100 59 105 1239
E 42 55 98 64 46 58 1403
i 73 68 159 89 54 101 1323
I 115 125 244 171 124 146 2315
o 24 24 52 34 22 33 535
O 15 17 40 25 22 24 767
u 4 6 11 9 9 7 674
U 33 42 73 48 31 45 1273
y 12 18 22 14 4 14 363
Y 10 14 30 18 12 16 290
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 188
9 5 7 14 7 6 6 209
 177 222 436 274 201 254 4340
6 66 66 138 85 49 91 3462
aI 22 25 43 36 22 33 1313
aU 16 15 36 23 15 26 528
OY 5 7 14 7 6 6 289
Table 3.3: Number of instanes per vowel in EMO-DB and Kiel datasets
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As one an see from Table 3.3 aousti form of the vowel [2℄ is not presented
in EMO-DB reordings. Also, EMO-DB speeh material ontains quite small
number of instanes for some vowels [u, 9, OY℄. For adaptation of aetive
speeh samples we used MAP and MLLR adaptation tehniques. Within
MLLR adaptation we used the following HMMs groups speiations:
 Regression lass tree
 Two Base lasses: phonemes, silene
 Three Base lasses: vowels, onsonants, silene
Consequently, we investigated the poteny of adapting emotional speeh
aousti models for German language and we obtained a onsiderable perfor-
mane gain as will be disussed in setion 5.2.3.
3.4 Summary
This hapter reviews the automati speeh-reognition methods based on
hidden Markov models (HMMs). The feature extration approah, namely,
MFCC is disussed rst. The hidden Markov models (HMMs), the most fre-
quently used aousti models, are then presented. The maximum likelihood
(ML) training of HMM parameters and the expetation maximization (EM)
algorithm are disussed. In this hapter we presented detailed desription of
German phoneti patterns whih will be used later for detailed phoneme-level
emotion reognition. N-gram language models and generation word networks
with HParse grammar format are desribed. Extensively used Viterbi de-
oding for spontaneous speeh is presented in detail. Standard adaptation
approahes like MAP and MLLR are presented. Results of the evaluation of
our German ASR models will be presented in Chapter 5. Methods desribed
in this hapter have been used to reate an ASR module integrated in our
NIMITEK spoken dialog system prototype.
In the next hapter we will desribe dierent lassiation tehniques
applied for automati emotion reognition from speeh. The HMM/GMM
models presented in this setion will be used for our phoneme-level emotion-
reognition methods. Fore alignment presented in setion 3.3.2.1 will be
used in the next hapter for time alignment within phoneme-level emotion
lassiation.
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4.1 Introdution
T
o be able to design a user-entered spoken dialog system, we set up
a framework that should be robust enough to detet emotional events
within human-mahine interation. In this hapter we oer an overview of
existing speeh-based emotion-reognition tehniques, and disuss aousti
feature sets whih are the most informative for emotional events determi-
nation. Two dierent tehniques of emotion lassiation, namely, stati
(turn-level analysis) and dynami (frame-level analysis) are presented. Af-
terwards, two possible ombined emotion-lassiation methods: two-stage
proessing and middle-level fusion are desribed. Finally, we ompare emotion-
reognition performanes for unit-spei (ontext-dependent) and general
(ontext-independent) models.
4.2 An overview of existing methods
Sine the beginning of emotional speeh proessing [Sripture, 1921℄, [Skinner,
1935℄, [Fairbanks and Pronovost, 1939℄, [Williams and Stevens, 1972℄, [Sherer,
1986℄, [Whissell, 1989℄, the usefulness of automati reognition of emotion in
speeh seems inreasingly agreed given the large amount of appliations for
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user-entered human-mahine interfaes. Most of these expet suient ro-
bustness, whih may not be given yet [Piard, 1997℄, [Cowie et al., 2001℄,
[Shriberg, 2005℄, [Lee and Narayanan, 2005℄, [Shröder et al., 2007℄, [Wende-
muth et al., 2008℄, [Shröder et al., ℄, [Zeng et al., 2009℄. When evaluating
the auray of emotion-reognition engines, attainable performanes are usu-
ally overrated sine usually ated, prompt or eliited emotions are onsidered
instead of spontaneous, real-life ase emotions, whih are harder to reognize.
Speeh-based emotion lassiers used in the researh publiations inlude
a broad variety [Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2006℄. Depending on the type
of aousti feature extration level, either dynami analysis [Fernandez and
Piard, 2003℄ for proessing on a frame-level or stati analysis for higher-level
statistial funtionals [Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2004℄ are established.
Among dynami analysis, hidden Markov models are dominant (f., e.
g., [Nwe et al., 2003℄, [Shuller et al., 2003℄, [Lee et al., 2004℄, [Vlasenko
et al., 2007a℄). Also, a "bag-of-frames" approah for multi instane learning
is used within dynami analysis [Shami and Verhelst, 2006℄. A rarely used
alternative is a dynami time warping, supporting easy adaptation. Also,
dynami Bayesian network arhitetures [Lee et al., 2009a℄ ould help to om-
bine features on dierent time levels as spetral on a frame-level basis and
supra-segmental prosodi.
Relative to stati analysis, the list of possible lassiation tehniques
seems endless: Bayes lassier [Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2004℄, multi-layer
pereptrons or other types of neural networks [Shuller et al., 2004℄, Baysian
networks [Fernandez and Piard, 2003℄, [Cohen et al., 2003℄, Gaussian mix-
ture models [Slaney and MRoberts, 1998℄, [Lugger and Yang, 2007℄, random
forests [Iliou and Anagnostopoulos, 2009℄, deision trees [Lee et al., 2009b℄, k-
nearest neighbor distane lassiers [Dellaert et al., 1996℄, and support vetor
mahines (SVM) [Fernandez and Piard, 2003℄, [Batliner et al., 2006℄, [Eyben
et al., 2009℄ are applied most often.
Also, a seletion of ensemble tehniques [Shuller et al., 2005a℄, [Morrison
et al., 2007℄ has been used, as bagging, boosting, multi-boosting, and stak-
ing with and without ondene sores. New developing tehniques as hidden
onditional random elds [Wöllmer et al., 2008℄, long-short-term-memory re-
urrent neural networks [Wöllmer et al., 2008℄, tandem Gaussian mixture
models with support vetor mahines [Kokmann et al., 2009℄ ould further
be seen more frequently in near future. Table 4.1 presents the most popu-
lar existing lassiation tehniques with representative researh publiation
referenes.
In the past, within the speeh emotion-lassiation researh ommunity,
the fous was lain on prosodi features extrated on the turn-level. In par-
tiular, these feature sets (from 10100 features) inlude durations, intensity
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Classier Seleted referene
Naive Bayes [Dellaert et al., 1996℄ , [Batliner et al., 2010℄, [Metze et al.,
2010℄, [Shuller et al., 2010℄, [Yildirim et al., 2011℄
Bayesian logisti
regression
[Lee et al., 2009b℄
Deision tree [Yaoub et al., 2003℄, [Litman and Forbes, 2003℄
Support vetor mahine [MGilloway et al., 2000℄, [Yu et al., 2001℄, [Yaoub et al.,
2003℄, [Lee et al., 2009b℄, [Polzehl et al., 2009℄, [Metze et al.,
2010℄, [Seppi et al., 2010℄, [Shuller et al., 2009a℄, [Yildirim
et al., 2011℄
Linear disriminant
lassier
[MGilloway et al., 2000℄, [Batliner et al., 2000b℄, [Litman
and Forbes, 2003℄, [Lee and Narayanan, 2005℄
K-nearest neighborhood [Dellaert et al., 1996℄, [Yu et al., 2001℄, [Yaoub et al.,
2003℄, [Lee and Narayanan, 2005℄, [Yildirim et al., 2011℄
Gaussian mixture
models
[Breazeal and Aryananda, 2002℄, [Kokmann et al.,
2009℄, [Dumouhel et al., 2009℄, [Kim et al., 2010℄
Hidden Markov model [Nogueiras et al., 2001℄, [Shuller, 2002℄, [Shuller et al.,
2010℄, [Metallinou et al., 2010℄
Artiial neural
networks
[MGilloway et al., 2000℄, [Yu et al., 2001℄, [Yaoub et al.,
2003℄, [Polzehl et al., 2009℄
Table 4.1: Classiation tehniques applied for speeh emotion lassiation
and pith, et. [Cairns and Hansen, 1994℄, [Banse and Sherer, 1996℄, [Li and
Zhao, 1998℄, [Zhou et al., 1998℄, [Nwe et al., 2003℄, [Shuller et al., 2003℄, [Lee
et al., 2004℄. Only a few studies applied low-level feature modeling on a frame-
level as an alternative: usually by hidden Markov models (HMM) or Gaussian
mixture models (GMM) [Shuller et al., 2003℄, [Nwe et al., 2003℄, [Vlasenko
and Wendemuth, 2007℄. The higher suess of stati feature vetors derived
by mapping of the low-level ontours like energy or pith by desriptive sta-
tistial funtional appliation like lower order moments (mean, standard de-
viation) or extremal values speiation [Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2004℄
is probably proved by the supra-segmental nature of the phenomena appear-
ing with respet to emotional ontent within a speeh signal [Shuller et al.,
2009b℄, [Shuller et al., 2009℄. In urrent speeh emotion-lassiation re-
searh, voie quality features suh as shimmer, jitter or harmonis-to-noise
ratio (HNR) and spetral and epstral features suh as formants and MFCC
have beome the "new standard" feature sets [Barra et al., 2006℄, [Shuller
et al., 2007a℄, [Lugger and Yang, 2007℄, [Shuller et al., 2009d℄. Traditionally
prosodi aousti features, whih an be lassied in dierent ways, have been
applied for aetive speeh proessing. One of the possible emotional prosody
features ategorization was proposed by Anton Batliner in [Batliner et al.,
2011℄.
The rst ategorization riterion lies in the feature set seletion ap-
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proah. The 'seletive' approah is based on phoneti and linguisti knowl-
edge, [Kieÿling, 1996℄; it is also well-known as 'knowledge-based'. It has a strit
systemati strategy for generating the features; a onstant set of funtions,
whih are applied to time series of dierent aousti features. This approah
normally results in more than 1 k features per set. Another approah is based
on brute-foring of features (1,000 up to 50,000) by analytial feature genera-
tion, partly also in ombination with evolutionary generation [Shuller et al.,
2008℄. The dierene between the two approahes lies in the feature seletion
step: in the seletive approah, the seletion takes plae on an empirial level
before putting the features into the lassiation proess; in the brute-fore
approah an automati feature seletion is required.
The seond ategorization riterion is related to feature extration staging.
There is a "two-layered" approah, where rstly features are omputed on the
words level; seondly, funtionals suh as mean values and the average value
are omputed for all words within one utterane. An alternative is a "single-
layered" approah, where features are omputed for the omplete utterane.
In [Batliner et al., 2006℄, authors ombined for the rst time features extrated
at dierent sites. By ombining features from all sites, authors ahieved up to
2.1 % absolute improvement for emotion-lassiation auray. These results
will be disussed in more detail in setion 4.4.4.
4.3 Emotion desriptors
One of the most important problems for the analysis of emotional speeh
is the seletion on optimal unit of analysis. It is quite important to segment
spontaneous speeh signal into units that are disriminative for emotions [Vogt
et al., 2008℄. These are usually linguistially ompleted speeh segments suh
as words, turns and/or utteranes. However, the approval of the seleted unit
of analysis is an open researh topi within the emotion-reognition researh
ommunity. In most prototypial ated emotional speeh datasets, subjets
have to pronoune a omplete utterane with some prompted emotional state.
Most emotion-reognition experiments have been realized on datasets whih
ontain ated emotions. As a result, the hoie of an optimal unit of analysis is
obviously just one utterane, a linguistially ompleted unit with no hange of
speaker's emotional state within this ase. However, in spontaneous aetive
speeh this kind of linguistially ompleted middle-length unit (utterane) is
quite rare. Even the straight-forward extration of linguistially ompleted
segments like utteranes do not guarantee a onstant emotional state within
the same utterane. An optimal unit of analysis of emotional speeh has to
fulll ertain requirements:
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 long enough to provide a suient amount of material for the alulation
of aousti features based on statistial funtions
 short enough to provide stable aousti properties with respet to emo-
tions within the same unit
For most aousti features alulated from global statistis over an ex-
trated speeh signal, these units should have a minimum length. The emo-
tion units analysis beome more expliit as it is used more statistial aousti
features. On the other hand, all hanges of the emotional state within one
speeh segment should be distinguishable, so the unit of analysis should be
short enough that no alteration of emotion is likely to our. Also, it should
be so short that the aousti properties of the unit of analysis with respet to
speaker's emotional state are stable, so that informative aousti features an
be extrated. This is important for the extration of aousti features based
on statistial measures, sine, e.g., the mean value of a non-uniform unit of
analysis indues an insuient desription. So the length of the optimal unit
of analysis for emotional speeh has to be hosen for these two oniting
requirements.
Just a few researh evaluations have been performed to ompare dierent
types of units of analysis of emotional speeh. Comparisons of utteranes,
words, words in ontext and xed time intervals have been presented in [Vogt
and Andre, 2005℄. Authors have found that longer, linguistially ompleted
segments tended to be better. Batliner et al. [Batliner et al., 2003℄ establish
their aousti features on words with a dierent number of ontext words.
Further to simple word-level emotion reognition, they also mapped word-
level results onto utteranes and on hunks within the utteranes. Within
their evaluation authors found both advantages and disadvantages of shorter
units than utteranes, but they have not further quantitatively analyzed this
aspet of emotional speeh proessing. In [Vogt et al., 2008℄ authors pointed
out that the seletion of the unit of analysis strongly depends on the type
of emotional speeh data. Most ommonly dialog ats, utteranes and turns
as, e.g., in [Devillers et al., 2005℄, [Fernandez and Piard, 2005℄, [Oudeyer,
2003℄, [Shuller et al., 2005b℄ have been used as unit of analysis of emotional
speeh, but also words [Batliner et al., 2003℄, [Niholas et al., 2006℄. In the
paper of Fragopanagos [Fragopanagos and Taylor, 2005℄ et. al. it is pointed
out that most researh eorts were made in order to investigate the aetive
speeh proessing on omplete utterane, word-level or ontext-independent
hunks. Only a few researh groups provided a vowel- or syllable-level anal-
ysis during emotional speeh proessing. Goudbeek and others [Goudbeek
et al., 2009℄ presented their investigation of the eet of emotion dimensions
on formant plaement in individual vowels. In aetive speeh synthesis,
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Inanoglu [Inanoglu and Young, 2009℄ developed a set of fundamental fre-
queny (F0) onversion methods on a syllable-level whih utilized a small
amount of expressive training data (approximately 15 minutes) and whih
had been evaluated for three target emotions: anger, surprise and sadness.
Furthermore, an emotion-lassiation test showed that onverted utteranes
with either F0 generation tehnique were able to onvey the desired emotion
above hane level. Researh of Busso and others [Busso et al., 2007℄ showed
that the mean and the variane of the likelihood sore for emotional speeh
dier from the results observed in neutral speeh, espeially for emotions with
a high level of arousal and observed in some broad phoneti lasses (front
vowels and mid/bak vowels) whih present stronger dierenes than others.
Lee and others [Lee et al., 2004℄ showed quite a good speeh-based emotion-
reognition performane by using phoneme-lass-dependent HMM lassiers
with short-term spetral features. It has been shown by Vlasenko [Vlasenko
and Wendemuth, 2009a℄ that a ombination of a robust emotion-lassiation
engine with a user-behavior-adaptive dialog model an make a spoken dialog
system more friendly and user-entered.
4.4 Developed emotion-lassiation teh-
niques
In this setion we desribe two pre-dominant paradigms of emotion las-
siation: modeling on a frame-level by means of hidden Markov models
and suprasegmental modeling by systemati feature brute-foring. The se-
ond paradigm whih an also be lassied as stati analysis has been intro-
dued by our researh partner Björn Shuller from Tehnishe Universität
Münhen (TUM). In this setion we will provide a detailed desription of
the lassiers whih have been used for evaluations presented in our om-
mon publiations [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄, [Shuller et al., 2007℄, [Vlasenko
et al., 2008b℄, [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄, [Shuller et al., 2008℄, [Shuller et al.,
2009℄, [Shuller et al., 2010℄.
4.4.1 Aousti features
Within stati analysis state-of-the-art emotion reognition we use a set of 1406
systematially generated aousti features based on 37 low-level desriptors
(LLD) as seen in Table 4.2 and their rst-order delta oeients. These 37×2
desriptors are then smoothed by low-pass ltering with a simple moving
average lter. Statistis have been estimated on the turn-level by a projetion
of eah uni-variate time series of the low-level desriptors onto a salar feature
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Low-level desriptors Funtionals
(∆) Pith mean, entroid, standard deviation
(∆) Energy Skewness, Kurtosis
(∆) Envelope Zero-Crossing-Rate
(∆) Formant 15 amplitude quartile 1/2/3
(∆) Formant 15 bandwidth quartile 1  min., quart. 2  quart. 1
(∆) Formant 15 position quartile 3  quart. 2, max.  quart. 3
(∆) MFCC 116 max./min. value,
(∆) HNR max./min. relative position
(∆) Shimmer range max.  min.
(∆) Jitter position 95% roll-o-point
Table 4.2: Overview of low-level desriptors (2× 37) and funtionals (19) for
stati supra-segmental modeling
independent of the length of the turn. This is done by using 19 dierent
funtionals. The list of the funtionals an be found in Table 4.2.
Two optimization strategies an be also applied: First, speaker normal-
ization (SN) by feature normalization taking into aount speaker ontext.
Seond, feature-spae optimization by removing highly orrelated aousti
features (FS).
Within dynami analysis, speeh input is proessed using a 25ms Hamming
window, with a frame rate of 10ms. As in typial speeh reognition, we
employ a 39-dimensional feature vetor per eah frame onsisting of 12 MFCC
and log frame energy plus speed and aeleration oeients. Speiation of
the MFCC features is disussed in detail in setion 3.2.1.
To haraterize vowels quality, rst two resonant frequenies (formants)
are used. The formants haraterize the global shape of the immediate voie
spetrum and are mostly dening the phoneti ontent and emotional prosody
of the vowels [Benzeghiba et al., 2007℄. For our evaluations, formant ontours
were extrated using PRAAT speeh analysis software [Boersma and Weenink,
2008℄ and the Burg algorithm with the following parameters: the maximum
number of formants traked (ve), the maximum frequeny of the highest
formant (set to 6,000 Hz), the time step between two onseutive analysis
frames (0.01 seonds), the eetive duration of the analysis window (0.025
seonds) and the amount of pre-emphasis (50 Hz).
4.4.1.1 Normalization and standardization
To help ope with hannel harateristis, the epstral mean substration
(CMS) an be applied. In our publiation [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄ we inves-
tigate the benets of speaker normalization (SN), as we proposed to analyze
emotion independent of the speaker, herein. SN is realized by a normalization
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of eah aousti feature by its mean and standard deviation for eah speaker
individually. Thereby the whole speaker ontext is used. This has to be seen
as an upper benhmark for ideal ases, where a speaker ould be observed
with a variety of emotional states. Yet, it is not essential to know the atual
emotional state of observed utteranes at the urrent moment.
4.4.1.2 Feature set optimization
It is ommon to use a high number of features for stati modeling. A feature
spae optimization (FSO) is an important issue for inreasing performane and
real-time-apability. In order to optimize a set of aousti features rather than
ombining the attributes of a single high relevane, we use a orrelation-based
analysis, herein [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄. Thereby aousti features of high-
lass orrelation and low inter-feature orrelation are kept [Witten and Frank,
2005℄. This does not employ the target stati lassier in the loop. Likewise,
it mostly redues orrelation within the aousti feature spae rather than
an evaluation of inuenes on an improvement of single attributes. Still, this
onduts to a very ompat representation of the aousti feature spae whih
usually improves auray of the emotion lassiation while reduing feature
extration eort at the same time.
4.4.2 Stati analysis
As pointed out earlier in setion 4.2 mapping of the LLD ontours by de-
sriptive statisti funtionals is justied by the supra-segmental nature of the
emotional ontent ourring in spontaneous speeh [Shuller et al., 2009b℄,
[Shuller et al., 2009℄. For suprasegmental modeling of the speaker's emo-
tional state we use a stati analysis in ombination with systemati fea-
ture brute-foring. In order to represent a typial state-of-the-art emotion-
reognition engine operating on a turn level, we use a set of 1, 406 aousti
features basing on 37 low-level desriptors (LLD) as seen in Table 4.2 and
their rst-order delta oeients [Shahin, 2006℄. These 37× 2 LLDs are next
smoothed by low-pass ltering with an SMA lter. The stati analysis derives
statistis per utterane by a projetion of eah uni-variate time series, respe-
tively the low-level desriptors, X onto a salar feature x independent of the
length of the utterane. This is realized by use of a funtional F , as depited
in equation 4.1.
F : X → x ∈ R1 (4.1)
19 funtionals presented in Table 4.2 are applied to eah ontour on the
turn-level overing extremes, ranges, positions, rst four moments and quar-
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tiles, et. support vetor mahines (SVM) with linear kernel and pairwise
multi-lass disrimination have been used for lassiation purposes. One
ould onsider the use of GMM here, as well. Yet, SVM provides better
modeling of stati aousti feature vetors [Shuller et al., 2007b℄.
4.4.2.1 OpenEAR
In this setion, we desribe onguration parameters of a Munih open Aet
Reognition Toolkit (openEAR) [Eyben et al., 2009℄ whih have been used for
our evaluations.
Feature Group Features in Group
Raw Signal Zero-rossing-rate
Signal energy logarithmi
Pith Fundamental frequeny F0 in Hz via Cepstrum and Autoorre-
lation (ACF).
Exponentially smoothed F0 envelope.
Voie Quality Probability of voiing (
ACF (T0)
ACF (0) )
Spetral Energy in bands 0 - 250Hz, 0 - 650Hz, 250 - 650Hz, 1 - 4 kHz
25%, 50%, 75%, 90% roll-o point, entroid, ux, and rel. pos.
of spetrum max. and min.
Mel-spetrum Band 1-26
Cepstral MFCC 0-12
Table 4.3: 33 low-level desriptors (LLD) used in aousti analysis with ope-
nEAR
The OpenEAR is a toolkit for aousti emotion reognition, whih is based
on stati analysis. It is publily available to anybody under the terms of the
GNU General Publi Liense (http://soureforge.net/projets/openear).
For our evaluations we use the openEAR toolkit with 6,552 aousti fea-
tures extrated as 39 funtionals of 56 aousti low-level desriptors (LLD)
and orresponding rst- and seond-order delta regression oeients.
Table 4.4 lists the statistial funtionals, whih were applied to the LLD as
shown in Table 4.3 to map a time series of variable length onto a stati feature
vetor. The lassier of hoie is support vetor mahines with polynomial
kernel and pairwise multi-lass disrimination based on sequential minimal
optimization.
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Funtionals, et. #
Respetive rel. position of max./min. value 2
Range (max.-min.) 1
Max. and min. value - arithmeti mean 2
Arithmeti mean, Quadrati mean 2
Number of non-zero values 1
Geometri, and quadrati mean of non-zero values 2
Mean of absolute values, Mean of non-zero abs. values 2
Quartiles and inter-quartile ranges 6
95% and 98% perentile 2
Std. deviation, variane, kurtosis, skewness 4
Centroid 1
Zero-rossing rate 1
# of peaks, mean dist. btwn. peaks, arth. mean of peaks, arth. mean of peaks
- overall arth. mean
4
Linear regression oeients and orresp. approximation error 4
Quadrati regression oeients and orresp. approximation error 5
Table 4.4: 39 funtionals applied to LLD ontours and regression oeients
of LLD ontours
4.4.3 Dynami analysis
In our researh we also applied a low-level feature modeling on a frame-level for
emotion reognition from speeh. The hidden Markov models (HMM) with
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) have been used for this purpose. Three
dierent units of analysis an by used for dynami analysis: utterane, hunk,
and phoneme. In this setion we desribe utterane-, hunk-, and phoneme-
level dynami analysis models for the reognition of emotions within speeh.
4.4.3.1 Utterane-level lassiation
We onsider using a statistial analysis applied for ASR to reognize emotion
from speeh in the rst plae [Vlasenko and Wendemuth, 2009b℄. Likewise,
instead of the usual task to dedue the most likely word sequene hypothesis
Ωk from a given vetor sequene O of M aousti observations o, we will
reognize the urrent speaker's emotional state. This is solved by a stohasti
approah similar to the approah presented in equation 3.1, with a dierent
argument interpretation:
Ωk = argmax
Ω
logP (Ω|O) = argmax
Ω
P (O|Ω)P (Ω)
P (O)
(4.2)
where P (O|Ω) is alled the emotion aousti model, P (Ω) is the prior user-
behavior information and Ω is one of all system known emotions.
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In a ase of turn-level analysis, the emotion aousti model is designed by
s state HMMs. Eah state is assoiated with an output probability distri-
bution bk(ot) = p(ot|st = k). The model distribution bj(ot) is based on the
multivariate Gaussian mixture model (GMM), see equation 3.13. One emo-
tion is assigned for a omplete utterane. In other words within the training
and testing observation feature vetors sequene O ontains all feature vetors
extrated within one utterane.
In simple ases the priors in the user-behavior model P (Ω) are hosen as an
equal distribution among emotion lasses. It is possible to provide ontext and
an emotional-state-history-dependent omplex user-behavior model. Within
our evaluations presented in Chapter 5 we used a simple user-behavior model.
During the reognition phase the emotion that results in the highest GMM
sore is hosen.
The HMM/GMM parameters are estimated by the EM-algorithm using
speaker-independent training, namely leave-one-speaker-out strategy (LOSO)
(see setion 2.10.2), and a number of 1 to 120 Gaussian mixture omponents to
approximate the original probability density funtions (PDFs) [Young et al.,
2009℄. However, we also onsider multiple states HMM/GMM s = 1, 2, . . . , 5
Figure 4.1: Emotion-reognition auray (WA) depending on the number of
Gaussian mixtures and number of HMM states, LOSO evaluation, database
EMO-DB
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to better model dynamis. These are trained aordingly.
As an be seen in Figure 4.1 single-state HMM/GMM models show the
most stable and robust results [Vlasenko et al., 2007b℄. Within all emotion-
lassiation evaluations presented in Chapter 5 based on utterane-level and
hunk-level analysis we use single-state HMM/GMM models.
4.4.3.2 Chunk-level lassiation
This setion desribes another possible simple oneptual model of dynami
speaker's emotional state reognition. For lassiation purpose we an use
HMM/GMM parameters estimated for utterane-level lassiation, see pre-
vious setion. Instead of using turn-level lassiation, the time-synhronous
one-pass Viterbi-beam searh and the token passing algorithm with diret
ontext-free grammar are used for deoding [Young et al., 2009℄. This method
is an integral omponent of ontinuous speeh-reognition system based on
HMM models, see setion 3.2.8. To apply ontext-free grammar as onstraints
within the token passing sheme, these grammar rules are ompiled into a set
of linked syntax networks of the form illustrated in Figure 4.2. There are three
types of the nodes of eah syntax network: links, terminals and non-terminals.
Link nodes are used to store tokens and are the points where reognition de-
isions are reorded. Terminal nodes orrespond to emotion aousti models
and non-terminal nodes refer to separate sub-syntax networks representing the
right-hand side (RHS) of the orresponding grammar rule. For our hunk-level
emotion lassiation we did not use non-terminal nodes.
Figure 4.2: Automati hunking by aousti properties and one-pass Viterbi
beam searh with token passing
The three types of node are merged in suh a way that every ar onnets
either a terminal or a non-terminal to a link node, or the other way around.
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The syntax network presented in Figure 4.2 has exatly one entry, one exit
and zero or more internal link nodes. Every terminal and non-terminal node
ould only have one ar leading into it, whereas eah link node may have few
ars leading into it. Link nodes an thus be onsidered as lters, whih remove
all but lowest ost tokens passing through them [Young, S. J. et al., 1989℄.
More details about Viterbi-beam searh with a token passing algorithm an
be found in setion 3.2.8.
The main idea is that tokens propagate through the networks just as in the
nite state ase: when a token node enters a terminal node, it is transferred
to the entry node of the orresponding emotional state model.
This method an be used for detetion of ontext-independent emotional
hunks. Also this method an be modied for ontext-dependent emotional
hunks detetion. In this ase the syntax network presented in Figure 4.2
should be ombined with the user's emotional-state-driven language model.
In setion 4.4.4 we will present the two-stage emotion-lassiation tehnique
whih uses hunk-level lassiation as a rst step of analysis.
4.4.3.3 Phoneme-level lassiation
Finally, the smallest possible units of analysis of emotional speeh, namely
phonemes have been hosen, as these should provide the most exible basis
for unit-spei models: if the emotion is feasible on a phoneme basis, then
these sub-word units ould be most easily re-used for any further ontent,
and high numbers of training instanes ould be obtained [Vlasenko et al.,
2008a℄, [Shuller et al., 2008℄. Two dierent methods an be used for the
phoneme-level emotion lassiation: emotional phoneme lasses and vowel-
level formants traking.
Emotional phoneme lasses: We use a simple oneptual model of dy-
nami emotional-state reognition on phoneme-level analysis: the full list of
36 phonemes (all phonemes whih presented in EMO-DB dataset) is mod-
eled for neutral and anger emotion speaking style, independently. As a rst
step of developing an emotion-lassiation module we deided that reog-
nition of neutral and negative (anger) speaker's states is appropriate for an
emotion adaptive dialog management. We integrated suh speaker's emotion-
reognition module in a prototype of the NIMITEK demonstrator [Wende-
muth et al., 2008℄. Within an interative usability test we nd that modeling
only two speaker's emotional states, namely negative and neutral, is suient
for development a user-friendly spoken dialog system. More details about
an interative usability test an be found in Chapter 6. Hene 2 × 36 = 72
phoneme emotion (PE) models are trained [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄.
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Figure 4.3: Phoneme-level emotion reognition
In the ase of phoneme-level emotion analysis we an restate equation 4.2
in suh a way:
Ω is a possible emotional word (emotional phones sequene) from a dened
voabulary,
P (X|Ω) is an emotion aousti model for word Ω,
P (Ω) is the aetive speeh language model.
Emotional phonemes are modeled by training three emitting states HMM
models with 16 Gaussian mixture omponents. There is not enough material
in a seleted part of EMO-DB database to train robust monophone models.
Hene, in ontrast to the previous models [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄, [Vlasenko
and Wendemuth, 2009a℄ we are using Kiel-trained monophones models as
a bakground HMM/GMM model. The HTK toolkit was used for MLLR
adaptation of the bakground model on two phoneme emotion subsets: neutral
and anger. Neutral and anger samples from EMO-DB database were used for
adaptation. In the ase of phoneme-level emotion reognition we are using an
ASR engine adapted for aetive speeh to reognize on word-level as a start
point.
After this we are generating possible emotional phoneti transriptions for
sensible utteranes by using an emotional phoneme set, see Figure 4.3. In our
ase, two transriptions for neutral and anger speaking styles are generated.
Emotional phoneme models whih provide the highest reognition sore are
seleted.
In the ase of the Interspeeh 2009 Emotion Challenge we used 72 phoneme
emotion models for two emotional lasses evaluation, and 180 phoneme emo-
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tion models for ve emotional lasses. Results of the Interspeeh 2009 Emotion
Challenge will be presented in setion 5.3.4.
Vowel-level formants traking: It is also possible to lassify emotions
with an average formants value extrated from vowel segments [Vlasenko et al.,
2011a℄, [Vlasenko et al., 2011b℄. The phoneme boundaries estimation was
based on a fored alignment, see setion 3.3.2.1, provided by the HTK [Young
et al., 2009℄. Within our evaluation we use a simplied version of a BAS SAM-
PA [SAM, 1996℄ with a set of 39 phonemes (18 vowels and 21 onsonants).
Table 3.2 and Table 3.1 present lists of German vowels and onsonants, with
their orresponding IPA and BAS SAM-PA symbols [SAM, 1996℄. A list
of vowels with their orresponding instanes number an be found in Table
3.3. To reeive the most reliable phoneme boundaries alignment mono-phone
HMMs have been trained on eah orpora independently.
Taking into aount automatially extrated phoneme borders, we esti-
mate an average rst formant (F1) and seond formant (F2) value for eah
vowel instane. Formant ontours were extrated by using PRAAT speeh
analysis software [Boersma and Weenink, 2008℄ and the Burg algorithm. As
one an see from Figure 3.7, the vowel triangles form and their position are
dierent for dierent emotional states of the speaker. Now we want to nd out
if there are any disriminative hanges to the average vowel's formant values
as a funtion of the level of arousal of the speaker's emotional state. One an
see that all emotional vowel triangles expand along the F1 axis more than
along the F2 axis. As a onsequene, we deided to use only the average F1
values for our evaluations.
Taking into aount the entral limit theorem, the mean of a suiently
large number of vowel-level disrete estimations of rst formant values, whih
denitely have a nite mean and a nite variane, will be approximately nor-
mally distributed. We dene a new variable X whih orresponds to an av-
erage F1 value estimated on vowel-level. The value of X an be alulated
by:
X =
1
tk
tk∑
i=1
fi
1
(4.3)
where tk is a number of disrete estimations of rst formant values within
a vowel segment, fi
1
is an estimation of the rst formant value at disrete
time i. The random variable X an be represented as N (x|µ, σ2) with the
following probability density funtion:
f(x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−
(x−µ)2
2σ2
(4.4)
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Figure 4.4: Mean of the entralized F1 values for high-arousal emotions (fear,
anger, joy). Speakers: male (top), female (bottom)
To haraterize the vowels quality hanges under the inuene of the dif-
ferent speaker's emotional state, we estimated the mean of the entralized F1
values for eah vowel individually. For this evaluation, we use all vowels whih
ontain a suient amount of instanes for low and high-arousal emotions.
To speify the vowel quality variation, we use the mean of the entralized
F1 value. The entralized F1 value shows the dierene between the estimated
average F1 value on an emotional vowel segment, and the mean of the average
F1 value of the same vowel pronouned in a neutral way. Figures 4.4 and 4.5
display the mean of the entralized F1 values for the 12 vowels presented in
the EMO-DB database. Due to the sparse amount of instanes, we do not
estimate the mean of the entralized F1 values for the following list of vowels
[2,u,Y,9,OY℄ with orresponding IPA symbols [2,u,Y,9,OY℄.
As one an see from Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the most indiative vowels are [a,
e, E, , 6, aI, aU℄ with the orresponding IPA symbols [a, e E, @, 6, aI, aU℄. Now
we want to nd out if it is possible to build a reliable simple emotion lassier
based on the Neyman-Pearson riterion whih will use the average F1 value
as a parameter. This riterion is quite often used for speaker lassiation,
identiation and authorization tasks [Roberts et al., 2005℄. The average F1
value will be extrated within the alignment boundaries of the most indiative
vowels.
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Figure 4.5: Mean of the entralized F1 values for low-arousal emotions (bore-
dom, sadness) in omparison with neutral speeh. Speakers: male (top), fe-
male (bottom)
We pointed out earlier that the random variable X dened in equation 4.3
is approximately normally distributed. As a result, it an be represented by
N (x|µ, σ2). Now we shall ompute the normal distribution parameters for
eah indiative vowel pronouned in a neutral speaking style. Due to the high
variability of speaker voal trat lengths for male and female voies we deided
to alulate the pair of estimations (µ, σ) for eah gender individually. For
alulating the mean value estimations µ, we use two neutral speeh sentenes
per speaker for the EMO-DB dataset and one utterane per speaker with
the smallest absolute arousal value for the VAM dataset. These sentenes
have been removed from the test sets. For gender-dependent σ estimations
of seven of the most indiative vowels we use the Kiel orpus. It is lear
that there is not enough material within two sentenes to alulate a reliable
standard deviation estimation. To solve this problem, instead of using speaker-
dependent σ estimations we use gender-dependent (male,female) estimations
alulated on the Kiel orpus [Vlasenko et al., 2011a℄. The list of normal
distribution parameters for indiative vowels an be found in Table 4.5.
For our evaluation we generate male and female (µ, σ) estimations pools.
Mean and standard deviation values from these pools will be adopted for eah
utterane aording to speaker's gender. This an be expressed as follows:
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Vowel EMO-DB VAM Kiel
ID male
µ [Hz℄
female
µ [Hz℄
male
µ [Hz℄
female
µ [Hz℄
male
σ [Hz℄
female
σ [Hz℄
a 644.1 749.4 658.8 769.8 62.0 119.4
e 443.7 439.1 488.9 607.5 67.6 88.1
E 440.8 439.2 579.2 623.0 66.1 111.1
 509.1 475.0 555.2 584.5 123.6 124.6
6 547.8 584.1 594.6 690.7 89.5 127.1
aI 610.6 731.7 615.5 756.0 48.7 78.1
aU 514.7 594.1 684.9 694.4 48.1 77.6
Table 4.5: Estimations of the normal distribution parameters alulated on
Kiel, EMO-DB and VAM orpus material
µik = µig(k), σik = σig(k), where i is an index of an indiative vowel, k is
an utterane index, g(k) is a funtion whih speies a speaker's gender of
utterane k.
For lassiation purposes we use the Neyman-Pearson riterion:
Λ(U) =
L(Θ0|U)
L(Θ1|U) ≤ η (4.5)
In our ase, Θ0 is a hypothesis that all indiative vowels inluded in ut-
terane U are being pronouned with high-arousal emotion, and Θ1 is a hy-
pothesis that all vowels inluded in utterane U are being pronouned with
neutral or low-arousal emotion.
Now we estimate L(Θ0|U) and L(Θ1|U). The umulative distribution fun-
tion (CDF) for the random variable Xi whih orresponds to the average F1
value of an indiative vowel i is dened by:
P (Xi ≤ x) = FXi(x) =
∫ x
−∞
f(xi)dxi (4.6)
Taking into aount that the random variableXi has a normal distribution,
equation 4.6 an be expressed as:
FXi(x) =
∫ x
−∞
1
σ
√
2pi
e
−
(x−µi)
2
2σi
2 dx =
1
2
(1 + erf
{
x− µi
σi
√
2
}
) (4.7)
where erf is a Gauss error funtion:
erf {x} = 2√
pi
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt (4.8)
Taking into aount equation 4.6, our onditional likelihoods L(Θ0|U) and
L(Θ1|U) an be expressed as:
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L(Θ0|Uk) =
∑
∀i :xij(k)∈Uk
FX(xig(k))
=
∑
∀i :xij(k)∈Uk
1
2
(
1 + erf
{
xij(k) − µig(k)
σig(k)
√
2
})
(4.9a)
L(Θ1|Uk) = Nk − L(Θ0|Uk) (4.9b)
where i is an index of an indiative vowel, g(k) is a funtion whih speies
a speaker's gender of the utterane k, k is an index of utterane, and Nk is
the number of indiative vowels in the utterane Uk.
As a onsequene, the Neyman-Pearson riterion an be estimated as:
Λ(Uk) =
Nk
P (Θ1|Uk) − 1 ≤ η (4.10)
Equation 4.10 an be used for estimation of Λ(Uk) during training and
test stages. During training we should estimate the optimal η value. Also,
the riterion threshold η an be estimated with leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO)
strategy or by using some a-priory value η = 1 (it is a ase when we simply
selet the hypothesis with higher likelihood). Within the test stage all ut-
teranes Uk with Λ(Uk) ≤ η will be lassied as utteranes pronouned in
low-arousal emotional or neutral state. In other ases they will be lassied
as utteranes artiulated by the speaker with a high-arousal emotional state.
4.4.4 Combined analysis
Most parts of emotion-lassiation tehniques usually employ stati feature
vetors extrated on a turn or linguistially ompleted sub-turn entities [Bat-
liner et al., 2011℄. Dynami proessing on the short-term frame-level is a less
popular tehnique applied for the emotion reognition from speeh [Polzin and
Waibel, 1998℄, [Shuller et al., 2003℄. In [Shuller et al., 2003℄, [Shuller et al.,
2009℄ the latter has also been shown superior to dynami modeling. This
derives mostly from the fat, that by statistial funtional appliation to the
low-level desriptors (LLD) an important information redution takes plae,
whih avoids phoneti (respetively spoken-ontent) over-modeling. Yet, it is
also onsidered that thereby important temporal information is lost due to a
high degree of abstration [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄. This led to the rst su-
essful attempts to integrate information on dierent proessing levels [Murray
and Arnott, 1993℄, [Li and Zhao, 1998℄, [Jiang and Cai, 2004℄, [Shuller and
Rigoll, 2006℄.
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In this setion we desribe two possible ombined speeh-based emotion-
lassiation tehniques: two-stage proessing and middle-level fusion.
Two-stage proessing: As the standard unit of emotional speeh analysis
a whole turn an be named [Polzin and Waibel, 1998℄, [Li and Zhao, 1998℄,
[Shuller et al., 2003℄, [Jiang and Cai, 2004℄, [Batliner et al., 2006℄. From
an appliation point of view, this seems appropriate in most ases: a hange
of speaker's emotional state during a turn seems to our seldom enough
for many appliations. However, from a lassiation point of view, it was
often reported that sub-timing levels seem to be advantageous [Jiang and Cai,
2004℄, [Murray and Arnott, 1993℄, [Shuller and Rigoll, 2006℄. Still, apart from
a few attempts to reognize speaker's emotions within speeh dynamially
[Polzin and Waibel, 1998℄, [Shuller et al., 2003℄, urrent approahes usually
employ stati feature vetors derived on a utterane-, turn-, word-, or hunk-
level [Shuller et al., 2007b℄. In [Shuller et al., 2003℄ suh stati modeling has
also been shown superior to dynami modeling. In this setion we therefore
investigate a two-stage approah to aousti modeling for the reognition of
emotion from speeh: a rst stage segments utteranes into hunks whih are
analyzed in detail in a seond stage.
The two-stage approah is implemented to provide a higher temporal res-
olution by hunking of utteranes aording to their aousti properties, and
multi-instane learning for the turn mapping after an individual hunk analy-
sis. For the hunking fast pre-segmentation into emotionally quasi-stationary
segments the HMMs-/GMM-based one-pass Viterbi beam searh with token
passing is used. The hunk analysis is realized by brute-fore large feature
spae onstrution with subsequent subset seletion, support vetor mahines
lassiation, and speaker normalization.
For the rst stage we use the hunk-level analysis desribed in setion
4.4.3.2. We train the hunk-level emotion-reognition models in a speaker-
independent manner with LOSO strategy (see setion 2.10.2) by using the
Baum-Welh re-estimation algorithm presented in Chapter 3 and 50 Gaus-
sian mixture omponents. Afterwards eah original utterane is hunked by
appliation of the one-pass Viterbi beam searh as desribed. For the latter
proessing, only the obtained hunk boundaries are used from this stage. The
motivation behind this proessing is to nd an aoustially motivated sub-turn
splitting.
For the seond stage we use the turn-level analysis desribed in setion
4.4.2. In order to map the stati analysis results of eah hunk onto the turn-
level, we onsider three strategies known from multi-instane learning for eah
hunk:
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 an un-weighted majority vote (MV),
 a maximum length vote (MLV),
 a maximum lassier predition sore multiplied with the length vote
(MSL)
Likewise, we omputed the majority label of eah turn based on the hunk-
level. In the ase of a weighted vote, the length of the hunk in frames is
used as a multipliative weighting funtion. In the MSL ase we also use
the lassier predition sore for eah lass as additional weight. Note that
in the ase of an unweighted majority vote, turns may our that annot
be uniquely assigned to an emotional lass. This happens, if two or more
emotional lasses, whih are the majority of lasses, have the same number of
hunks. This ase will be separately denoted in the ongoing. In the ase of
time-based weighting this ase an almost be ignored, as the majority of lasses
 if there are several  will rarely have an equal number of frames [Shuller
et al., 2007℄. This is even more likely, if length and predition sores are used
for weighting (MSL). As a disadvantage it has to be mentioned that temporal
information is thereby lost. Alternatively, the duration of eah hunk an be
used as weight. Also, the time order of appearane of hunks is lost. However,
we suppose that this information an be negleted under the preondition of
onstant emotion throughout an utterane. Employing majority voting (MV)
we an observe two ases: utteranes that are learly assignable, and suh
that have two or more emotions assigned due to a draw. In the seond ase,
a further disrimination an be onsidered: utteranes that have the orret
emotion among the majority lasses, and suh that are simply inorretly
assigned. Evaluation results of a two-stage speeh-based emotion-lassiation
tehnique will be presented and disussed in Chapter 5.
Middle-level fusion: To reeive higher lassiation performane it is pos-
sible to use independent lassiation results for middle-level fusion. In most
ases, with this method we an obtain a omposite lassiation performane
whih is higher than that of the individual lassiers. As presented in [Bat-
liner et al., 2006℄, with ROVER framework [Fisus, 1997℄, authors showed an
absolute improvement of up to 5.8 % of emotion-reognition auray on four
lass problems on AIBO [Batliner et al., 2008℄ dataset with respet to the
best independent site result. Within early fusion, when ombining aousti
features from all sites, authors ahieved still a 2.1 % absolute improvement.
So far the two individual approahes to emotion reognition based on in-
formation proessing diretly on the frame level, or on a higher turn level, have
been presented. In order to fuse these two approahes it seems beneial to
keep utmost amounts of information for the nal deision proess. However,
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Figure 4.6: Proessing ow for the middle-level fusion of frame- and turn-level
analysis
an early fusion (aousti features fusion) is not feasible, due to the dier-
ent aousti feature sets (frame-level vs. turn-level) [Vlasenko et al., 2007b℄.
We therefore deided to inlude the nal HMM/GMM sores (logP (Ω|X))
within the stati aousti feature vetor x, forming an argument vetor x′,
and provide a middle-level fusion. The proess of speaker normalization and
feature spae optimization is extended to the likewise obtained new feature
vetor x′. Overall feature seletion having the HMM/GMM sores within the
spae reveals their high importane, as they are kept among high ranks. Fig-
ure 4.6 depits the overall proessing ow from an input speeh signal via the
two streams to the nal lassiation result [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄.
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4.5 Context-dependent and ontext-
independent models
Usually emotion reognition from speeh uses spoken ontent independent
aousti models. One general model per speaker's emotional state is trained
independent of the phoneti struture of aetive speeh samples. Given su-
ient training samples, this approah provides aeptable emotion-reognition
performane on test material whih has similar phoneti ontent [Shuller
et al., 2009℄. This setion tries to answer the question of whether emotion
reognition from speeh strongly depends on the ontent, and if models tai-
lored for the spoken unit an lead to higher auraies [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄.
We therefore evaluate phoneme-, word-, utterane-models by use of a large
prosodi, spetral, and voie quality feature spae, HMM/GMM models and
SVM.
Pratially every approah to the emotion reognition from speeh ig-
nores the spoken ontent when it omes to aousti modeling (see [Polzin
and Waibel, 1998℄, [Li and Zhao, 1998℄, [Shuller et al., 2003℄, [Jiang and Cai,
2004℄, [Batliner et al., 2006℄). A general model is trained for eah speaker's
emotional state, and applied on test-utteranes whih have a similar pho-
neti ontent. While this is a ommon pratie, it seems surprising how well
this works, espeially onsidering that many aousti features highly depend
on phoneti struture, suh as spetral and epstral features whih have be-
ome very popular reently [Batliner et al., 2006℄. It is ommon to provide a
high redution of information: e.g., rather than using the original time-series,
higher order statistis, suh as means, deviations, extremes, et., are used.
Another possible solution is to use dynami modeling, e.g., by the HMM,
of low-level desriptors (MFCC, et.) extrated on the frame-level [Shuller
et al., 2003℄, [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄.
We rst investigate the inuene of spoken ontent variation on the turn-
level. We use dynami analysis (see setion 4.4.3) with utterane-level las-
siation. Test runs on EMODB and SUSAS datasets for utterane mod-
els are arried out speaker independently by leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO)
evaluation. Table 4.6 reports average among all speakers and all utteranes
auraies for three ases to address ontext-independent evaluation. A total
of 10 dierent utteranes are found in EMODB and 35 in SUSAS databases,
respetively. We inluded all utteranes from training set for general model
training. In other ases we left out all samples with target or non-target
utterane from training set.
From 4.6 it is lear that removal of target utterane from training set
fundamentally redue auray of emotion reognition in omparison with re-
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WA EMO-DB SUSAS
General model 77.1 46.0
Non-target utterane left out 75.9 45.4
Target utterane left out 72.7 44.2
Table 4.6: Weighted average realls (WA) [%℄ for turn-level modeling on
EMODB and SUSAS. Dynami analysis with utterane-level lassiation,
LOSO evaluation
moval non-target utterane. Random removal non-target utteranes preserves
the ontext, whih results in the higher auray than removing the target ut-
terane, whih makes the training data ontext-independent.
Yet, the question is if phoneti ontent variane inuenes emotion-
reognition performane negatively, and if models trained speially on the
phoneti unit at hand, an help. In this setion, we aim to shed light on this
question by training phoneme-, syllable-, and word-models for the emotion
reognition in the following appliation. Unit-denite models require knowl-
edge of the phoneti ontent, opposing "blind" sub-turn entities, as introdued
in (see [Murray and Arnott, 1993℄, [Polzin and Waibel, 1998℄, [Li and Zhao,
1998℄, [Jiang and Cai, 2004℄, [Shuller and Rigoll, 2006℄).
Likewise, reognition of the spoken ontent beomes essential, in order to
hoose the orret unit-denite model. Faing real-world ases, we do not re-
port on transribed ontent, as, e.g., in [Batliner et al., 2006℄, but do inlude
the HMM-based state-of-the-art approah to ASR. The HMM of three emit-
ting states and 16 Gaussian mixture omponents was built for eah phoneme
emotion (PE) and phoneme-level of interest (PLOI) models. The HTK toolkit
was used to build these models, using standard tehniques suh as forward-
bakward and Baum-Welh re-estimation algorithms [Young et al., 2009℄. We
also use an automati speeh-reognition (ASR) engine adapted with MLLR
and regression lass tree on aetive speeh samples to reognize linguisti
units (sentene, word) [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄. We report results onsidering
superiority of unit-denite models over general models, and ombine speeh
and emotion reognition in a real system.
Next, word-denite emotion models have to be seleted for emotion reog-
nition. This may lead to a downgrade, if word insertions, deletions or sub-
stitutions our, provided the spoken ontent does inuene emotion reog-
nition [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄. Therefore, we test emotion reognition in
mathed and mismathed word ondition (that is piking the orret or any
other word model at a time) in omparison to a general model trained on all
words. Note that for mismathed ondition one vs. one training and testing
of eah word vs. eah other is neessary.
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Model desription Conditions G1 G2 All
EMO-DB mathed 57.2 46.9 48.9
mismathed 36.6 37.7 37.4
SUSAS mathed 64.6 60.3 60.7
mismathed 52.4 54.4 55.2
AVIC mathed 79.7 57.8 60.9
mismathed 49.2 51.3 50.1
Table 4.7: Weighted average realls (WA) [%℄ at word level for word emotion
models in mathed and mismathed ondition. Stati features, SVM, LOSO.
Investigated are "worth-it" words (G1) and "non-worth-it" andidates (G2),
as well as all (All) terms
In total 73 dierent words are pronouned in EMO-DB database
[Burkhardt et al., 2005℄. From these we selet only those that have a minimum
frequeny of ourrene of 3 within eah emotion (likewise having 50 plus in-
stanes per word) omprising a total of 41 words with roughly 200 instanes
per word. Then, we employ stati aousti features and SVM lassiation
for word emotion models after seletion of aording words by ASR. Table 4.7
visualizes the results reeived by two groups of frequeny of ourrene in the
orpus:
Group 1 (G1) are high frequeny of ourrene words. For the EMO-DB
dataset these words (10 out of 41) are "abgeben (give away), am (on), auf (on
top of), besuht (visits), gehen (walk), ih (I), sein (to be), sih (oneself), sie
(her), and sieben (seven)". For the AVIC dataset these words (7 out of 50)
are "ah, but, is, it, mh, not, and you". For the SUSAS dataset this word (1
out of 11) is "fty".
In ontrast, group 2 (G2) is "not worth it" due to low ourrene in the
dataset. Likewise emotion unit-denite models for these words annot be
trained suiently. Besides, results of emotion reognition for all words are
shown (All). Our evaluations are realized in a speaker-independent (SI) man-
ner using LOSO strategy (see setion 2.10.2). In the following, we stik to
words as unit of analysis, whih allow for inremental emotion reognition.
First, mathed vs. mismathed onditions are examined: spoken ontent
learly does inuene auray throughout word-model omparison in any
ase, as an be seen in Table 4.7. In fat, detailed analysis of omplete results
shows that the length of words and phoneti distane are the main inuening
fators.
Considering results of word-level analysis for ated and spontaneous emo-
tion and spontaneous level of interest, we disovered notable dierenes be-
tween mathed and mismathed ondition for words presented in group G1
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Training size fator 1% 2% 5% 10% 100%
EMO-DB 43.1 44.7 49.1 51.7 55.5
SUSAS 50.6 56.1 60.7 61.5 64.7
AVIC 58.0 62.6 65.2 68.6 68.6
Table 4.8: Weighted average realls (WA) [%℄ at word level for word emotion
models for general models at diverse relative sizes of training orpora. Stati
features, SVM, LOSO
and G2. As an be seen from Table 4.7, in mathed ases word-denite models
for words from the group G1 provide better performane in omparison with
general emotion models.
As mis-seletion of word-denite emotion models would evidently signi-
antly downgrade performane, we next address the question of how a general
model trained on the whole dataset would perform.
We set this in relation to the amount of training data available for eah
word-denite emotion model by the relative training size fator by random
down-sampling preserving emotion lass-balane, see Table 4.8
Aousti material for the eah word orrespond from 1.0% to 2.0% of
omplete aousti material presented in EMO-DB, SUSAS, AVIC datasets.
It an be seen that for all databases a general model with that training size
fator will perform between mathed and mismathed onditions for all words.
With more training material available, the general model outperforms the
mathed ase piking "All" and approahes the "G1" mathed ase. Without
"G1" seletion it seems preferable to use the general emotion model, simply
as more training data is available. With "G1" mathed ases auray of
emotion reognition with word-denite emotion models outperform general
models with a 100% training size fator.
However, the introdued unit-spei emotion-reognition models learly
outperformed ommon general models provided suient amount of training
material per unit. Appearane of word-level-labeled orporas an improve
urrent performane of phoneme- and word-level emotion and level of interest
models. We found that emotional and level of interest ativity is distributed
irregularly among words within a sentene. For example in AVIC dataset,
auray of level of interest reognition for the words "ah, but, is, it, mh, not,
you" by word depended models exeeds auray of level of interest detetion
by general models. More details about this dataset an be found in setion
2.6.2.7 on page 28. This is not the ase for other evaluated datasets.
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4.6 Summary
This hapter reviews existing speeh-based emotion-reognition methods and
provides a desription of our developed emotion-reognition approahes. A va-
riety of emotion desriptors is disussed rst. Two dierent types of emotional
speeh analyses are applied for speeh-based emotion reognition: frame-
level and turn-level, are then presented. First of all we desribed the set
of aousti features whih an be applied for dierent emotion-lassiation
tehniques. Two dierent optimization tehniques applied on feature extra-
tion level, namely normalization and standardization and feature set optimiza-
tion have been presented afterwards. Stati analysis applied for speeh-based
emotion-lassiation developed by our partners from TUM has been pre-
sented rst. Then we introdued utterane-, hunk-, phoneme-level dynami
analysis models for the reognition of emotions within speeh. During de-
sription of utterane-level dynami analysis we determined the optimal HM-
M/GMM arhiteture. As a result within our evaluations of utterane-, hunk-
level dynami analysis we will use the single-state HMM/GMM arhite-
ture for emotion-lassiation models. Two dierent phoneme-level emotion-
lassiation methods are desribed. The rst is emotional phoneme lasses.
It provides ontext-dependent emotion lassiation and an be easily om-
bined with automati speeh reognition for a user-behavior-adaptive spoken
dialog system. Results of emotional phoneme lasses evaluations an be found
in Chapter 5. Also a prototype spoken dialog system with a user-behavior-
adaptive spoken dialog system reated within NIMITEK, whih inludes this
tehnique will be disussed in Chapter 6. The seond is vowel-level formants
traking. This method is our new tehnique, whih showed appliable results
of emotion reognition based on an extremely small aousti feature set.
Within this hapter, we desribed two possible information integration
tehniques whih use dierent proessing levels. The rst is a two-stage pro-
essing approah whih is used to provide higher temporal resolution by hunk-
ing of utteranes aording to aousti properties, and multi-instane learning
for turn mapping after individual hunk analysis. The seond is middle-level
fusion. Within this method we integrate important information on tempo-
ral sub-layers as the frame-level within turn-level feature spae. Finally, this
hapter addresses the question on whih phonetial level there is the onset
of emotions and level of interest. We therefore ompare phoneme-, word-
and sentene-level analysis for emotional sentene lassiation by use of a
large prosodi, spetral, and voie quality feature spae for SVM and MFCC
for HMM/GMM. Results of evaluations of our stati and dynami emotion
lassiers will be presented in Chapter 5.
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5.1 Introdution
I
n this hapter we present results of experiments onerning our emotion-
reognition and automati speeh-reognition methods. All experiments
were onduted on The Kiel Corpus of Read Speeh [KIE, 2002℄ and on the
aetive speeh datasets presented in Table 2.3 on page 24. Building of the
aousti models and speeh-reognition evaluation setup for neutral and ae-
tive speeh samples, and adaptation on aetive speeh samples for aousti
models trained on neutral speeh samples are presented in setion 5.2. Se-
tion 5.3 disusses evaluation results of various emotion-lassiation methods
presented earlier in Chapter 4. Then, we present our results within INTER-
SPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge [Shuller et al., 2009℄ and ross-orpus
aousti emotion reognition.
5.2 Evaluation of our ASR methods
This setion presents the development of experiments on the German speeh
reognition with HMM/GMM models. All HMM/GMM models presented in
this setion are onstruted as 18 Gaussian mixture omponents per state.
ASR models presented in this setion are evaluated with the bigram language
model and a grammar sale fator s = 5. A larger number of the Gaussian
mixture omponents and a higher grammar sale fator ould improve perfor-
mane of a dened themati domain (system known xed textual ontent of
the evaluated database)  oriented automati speeh reognition.
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The main issue of this setion is to show that training ASR models on
neutral speeh, and subsequent adaptation on aetive speeh samples, does
have an impat on the reognition performane within emotional speeh reog-
nition. Two dierent HMM/GMM models sets are presented and evaluated.
First, we desribe our non-adapted HMM/GMM models, trained indepen-
dently on neutral speeh samples and aetive speeh samples. Afterwards,
we desribe our aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models and present evaluation
results on the EMO-DB database.
5.2.1 Corpora
As an emotionally neutral speeh orpus we used part of The Kiel Corpus of
Read Speeh (PHONDAT90 and PHONDAT92: Kiel-CD #1, 1994) [KIE,
2002℄. The Kiel Corpus is a growing olletion of read and spontaneous
German speeh whih has been olleted and labeled segmentally sine 1990.
For our ASR engine evaluation we used speeh samples from 12 female (1801
utterane in all) and 13 male (2000 utterane in all) speakers. The list of
speakers is k01,...,k12, k61 (also dened as kko), k62 (also dened as rtd),
k63,...,k70, dlm, hpt, uga. Within speeh reording sessions a Neumann U87
ondenser mirophone (ardioid settings) was plaed approximately 30 m
from the speaker's mouth. The mirophone signals were amplied by a John
Hardy M1 pre-amplier and reorded on a SONY PCM 2500 DAT-reorder at
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz for PHONDAT90 and of 48 kHz for PHONDAT92,
respetively, with 16 bit quantization. Afterwards, olleted speeh samples
were then digitally transferred to a omputer hard disk and downsampled to
16 kHz as well as high-pass ltered at 40 Hz.
For aetive speeh orpora we deided to use the popular studio reorded
Berlin Emotional Speeh Database (EMO-DB) [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄.
Speeh material reordings took plae in the anehoi hamber of the Teh-
nial University Berlin, Tehnial Aoustis Department using a Sennheiser
MKH 40 P 48 mirophone and a Tasam DA-P1 portable DAT reorder.
Reordings were taken with a sampling frequeny of 48 kHz and later down-
sampled to 16 kHz. The mirophone was plaed approximately 30 m from
the speaker's mouth. 10 professional ators (5 male and 5 female) spoke 10
German emotionally undened sentenes. One of these sentenes is "b03: An
den Wohenenden bin ih jetzt immer nah Hause gefahren und habe Agnes
besuht. (At the weekends I have always gone home now and seen Agnes.)".
To provide reliable measures twenty evaluators took part in a pereption-test.
Eah "rater" heard all of the utteranes in a random order. They were allowed
to listen to eah utterane only one before the pereption-test evaluator had
to deide in whih emotional state the speaker had been and how natural the
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performane was. During pereption test raters provided rates of naturalness
and reognizability for eah performane. An average rates of naturalness and
reognizability have been inluded in dataset material. In total we used 494
utteranes: 416 aetive speeh samples and 78 neutral speeh samples. Eah
of these utteranes has a level of naturalness not less than 60% and a level of
reognizability not less than 80%.
5.2.2 Evaluation of non-adapted ASR models
In our ASR models, only diagonal ovariane GMM matrix systems are on-
sidered where the features in eah feature vetor are assumed unorrelated.
The monophone set onsists of 39 HMMs inluding silene and short pause
(sp). Within our ASR evaluations we use a standard 39-dimensional feature
vetor whih inludes 12 MFCC oeients, zero-order Cepstral oeients,
and their delta and aeleration oeients.
The parameters of the models are re-estimated in 2 onseutive runs of the
Baum-Welh algorithm (see setion 3.2.6) using the monophone transription
of the training data. To handle impulsive noises in the training speeh samples,
additional transitions are added from state seond to forth and from state
forth to seond in the silene HMM model. The bakward transition provides
a tehnique to assimilate impulsive noises without exiting the silene model.
Besides, in order to deal with ontinuous speeh, a one state short pause (sp)
model was reated whose emitting state is tied to the third state (entral
emitting state) of the silene model. This short pause model has a diret
transition from entry to exit state. Then two more iterations of the Baum-
Welh algorithm are run.
Finally, we onvert the single-Gaussian omponent models to 18 mixtures
Gaussian omponent models. After eah mixture omponent inrement, the
resulting HMM models are re-estimated with 4 onseutive iterations of the
Baum-Welh algorithm. During training of our HMM parameters we added
one mixture per 4 onseutive runs of the Baum-Welh algorithm. For lan-
guage modeling we used a bigram language model trained on transriptions
of the omplete training set.
Test-runs on EMO-DB, Kiel for non-adapted ASR models are arried out
in leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO) manner to address speaker independene
(SI), as required by most appliations. For eah speaker presented in EMO-DB
or Kiel we trained a speaker-independent ASR system based on speeh samples
from other speakers presented in the orresponding database. As a result we
trained 10 ASR HMM/GMM models for the EMO-DB database and 25 ASR
HMM/GMM models for the Kiel database. Within our evaluations on non-
adopted models we also used epstral mean subtration (CMS), whih is the
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Speaker With CMS Without CMS
ID [%℄ A Corr A Corr
k01 96.15 96.15 96.72 96.92
k02 92.37 93.32 92.75 93.32
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
k08 99.00 99.40 98.60 99.20
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
k61 87.93 90.13 87.78 89.82
k62 87.72 89.86 87.56 89.78
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
dlm 79.29 81.02 78.73 80.69
hpt 85.38 86.60 85.00 86.41
uga 91.85 93.02 91.61 92.83
Total 90.20 91.58 90.04 91.47
Table 5.1: Reognition rates [%℄ for non-adapted ASR HMM/GMM models
trained and evaluated on the Kiel database with LOSO
simple method applied for the ompensation of the long-term spetral eets
suh as those indued by dierent mirophones and audio hannels [Young
et al., 2009℄.
Reognition rates of the HMM/GMM models trained on the Kiel dataset
and evaluated with the bigram language model an be found in Table 5.1.
In general, it an be seen that the performane of German aetive speeh
reognition for speaker-independent models are substantially dierent. For
example, we obtained the speeh-reognition auray rate for speaker k08 up
to Acc = 98.6% (aousti features without CMS) at the same time the au-
ray rate for speaker dlm was only Acc = 78.73% (aousti features without
CMS). Suh a high performane variation an be explained by low-level tex-
tual ontent annotation in the Kiel dataset. Some speakers do not pronoune
the orresponding prompted text within reordings, also paralinguisti events
(like breathing and et.) have not been transribed. However, we will use Kiel
datasets for training our basi ASR models for German emotionally neutral
speeh.
Reognition rates of the HMM/GMM models trained on speeh samples
from the EMO-DB dataset and evaluated with bigram language model an be
found in Table 5.2. In general, it an be seen that the performane of German
aetive speeh reognition for speaker-independent models are omparable.
Only for speaker 10 we obtained a omparable low aetive-speeh-reognition
auray rate Acc = 83.55% (aousti features without CMS). Suh ompara-
ble low performane an be explained by very spei voal trat harateris-
tis of speaker 10 and a high-level of intensity of the simulated emotions.
Reognition rates of the ASR models trained on the Kiel database and eval-
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Speaker With CMS Without CMS
ID [%℄ A Corr A Corr
03 98.09 98.09 98.33 98.33
08 98.14 98.52 98.70 99.07
09 97.12 97.12 96.07 96.60
10 84.84 86.77 83.55 86.45
11 97.43 97.82 97.03 97.62
12 97.23 97.63 96.84 97.23
13 98.11 98.11 98.11 98.11
14 98.62 99.23 98.31 98.92
15 97.44 97.44 97.44 97.44
16 95.49 95.80 95.33 95.80
Total 96.70 97.06 96.49 96.99
Table 5.2: Reognition rates [%℄ for non-adapted ASR HMM/GMM models
trained and evaluated on the EMO-DB database with LOSO
Database With CMS Without CMS
[%℄ A Corr A Corr
Kiel 85.99 86.97 87.37 88.27
Table 5.3: Reognition rates [%℄ for non-adapted ASR HMM/GMM models
trained on the Kiel database, evaluated on the EMO-DB database
uated with bigram language model on the EMO-DB database an be found in
Table 5.3. As one an see from Table 5.3, HMM/GMM models trained on the
omplete Kiel dataset without epstral mean subtration (CMS) provides the
best German speeh-reognition rates within ross-orpora ASR evaluation.
As a result we deided to use HMM/GMM models trained on aousti fea-
tures extrated from the Kiel dataset without CMS. In the next setion we will
desribe aetive-speeh-adaptation tehniques whih have been applied for
these ASR models, referred to as basi ASR models for German emotionally
neutral speeh.
5.2.3 Evaluation of aetive-speeh-adapted ASR
models
As one an see from Table 5.3, HMM/GMM models trained on neutral speeh
samples from the Kiel database ould not provide suient reognition perfor-
mane on aetive speeh material from the EMO-DB database. Therefore,
in order to obtain robust aousti models that an perform well with aetive
speeh, we adapted the speaker-independent HMM/GMM models trained on
natural speeh data from the Kiel dataset. Various adaptation tehniques have
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Speaker GBC 3 base lasses RCT
ID [%℄ A Corr A Corr A Corr
03 94.02 94.50 94.02 94.26 95.22 95.22
08 83.67 84.23 82.93 83.30 85.71 86.09
09 81.15 83.25 83.77 85.86 81.94 84.29
10 82.26 82.90 82.26 83.87 83.23 83.87
11 90.50 90.89 89.70 90.10 90.89 91.29
12 90.12 90.51 89.72 90.12 93.68 93.68
13 92.28 92.45 91.94 92.28 92.97 92.97
14 90.00 90.92 89.69 90.77 90.62 91.69
15 93.29 93.49 93.89 94.08 94.08 94.28
16 73.87 74.34 73.56 74.34 73.72 74.34
Total 86.95 87.56 86.91 87.62 87.87 88.43
Table 5.4: ASR reognition rates [%℄ for HMM/GMM models trained on the
Kiel database, MLLR adapted on EMO-DB neutral speeh samples, evaluated
on the EMO-DB database with LOSO
been used for this purpose: Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR)
(see setion 3.2.9.2) with global base lass (GBC) presented in listing 3.2 on
page 65, 3 base lasses (silene with short pause, vowels and onsonants in
three dierent base lasses) presented in listing 3.3 on page 65 and regression
lass tree (RCT), Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) (see setion 3.2.9.1) and om-
bined MLLR(RCT)+MAP. For the MLLR, optimal performane was obtained
with 39 regression lasses where only means are transformed. For the MAP,
optimal performane was obtained with τ = 10 whih is the MAP parameter
whih ontrols the impat of the MAP prior, see equation 3.47 on page 63.
First, we used for adaptation only neutral speeh samples from the EMO-
DB database for aousti hannel adaptation. We applied the MLLR adap-
tation tehnique with global base lass (GBC), three base lasses and the
regression lass tree (RCT).
Reognition rates of the basi ASR models adapted with MLLR on neutral
speeh samples and evaluated with bigram language model an be found in
Table 5.4. As one an see from Table 5.4, adaptation on neutral speeh samples
from EMO-DB does have an insuient impat on the reognition of the
aetive speeh samples from the same database (reorded within the same
aousti hannel). This has been found to yield a slight gain (about 0.5%) over
the basi ASR models (auray 87.37%) trained on neutral speeh samples
from the Kiel database.
Seondly, we used for adaptation aetive samples from the EMO-DB
database. We applied LOSO strategy and the MLLR adaptation tehnique for
basi ASR models trained on neutral speeh samples from the Kiel database.
Reognition rates of the basi ASR models adapted with MLLR on ae-
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Speaker GBC 3 base lasses RCT
ID [%℄ A Corr A Corr A Corr
03 94.50 94.74 94.74 94.74 96.41 96.41
08 87.38 88.13 87.57 87.94 94.25 94.25
09 87.43 88.74 87.96 89.01 93.19 93.98
10 85.16 85.81 85.16 85.81 87.10 87.74
11 90.89 91.29 91.09 91.49 94.85 95.25
12 94.07 94.07 94.07 94.07 96.44 96.44
13 95.20 95.37 94.17 94.17 98.63 98.63
14 90.31 90.92 90.00 90.92 95.69 96.00
15 94.67 94.67 94.28 94.28 95.86 95.86
16 82.12 82.43 82.58 83.83 91.29 91.91
Total 90.00 90.44 89.96 90.46 94.57 94.84
Table 5.5: ASR reognition rates [%℄ for HMM/GMM models trained on the
Kiel database, MLLR adapted on EMO-DB aetive speeh samples, evaluated
on the EMO-DB database with LOSO
tive speeh samples and evaluated with the bigram language model an be
found in Table 5.5. As one an see from Table 5.5 adaptation on the aetive
speeh from EMO-DB does have a suient impat on the reognition of the
aetive speeh samples. In ontrast to the ASR models trained on the neu-
tral speeh samples from the Kiel database the auray of aetive speeh
reognition with the MLLR (RCT) adapted HMM/GMM models was about
7.2% absolute better than that of the basi ASR models (auray 87.37%).
It is well-known that MLLR and MAP an be eetively ombined to im-
Speaker MAP MLLR+MAP
ID neutral speeh aetive speeh aetive speeh
[%℄ A Corr A Corr A Corr
03 94.02 94.26 95.93 95.93 96.89 96.89
08 84.97 85.71 91.28 91.47 96.85 96.85
09 82.98 85.08 91.36 91.88 96.60 96.86
10 83.23 83.55 83.87 84.52 85.16 86.77
11 92.08 92.08 94.46 94.65 95.64 95.84
12 92.89 93.28 96.05 96.05 96.84 96.84
13 94.00 94.17 96.74 96.74 98.63 98.63
14 88.62 89.69 93.54 94.46 98.00 98.62
15 94.48 94.67 95.27 95.27 96.25 96.25
16 76.36 77.14 87.87 88.65 96.73 96.89
Total 88.10 88.71 92.73 93.09 96.24 96.49
Table 5.6: ASR reognition rates [%℄ for HMM/GMM models trained on the
Kiel database, MAP or MLLR(RCT)+MAP adapted on EMO-DB aetive
speeh samples, evaluated on the EMO-DB database with LOSO
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prove speeh-reognition performane [Wong and Mak, 2000℄ by using MLLR
transformed mean values as the priors for the MAP adaptation method. As
a result we deided to use ombined MLLR with regression lass tree and the
MAP method for adaptation on aetive speeh material.
Reognition rates of the basi ASR models adapted with MAP or ombined
MLLR(RCT)+MAP on aetive speeh samples from EMO-DB database and
evaluated with bigram language model an be found in Table 5.6. As one
an see from Table 5.6 the auray of aetive speeh reognition with the
ombined MLLR(RCT)+MAP adapted HMM/GMM models was about 8.9%
absolute better than that of the basi ASR models (auray 87.37%).
For our ASR engine integrated into the NIMITEK demonstrator we used
the HMM/GMM models trained on the Kiel database material and adapted
with MLLR(RCT) on aetive speeh samples from the EMO-DB database.
Also, for phoneme-level emotion reognition we use ASR models adapted with
MLLR(RCT). Our rst results of aetive-speeh-reognition evaluations with
ASR models adapted on emotional speeh data an be found in [Vlasenko and
Wendemuth, 2009b℄.
5.3 Emotion-reognition methods evaluation
This setion presents the development of experiments on emotion reognition
from speeh. We present experiments on all emotion-lassiation methods
presented earlier in Chapter 4. Speeh-based emotion reognition is a om-
parably new researh eld. In omparison with aousti segments (words,
phonemes) used as unit of analysis for automati speeh reognition, emo-
tional lasses used for speeh-based emotion lassiation do not have so high
disriminative harateristis. Providing "ground truth" measures for emo-
tional ontent annotation (espeially for spontaneous emotions) is a way more
omplex task in omparison to the reliable textual transription of ASR speeh
orpora. Hene, in some ases of multi-lass emotion lassiation we obtained
results whih are just slightly higher than lassiation by hane.
5.3.1 Phoneme-level lassiation
In this setion we desribe the evaluation results for two dierent meth-
ods whih an be used for phoneme-level emotion lassiation: emotional
phoneme lasses and vowel-level formants traking.
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5.3.1.1 Emotional phoneme lasses
First, we used ASR models adapted on aetive speeh samples with
MLLR(RCT) to reognize a unit (sentene, word). Seondly, we generated
all possible emotional or level of interest phoneti transriptions for the re-
ognized sentene or words by using the orresponding phoneme set (PE or
PLOI), more details an be found in setion 4.4.3.3. In the ase of EMO-DB
we onsidered 7 phoneme emotion models (PE) transriptions, 5 phoneme
emotion models (PE) transription for SUSAS and 3 phoneme level of inter-
est (PLOI) transriptions for AVIC. Emotional phoneme or level of interest
models whih provide the highest reognition sore are hosen.
Test-runs on EMO-DB, SUSAS and AVIC for phoneme-level models are
arried out in leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO) manner to address speaker in-
dependene (SI), as required by most appliations. Reognition rates of the
emotional phoneme models evaluated with the bigram language model an be
found in Table 5.7.
lassiation unit EMO-DB SUSAS AVIC
word 51.0 49.5 45.8
sentene 66.2 49.5 54.1
Table 5.7: Weighted average realls (WA) [%℄ of emotion and level of interest
reognition on sentene-, word-level applying phoneme-level analysis, MFCC,
HMM/GMM, LOSO. Databases EMO-DB, SUSAS, AVIC
In the ase of the SUSAS dataset we have just one word per sentene.
Detailed results from EMO-DB and AVIC evaluations show that some words
within a sentene are lassied wrong when the whole sentene is lassied
right. This means that emotional and level of interest ativity is distributed
irregularly among words inside a sentene. As a result phonemes whih belong
to the dierent words within a sentene have diverse emotions and levels of
interest ativity.
In Table 5.8 results are shown for emotion reognition on a word-, and
phoneme-level in diverse onstellations. Zero-gram for word-level analysis
Language model WA
word-level zero-gram 32.1
phoneme-level bigram 38.8
Table 5.8: Weighted average realls (WA) [%℄ of emotion reognition on
word-, and phoneme-level applying phoneme emotion models, dynami fea-
tures, HMM, LOSO. Evaluated on the EMO-DB database
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shows many insertions, hene low auray. Bi-gram LM an balane the
insertions by grammar sale fator, hene higher auray. This is also the
reason why phoneme-level auray is only reported with the bi-gram language
model: zero-gram leads here to too-high insertion rates.
5.3.1.2 Vowel-level formants traking
For aetive speeh we deided to use the popular studio reorded Berlin
Emotional Speeh Database (EMO-DB) [Burkhardt et al., 2005℄ and The
Vera am Mittag (VAM) orpus [Grimm et al., 2008℄. The EMO-DB ontains
ated emotional speeh samples. 10 professional ators (5 male and 5 female)
spoke 10 German emotionally undened sentenes. Within our evaluation we
used only 20 neutral utteranes for training (2 utteranes per speaker). The
EMO-DB test set inluded neutral (rest 58 utteranes), low-arousal emotions
(boredom (79), sadness (53)) and high-arousal emotions (anger (127), fear
(55) and joy (64)). In total we used 456 utteranes. Eah of these utteranes
has a level of naturalness not less than 60% and a level of reognizability not
less than 80%, as indiated by the raters.
The VAM database onsists of 12 hours of audio-visual reordings taken
from a German TV talk show. The orpus ontains 947 utteranes with
spontaneous emotions from 47 guests of the talk show whih were reorded
from unsripted, authenti disussions. A large number of human labelers were
used for annotation (17 labelers for one half of the data, six for the other). The
labeling is based on a disrete ve-point sale for three dimensions (valene,
arousal, dominane) mapped onto the interval of [-1,1℄. For our evaluations
we use only arousal measures reeived with an evaluator weighted estimator.
For training we seleted one utterane per speaker with smallest absolute
arousal value (19 negative and 28 positive arousal emotional utteranes at all).
The VAM test set inluded 483 negative and 417 positive arousal emotional
utteranes.
In order to exeute a vowel-level analysis a phoneme-level ASR transrip-
tion is needed, whih requires a orresponding lexion ontaining phoneti
transription of words presented in a orpus. Unfortunately, the VAM or-
pus does not provide suh a lexion, so we reated it by ourselves using a
ombined approah. The major part of the word transriptions (1216 items)
was taken from other German orpora, namely Verbmobil [Hess et al., 1995℄
and SmartKom [Shiel et al., 2002℄. For the rest (688 words) we reated
transriptions using grapheme-to-phoneme onversion with a Sequitur G2P
onverter [Bisani and Ney, 2008℄. The onverter was trained on a joined lexi-
on based on SmartKom and Verbmobil lexions (12460 German words at all).
Prior to applying the G2P software to the missing VAM lexion, we tested it
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on the onstruted united lexion, where 1% of randomly seleted words were
moved into the test set. The phoneme error rate was 5.33% (56 from 1050),
the word error rate was 29.13% (37 from 127). In later experiments (fore
alignment for vowel boundaries extration) the quality of the vowel bound-
aries speiation annot be expeted to be absolutely reliable beause of the
word error rate (WER) about 29.13% whih is intrinsially due to the tran-
sription proess. We deided to use this inaurate method, beause further
transription improvement required professional phonetiian expert to reliable
transription and additional development expenses. In addition, we use the
Sequitur G2P onverter only for one-third of words presented in required lex-
ion, another two-third words transription have been adopted from available
lexions.
As evaluation measures we employ the weighted (WA, i.e. auray) and
unweighted (UA) average of lass-wise reall rates. For estimation of the
η values, whih is only one parameter of our lassier, we applied a leave-
one-speaker-out (LOSO) strategy. We used two dierent optimization rite-
ria: maximum unweighted and maximum weighted average reall. For eah
speaker we estimated the optimal η values based on utteranes from other
speakers presented in the orresponding database.
In Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 one an see the UA and WA rates of our two
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
45%
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η
weighted average reall unweighted average reall
Figure 5.1: Reognition rates of the two-lass emotion lassier. Blak - EMO-
DB, gray - VAM
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Figure 5.2: Reeiver operating harateristis urve, for high-arousal emotion
detetion task. Blak - EMO-DB, gray - VAM
lass emotion lassier and reeiver operating harateristis (ROC) whih
represent the false aeptane (FA) and false rejetions (FR) rates for the
high-level arousal emotions detetion task as a funtion of η.
In Table 5.9 one an see performanes of the two lass emotion lassier for
η = 1 and η values estimated within LOSO (with UA and WA as optimization
riteria).
With LOSO strategy and UA optimization riteria we found the optimal η
value for eah speaker; these values are in range 1.01 ≤ η ≤ 1.23 (EMO-DB)
and 1.37 ≤ η ≤ 1.63 (VAM). In the ase of WA optimization riteria optimal
η values are follows: 0.62 ≤ η ≤ 1.01 (EMO-DB) and η = 1.63 (VAM).
By using gender-dependent models instead of speaker-dependent models
EMO-DB VAM
UA WA FA FR UA WA FA FR
UA 81.3 80.6 13.1 24.2 60.2 61.8 18.7 60.8
WA 79.4 79.3 19.5 21.7 61.4 63.0 16.4 60.8
η = 1 81.8 81.3 14.2 22.1 58.7 58.2 48.9 33.7
Table 5.9: Reognition rates [%℄ of vowel-level emotion lassier with dierent
optimization strategies (UA,WA, η = 1) evaluated on EMO-DB and VAM
orpora
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we an provide a statistially suient number of instanes for the alulation
of µig(k) estimations. Due to more aurate mean values estimations we im-
prove our results presented in [Vlasenko et al., 2011a℄, [Vlasenko et al., 2011b℄.
The presented results an be ompared with the results presented in [Shuller
et al., 2009℄. In this artile, we presented benhmark evaluation results for
two-lass emotion-reognition task (positive/negative arousal) with a HM-
M/GMM general model desribed in detail in setion 4.4.3.1. We reahed UA
rates of up to 91.5% for EMO-DB and 76.5% for VAM. In our urrent researh,
instead of using 39 MFCC we used only one average F1 value. In ontrast
to HMM/GMM we used a straightforward Neyman-Pearson riterion. In the
ase of a priory dened η our lassier does not require any aetive speeh
samples for training. Within pratial appliation of our simple method the
η value an be seleted based on task-oriented balane between FA and FR
rates, see Figure 5.2.
These results an be also ompared with the results presented earlier in our
paper [Shuller et al., 2008℄. In this paper, we reahed an emotion-reognition
auray rate on EMO-DB database with phoneme-level analysis (see setion
4.4.3.3) of up to 66.2%. Instead of using 41 phonemes for emotion reognition,
we used only 7 indiative vowels. In the urrent approah we used only one
Gaussian for eah phoneme model instead of 3 × 32 = 96 Gaussians used
in [Shuller et al., 2008℄. Also our results an be improved by using more than
two neutral utteranes for the estimation of the mean values. Starting from
our simple lassier, we an develop a more omplex lassiation tehnique
and provide better results.
We showed that the average F1 values extrated on a vowel-level are
strongly orrelated with the speaker's level of arousal. We estimated the
optimal riteria thresholds for ated and spontaneous emotions. It has been
shown that spontaneous emotions required higher η values. Most of the state-
of-the-art emotion reognizers required suient amount of aetive speeh
samples within the training phase. In the ase of a priory dened η (for ex-
ample η = 1) value within the training phase we require only one or two
neutral (or lose to "neutral" for VAM dataset) speaking style samples. As a
result our method an be easily implemented for speaker-independent emotion
lassiation.
5.3.2 Utterane-level emotion lassiation with
dynami and stati analysis
In this setion we provide results of the benhmark omparison [Shuller et al.,
2009℄ under equal onditions on nine standard emotional speeh orpora in
the eld using the two pre-dominant paradigms: dynami analysis on a frame-
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Corpus All Arousal Valene
UA WA UA WA UA WA
ABC 48.8 57.7 71.5 74.7 81.1 81.2
AVIC 65.5 66.0 74.5 77.5 74.5 77.5
DES 45.3 45.3 82.0 84.2 55.6 58.0
EMO-DB 73.2 77.1 91.5 91.5 78.0 80.4
eNTERFACE 67.1 67.0 74.9 76.8 78.7 80.5
SAL 34.0 32.7 61.2 61.6 57.2 57.0
SmartKom 28.6 47.9 58.2 64.6 57.1 68.4
SUSAS 55.0 47.9 56.0 68.0 67.3 67.8
VAM 38.4 70.2 76.5 76.5 49.2 89.9
Mean 50.7 56.9 71.8 75.0 66.5 73.4
Table 5.10: Reognition rates [%℄ for benhmark evaluation of the dynami-
analysis-based emotion-reognition engine
level by means of hidden Markov models and stati analysis (supra-segmental)
by systemati feature brute-foring. The orpora investigated were the ABC,
AVIC, DES, EMO-DB, eNTERFACE, SAL, SmartKom, SUSAS, and VAM
databases. To provide better omparability among sets, we additionally lus-
ter eah of the database's emotions into binary valene and arousal disrimi-
nation tasks, see setion 2.7.
For all databases, test-runs are arried out in the leave-one-speaker-out
(LOSO) or leave-one-speakers-group-out (LOSGO) manner to fae speaker
independene, as required by most appliations. In the ase of 10 or fewer
speakers in one dataset we applied the LOSO strategy; otherwise, namely
for the AVIC, eNTERFACE, SmartKom, and VAM databases, we seleted 5
speaker groups with almost equal amount of male and female speakers and
samples per group for LOSGO evaluation. For evaluation measures we em-
ployed weighted (WA, i. e. auray) and unweighted (UA, thus better reet-
ing unbalane among lasses) average reall.
The results for frame-level (Table 5.10) and supra-segmental modeling (Ta-
ble 5.11) with openEAR toolkit desribed in setion 4.4.2.1 are found for all
emotion lasses ontained per database and for the lustered two-lass tasks
of binary arousal and valene disrimination as desribed in setion 2.7.
Note that for supra-segmental modeling SVM with speaker standardiza-
tion in onstant parameterization are used for the given results. The delta of
the mean in Table 5.11 to the mean of the best-performing individual ong-
urations is 1.7% (UA) and 0.7% (WA) for lass-wise results, 0.2% (UA) and
1.8% (WA) for arousal and 9.4% (UA) and 9.5% (WA) for valene (mostly
due to variations on SAL).
Among the two result tables, very similar trends an be observed: the
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Corpus All Arousal Valene
UA WA UA WA UA WA
ABC 55.5 61.4 61.1 70.2 70.0 70.0
AVIC 56.5 68.6 66.4 76.2 66.4 76.2
DES 59.9 60.1 87.0 87.4 70.6 72.6
EMO-DB 84.6 85.6 96.8 96.8 87.0 88.1
eNTERFACE 72.5 72.4 78.1 79.3 78.6 80.2
SAL 29.9 30.6 55.0 55.0 50.0 49.9
SmartKom 23.5 39.0 59.1 64.1 53.1 75.6
SUSAS 61.4 56.5 63.7 77.3 67.7 68.3
VAM 37.6 65.0 72.4 72.4 48.1 85.4
Mean 53.5 59.9 71.1 75.4 64.5 68.3
Table 5.11: Reognition rates [%℄ for benhmark evaluation of the stati-
analysis-based emotion-reognition engine
best performane is ahieved on the datasets ontaining ated, prototypial
emotions, where only emotions with high inter-labeler agreement were se-
leted (EMO-DB, eNTERFACE datasets). A little exeption here is the DES
database, where performane is well behind EMO-DB database, even though
the DES dataset also ontains ated, prototypial emotions. This dierene is
not so obvious for the arousal task as it is for the full lassiation task. One
reason for this might be that no seletion of high inter-labeler agreements were
done on the DES dataset and labelers may agree more upon arousal than on
the emotion ategories. The remaining six orpora are more hallenging sine
they ontain non-ated or indued emotions. On the lower end of reognition
performane the SAL, SmartKom, and VAM orpora an be found, whih on-
tain the most spontaneous and naturalisti emotions, whih in turn are also
the most hallenging to label. However, the SmartKom database ontains
long pauses with a high noise level, and it inludes system output ross-talk
segments and annotations that are multi-modal, i.e. mimi and audio based,
thus the target emotion might not always be detetable from speeh. The
results for the SAL orpus are only marginally above hane level, whih is
due to speaker-independent evaluation on highly naturalisti data with only
four speakers in total.
When omparing the dynami analysis with stati analysis an interest-
ing onlusion an be drawn: dynami analysis seems to be slightly superior
for orpora ontaining variable ontent (AVIC, SAL, SmartKom, VAM), i.e.
the subjets were not restrited to a predened sript, while stati analysis
outperforms frame-level modeling on orpora where the topi/sript is xed
(ABC, DES, EMO-DB, eNTERFACE, SUSAS), i.e. where there is an overlap
in verbal ontent between test and training set. This an be explained by the
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nature of supra-segmental modeling: in orpora with non-sripted ontent,
turn lengths may strongly vary. While frame-level modeling is mostly inde-
pendent of highly varying turn length, in supra-segmental modeling eah turn
gets mapped onto one feature vetor, whih might not always be appropriate.
5.3.3 Combined analysis
In this setion we desribe evaluation results for two possible ombined speeh-
based emotion-lassiation tehniques: two-stage proessing and middle-level
fusion.
5.3.3.1 Two-stage proessing
Within this setion we present a number of results for the two-stage pro-
essing method presented in setion 4.4.4. Evaluation test-runs are realized
in leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO) manner for speaker-independent tests. For
evaluation we used the EMO-DB database.
WA [%℄ SN FS EMO-DB
Turn - - 74.9
Turn 3 - 79.6
Turn 3 3 83.2
Table 5.12: Baseline results by turn-level analysis. Weighted average re-
alls [%℄ for EMO-DB, turn-wise feature extration, onsidering speaker-
normalization (SN), and feature seletion (FS) for optimization, speaker-
independent (SI) LOSO evaluation with SVM
In Table 5.12 we present the baseline results for speaker-independent las-
siation on the turn-level desribed in setion 4.4.2 employing standard turn-
wise derived aousti features presented in Table 4.2 on page 83.
[#℄ Turns Chunks Syllables
anger 127 269 1,843
boredom 79 225 1,151
disgust 38 173 516
fear 55 160 794
joy 64 179 927
neutral 78 213 1,093
sadness 53 143 823
sum 494 1,362 7,147
Table 5.13: Distribution among emotions, database EMO-DB. Considered are
turns, automatially extrated hunks and syllables
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[#℄ Chunks Syllables
1 167 -
2 86 -
3 95 -
4 65 -
5-9 78 94
10-14 3 135
15-19 - 156
20-29 - 109
Table 5.14: Number of automatially extrated hunks and syllables per ut-
terane. Database EMO-DB
Table 5.13 presents a detailed number of automatially extrated hunks
and syllables per emotion obtained by HMMs-/GMM-based one-pass Viterbi
beam searh with token passing within the rst stage of proessing. As one
an see, automatially extrated hunks omparably longer than syllables.
Note that an almost onstant fator of hunks per emotion resembling 3 is
obtained [Shuller et al., 2007℄. Disgust, however, shows a slightly dierent
behavior. Apart from the mean number of hunks and syllables per emotion,
Table 5.14 depits their frequenies of appearane in more detail.
Table 5.15 below presents the emotion-reognition results for hunks and
syllables, aimed at sub-turn entities. As for the base-line turn-level features,
speaker normalization and feature spae optimization are applied for optimiza-
tion. Finally, we present results for the mapping of hunks or syllables onto
turns by the diverse strategies: an un-weighted majority vote (MV), a max-
imum length vote (MLV), a maximum lassier predition sore multiplied
with the length vote (MSL) introdued in setion 4.4.4. The seond stage
of proessing, based on the hunk analysis, is realized by brute-fore large
feature spae onstrution with subsequent subset seletion, support vetor
WA [%℄ SN FS EMO-DB
Chunk - - 42.6
Chunk 3 - 46.7
Chunk 3 3 51.4
Syllable - - 42.1
Syllable 3 - 44.6
Syllable 3 3 47.6
Table 5.15: Results by hunk-level analysis. Weighted average realls [%℄ for
EMO-DB, hunk-wise feature extration, onsidering speaker-normalization
(SN), and feature seletion (FS) for optimization, speaker-independent LOSO
evaluation with seond-stage stati analysis
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Strategy Corret Corret*
Chunk MV 45.3 64.2
Chunk MLV 60.1 64.2
Chunk MLS 70.6 70.6
Syllable MV 42.8 60.1
Syllable MLV 56.9 60.1
Syllable MLS 67.8 67.8
Table 5.16: Results by turn-level mapping. Weighted average realls
[%℄ for EMO-DB, hunk-wise features with speaker-normalization and fea-
ture seletion, onsidering Corret and Corret* ases, by addition of non-
unique winning-lasses, speaker-independent LOSO evaluation with seond-
stage stati analysis
mahines (SVM) lassiation, and speaker normalization.
Thereby only the optimal ases with speaker normalization and feature
spae optimization are onsidered, as hunk-level auray is ruial for the
overall suess. First, we desribe the speaker-independent evaluation results
presented in Table 5.16. Thereby the three strategies: majority vote (MV),
maximum length (MLV) and maximum length times predition sore (MLS)
are onsidered.
As an be seen form Table 5.16, we disriminate between orret assign-
ment (olumn Corret) and ases, where the orret lass has been the winning
lass among one or more other emotional lasses (olumn Corret). The main
outomes of these results are that the proposed hunking seems superior to
annotation-based syllable hunking. However, reognition results with turn-
level aousti features annot be reahed. This holds even after mapping on
the turn-level by the investigated three dierent strategies.
The introdued two-stage proessing approah was superior to syllables
speaker-independent analysis. This may be due to the fat that it produes
roughly 5 times longer segments, though at the same time 5 times fewer in-
stanes are obtained for robust training. Still, results for both of these sub-
turn entities learly fall behind those for turn-level analysis. We seondly
investigated mapping of these ontext-independent hunks on the turn level
by multi-instane learning. Yet, as a result for the evaluated database no
advantage over diret turn-level aousti feature extration an be reported.
However, no turn-level feature information was integrated, whih may lead
to an advantage as reported in [Shuller and Rigoll, 2006℄, where hunk- and
turn-level features were integrated in one super-vetor.
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5.3.3.2 Middle-level fusion
With this ombined method we integrated frame-level information within
a state-of-the-art large feature spae stati analysis for speaker's emotion
reognition [Vlasenko et al., 2007a℄. In order to fuse this information with
turn-based modeling, output sores are added to a super-vetor ombined
with stati aousti features. Thereby a variety of low-level desriptors and
funtionals to over prosodi, speeh quality, and artiulatory aspets are
onsidered. Starting from 1,406 aousti features presented in Table 4.2 we
seleted optimal ongurations inluding and exluding emotion-reognition
sores from HMM-/GMM-based lassier. The nal deision task is realized
by use of SVM. Extensive test-runs are arried out on two popular publi
databases, namely EMO-DB and SUSAS, to investigate ated and sponta-
neous data.
Emotion-reognition results are presented for eah modeling tehnique in-
dividually (turn-level (TL) and frame-level (FL)), and for the ombination
of these two. Thereby the eets of speaker normalization (SN) and feature
spae optimization (FS) as desribed in setion 4.4.1 are shown, too. For
the EMODB database, we provide results of a leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO)
evaluation to fae the hallenge of speaker independene. For the SUSAS
database we used 10-fold stratied ross-validation (SCV), as only 7 speakers
are ontained in the hosen spontaneous emotional speeh subset. On the
other hand, this is possible, as roughly 500 phrases are available per speaker.
During feature seletion the original 1,406 features have been redued to
76 for the EMODB dataset. For the SUSAS 71 features have been seleted
on the whole dataset, and 33107 features were observed as optimum for the
individual speakers. This underlines the brute-fore nature of the reation of
feature spae with more than 1,000 aousti features in order to nd a very
WA [%℄ SN FS EMO-DB SUSAS
TL - - 74.9 80.8
TL 3 - 79.6 80.8
TL 3 3 83.2 80.8
FL - - 77.1 67.1
TL+FL 3 - 81.6 81.3
TL+FL 3 3 89.9 83.8
Table 5.17: Combination of turn-level and frame-level analysis, databases
EMODB with LOSO evaluation and speaker-dependent 10-fold SCV for
SUSAS. TL and FL abbreviate turn and frame levels. SN and FS represent
speaker normalization and feature spae optimization. (3) indiates that the
tehnique has been applied
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ompat robust nal set. Table 5.17 shows the summarized results.
As one an see from Table 5.17, speaker normalization and feature spae
optimization both learly help to improve overall results. Thereby it has
to be noted that less than 10% of the original feature spae sues to get
an optimum performane. The highest auray is however obtained by the
suggested fusion of both approahes. This is partiularly true for the EMODB
dataset. For the SUSAS dataset it is not too lear whether the extra eort is
justied or not.
5.3.4 Interspeeh 2009 Emotion Challenge
A CEICES initiative [Batliner et al., 2006℄ was the rst ooperative emotion-
reognition experiment, where seven sites ompared their lassiation results
under exatly the same onditions and fused their aousti features together
for a ombined emotion indiative aousti features seletion proess. This
hallenge was not publi, whih motivates the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion
Challenge [Shuller et al., 2009℄ to be organized with strit omparability, us-
ing the same emotional speeh database. Three sub-hallenges are addressed
using non-prototypial ve or two emotion lasses (inluding a garbage model):
Open Performane Sub-Challenge, Classier Sub-Challenge, and the Feature
Sub-Challenge. We partiipated in the Open Performane Sub-Challenge,
where we evaluated our developed aousti features and lassiation algo-
rithm.
Due to the unbalaned number of the emotional lass instanes inluded in
training and test sets, the primary emotion-reognition measure to optimize
is unweighted average (UA) reall, and seondly the weighted average (WA)
reall (i.e. auray). For tuning our lassier we used aetive speeh samples
from the training set and the LOSO strategy. Afterwards we used an optimal
Level of analysis Classes [#℄ UA WA
Utterane 2 69.21 70.36
Phonemes 2 68.09 73.26
Combined 2 68.45 70.35
Baseline 2 67.7 65.5
Utterane 5 41.40 47.44
Phonemes 5 35.21 52.78
Combined 5 40.62 49.38
Baseline 5 38.2 39.2
Table 5.18: Reognition rates [%℄ on test set of FAU AIBO database within
INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge. Baseline results are taken from
[Shuller et al., 2009℄
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[#/%℄ NEG IDL
NEGative 1,635 830
IDLe 1,617 4,175
NEGative 66.3% 33.7%
IDLe 27.9% 72.1%
All [#℄ 2,465 5,792
Table 5.19: Confusion matrix for the two-lasses emotion-reognition task and
auraies for eah lass individually and omplete test set
emotion lassier onguration with orresponding aousti features set for
hallenge trials on test set material. The best results obtained on the hallenge
test set and baseline results provided by organizers are presented in Table 5.18.
Baseline results were adopted from [Shuller et al., 2009℄, they represent the
baseline of emotion-reognition performane for stati modeling. Baseline
results for dynami modeling presented by organizers were omparably lower.
The best results for two lasses (NEGative and IDLe) were ahieved with
utterane-level analysis with the feature set whih inluded 12 MFCC oe-
ients normalized with gender-dependent voal trat length normalization, en-
ergy and their deltas and aeleration. For the ve lasses (Anger, Emphati,
Neutral, Positive and Rest) emotion-reognition task the best results were
reeived with 13 MFCC oeients normalized by gender-dependent voal
trat length normalization after CMS inluded zero oeient instead of en-
ergy and their delta and aeleration. Confusion matries for the best results
for two-lass and ve-lass task are presented in Tables 5.19 and 5.20.
As one an see from Table 5.19 for NEG lass false aeptane error is
quite high. This onfusion an be explained by low disriminative aousti
diversity of some NEG and IDL sublasses (i.e. emphati vs. motherese). List
of all sublasses overed by emotional ategories (NEGative and IDLe) an
be found in setion 2.6.2.1.
In the ase of the ve emotion lasses evaluation, lasses are unbalaned
in the training set, see Table 2.4 on page 26. As a result, we have to be very
areful with over tuning of sparse emotional lasses like Positive, Rest. As
one an see from Table 5.20, there is quite high onfusion among the leaders
of the emotion lassiation: Anger, Emphati and Neutral. At the same
time Positive and Rest have a high level of onfusion with all other emotional
lasses. We suppose that the main reason of so a high level of onfusion
among all ve emotional lasses lies in unreliable emotional annotation. We
think that students, like any other adult who is not a natural relative to the
hild, ould not provide reliable emotional annotation of the hild's emotional
speeh even thought they are advaned students of linguistis.
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[#/%℄ A E N P R
Anger 315 189 67 9 31
Emphati 202 944 276 10 76
Neutral 592 1,551 2,485 217 532
Positive 17 17 90 53 38
Rest 95 108 176 47 120
Anger 51.6% 30.9% 11.0% 1.5% 5.0%
Emphati 13.4% 62.6% 18.3% 0.7% 5.0%
Neutral 11.0% 28.8% 46.3% 4.0% 9.9%
Positive 8.0% 8.0% 41.8% 24.6% 17.6%
Rest 17.4% 19.8% 32.2% 8.6% 22.0%
All [#℄ 611 1,508 5,377 215 546
Table 5.20: Confusion matrix for the ve-lasses emotion-reognition task and
auraies for eah lass individually and omplete test set
The results of the hallenge were presented at a speial session of the
onferene Interspeeh 2009. A ranking list of the best results an be found
in Table 5.21.
As one an see from Table 5.21, we got seond plae for the two emotion
lasses task and forth plae for the ve emotion lasses task over 33 researh
Rank UA[%℄ WA[%℄ Authors
two emotion lasses task
1 70.29 68.68 [Dumouhel et al., 2009℄
2 69.21 70.36 [Vlasenko and Wendemuth, 2009b℄
3 68.33 65.84 [Kokmann et al., 2009℄
4 67.90 63.03 [Bozkurt et al., 2009℄
5 67.19 63.26 [Luengo et al., 2009℄
6 67.55 72.67 [Polzehl et al., 2009℄
7 67.06 62.29 [Barra-Chiote et al., 2009℄
8 66.40 66.56 [Vogt and André, 2009℄
ve emotion lasses task
1 41.65 44.17 [Kokmann et al., 2009℄
2 41.59 44.17 [Bozkurt et al., 2009℄
3 41.57 39.87 [Lee et al., 2009b℄
4 41.40 47.44 [Vlasenko and Wendemuth, 2009b℄
5 41.38 43.35 [Luengo et al., 2009℄
6 39.40 52.08 [Dumouhel et al., 2009℄
7 39.40 41.12 [Vogt and André, 2009℄
8 38.24 36.68 [Barra-Chiote et al., 2009℄
Table 5.21: Results and ranking list for two emotion lasses and ve emotion
lasses INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge. Data for ranking list are
taken from [Shuller et al., 2011℄
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groups registered to get aess to the data [Shuller et al., 2011℄. In total our
lassiation results (sum of unweighted average realls for two tasks) are the
best. With our emotion-lassiation tehnique we prove that only by using
spetral features (Mel-frequeny Cepstral oeients (MFCC)) with dynami
analysis we an reah one of the best emotion-reognition performanes for
spontaneous emotional speeh samples [Vlasenko and Wendemuth, 2009b℄.
5.3.5 Cross-orpus aousti emotion reognition
A great advantage of ross-orpora evaluations is the well denedness of test
and training datasets and thus the easy reproduibility of the results. Sine
most emotion orpora, in ontrast to speeh orpora for automati speeh
reognition or speaker identiation, do not provide xed training, devel-
opment, and test sets, individual splitting and ross-validation are mostly
found, whih makes it hard to reprodue the results under equal onditions.
In ontrast to this, ross-orpus experiments are well dened and thus easy
to reprodue and ompare.
In Table 5.22 one an nd a list of all 23 dierent training and test set
ombinations whih have been used for evaluation in our ross-orpus ex-
periments. Aetive speeh samples from the SUSAS and AVIC databases
are only used for training, sine they do not over the suient overlapping
"basi" emotions for the testing. Furthermore, we omitted ombinations for
whih the number of emotion lasses ourring were lower than tree in both
the training and the test dataset (e.g. we did not evaluate training on AVIC
database material and testing on DES database aetive speeh samples, sine
only neutral and joyful our in both orpora  see also Table 2.3 on page
24). In order to obtain ombinations for whih up to six emotion lasses our
in the training and test set, we inluded evaluations in whih more than one
dataset was used for training (e.g. we ombined eNTERFACE and SUSAS
databases for training in order to be able to model six lasses when testing
on the EMO-DB database). Depending on the maximum number of dierent
emotion lasses that an be modeled in a ertain experiment, and depending
on the number of lasses we atually use (two to six) for evaluation, we got
a ertain number of possible emotion lass permutations aording to Table
5.22. For example, if we aimed to model two emotion lasses when testing
on the EMO-DB database and training on the DES dataset, we obtained six
possible permutations. Evaluating all permutations for all of the 23 dierent
training-test ombinations leads to 409 dierent evaluations (sum of the last
line in Table 5.22). Additionally, we evaluated the disrimination between
positive and negative arousal as well as the disrimination between high and
low valene for all 23 ombinations, leading to 46 additional evaluations.
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Test set Training set number of lasses
2 3 4 5 6
EMO-DB AVIC 3 1 0 0 0
DES 6 4 1 0 0
eNTERFACE 10 10 5 1 0
SmartKom 3 1 0 0 0
eNTERF.+SUSAS 15 20 15 6 1
eNTERF.+SUSAS+DES 15 20 15 6 1
DES EMO-DB 6 4 1 0 0
eNTERFACE 6 4 1 0 0
SmartKom 6 4 1 0 0
EMO-DB+SUSAS 6 4 1 0 0
EMO-DB+eNTERFACE 10 10 5 1 0
eNTERFACE DES 6 4 1 0 0
EMO-DB 10 10 5 1 0
SmartKom 3 1 0 0 0
EMO-DB+SUSAS 10 10 5 1 0
EMO-DB+SUSAS+DES 15 20 15 6 1
SmartKom DES 6 4 1 0 0
EMO-DB 3 1 0 0 0
eNTERF. 3 1 0 0 0
EMO-DB+SUSAS 3 1 0 0 0
EMO-DB+SUSAS+DES 6 4 1 0 0
eNTERF.+SUSAS 6 4 1 0 0
eNTERF.+SUSAS+DES 6 4 1 0 0
Total 163 146 75 22 3
Table 5.22: Number of emotion lass permutations dependent on the used
training and test set ombination and the total number of lasses used in the
respetive experiment
To summarize the results of permutations over ross-training datasets and
emotion lasses groupings, box-plots indiating the unweighted average reall
(UA) are shown (see Figures 5.3(a) to 5.3(d)). All reognition rates are aver-
aged over all onstellations of ross-orpus training to provide a raw general
impression of performanes to be expeted. The plots show the median, the
lower and upper quartile, and the extremes for a varying number (from two
to six) of emotion lasses and the binary valene and arousal tasks. In a ase
of DES dataset (5 lasses evaluation) and eNTERFACE dataset (6 lasses
evaluation) we have only one permutation, as a result in the orresponding
box plot's olumns one an see only medians.
First, the DES dataset is hosen for testing, as depited in Figure 5.3(a).
For training, ve dierent ombinations of the remaining datasets are used
(see Table 5.22). As expeted the weighted (i. e., auray  not shown) and
unweighted reall monotonously drop on average with an inreased number of
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(a) DES, UA (b) EMO-DB, UA
() eNTERFACE, UA (d) SMARTKOM, UA
Figure 5.3: Box-plots for unweighted average reall (UA) in % for ross-
orpora testing on four test orpora. Results obtained for varying number
of lasses (26) and for lasses mapped to high/low arousal (A) and posi-
tive/negative valene (V)
lasses. For the DES experiene holds: arousal disrimination tasks are 'easier'
on average. While the average results are onstantly found onsiderably above
hane level, it also beomes lear that only seleted groups are ready for
real-life appliation  of ourse allowing for some error tolerane. These are
two-lass tasks with an approximate error of 20%. An interpretation of the
results in multi-lass reognition is given below.
A very similar overall behavior is observed for the EMO-DB dataset in
Figure 5.3(b). This seems no surprise, as the two databases have very similar
harateristis. For the EMO-DB a more or less additive oset in terms of
reall is obtained, whih is owed to the known lower 'diulty' of this dataset.
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Swithing from ated to mood-indued, we provide results on the eNTER-
FACE dataset in Figure 5.3(). However, the piture remains the same, apart
from lower overall results: again a known fat from experiene, as eNTER-
FACE database is not a 'gentle' dataset, partially for being more natural than
the DES orpus or the EMO-DB database.
Finally, onsidering testing on spontaneous aetive speeh with non-
restrited varying spoken ontent and natural emotion, we note the hallenge
arising from the SmartKom dataset in Figure 5.3(d): as this set is  due to its
nature of being reorded in a user-study  highly unbalaned, the mean un-
weighted reall is again mostly of interest. Here, rates are found only slightly
above hane level. Even the optimal groups of emotions are not reognized in
a suiently satisfying manner for a real-life usage. Though one has to bear
in mind that SmartKom was annotated multimodally, i. e., the emotion is not
neessarily reeted in the speeh signal, and overlaid environment noise is
often present due to the setting of the reording, this shows in general that
the reah of our results is so far restrited to ated data or data in well-dened
senarios: the SmartKom results learly demonstrate that there is a long way
ahead for emotion reognition in user studies (f. also [Shuller et al., 2009℄)
and real-life senarios. At the same time, this raises the ever-present and in
omparison to other speeh analysis tasks unique question on ground truth
reliability: while the labels provided for ated data an be assumed to be
double-veried, as the ators usually wanted to portray the target emotion
whih is often additionally veried in pereption studies, the level of emotion-
ally valid material found in real-life data is mostly unlear due to the reliane
on few labelers with often high disagreement among them [Shuller et al.,
2010℄.
5.4 Summary
This hapter reviews results of experiments onerning our developed emotion-
reognition and automati speeh-reognition methods. Afterwards, we
present results of evaluations on non-adapted and adapted ASR models. In
setion 5.2, we showed that the ombined MLLR(RCT)+MAP adapted HM-
M/GMM models was about 8.9% absolute better than that of the basi ASR
models (auray 87.37%) trained on emotionally neutral speeh samples.
In setion 5.3 we present evaluation results for various speeh emotion-
lassiation tehniques. As a starting point for our experiments we hose
phonemes, as these should provide the most exible basis for unit-spei
models: if emotion reognition is feasible on phoneme basis, these units ould
most easily be integrated into a user-behavior-adaptive spoken dialog sys-
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tem [Vlasenko et al., 2008a℄. However, the introdued unit-spei (phoneme-,
word-level) emotion models learly outperformed ontext-independent gen-
eral models provided enough training material per unit. Appearane of high-
standard word-level-labeled emotional speeh orpora an improve the urrent
performane of phoneme and word-level emotion models. A prototypial spo-
ken dialog system with a user-behavior-adaptive spoken dialog system reated
within NIMITEK ollaboration, whih inludes phoneme-level emotion reog-
nition, will be disussed in Chapter 6. With a vowel-level formants traing
tehnique we showed that the average F1 values extrated on a vowel-level are
strongly orrelated with the level of arousal of the speaker's emotional state.
We estimated the optimal riteria thresholds for ated and spontaneous emo-
tions. It was shown that spontaneous emotions required higher η values in
omparison with optimal η values for ated emotions. We showed that the
list of the most indiative German vowels [Vlasenko et al., 2011a℄, [Vlasenko
et al., 2011b℄ within the task of measuring the level of arousal of the speaker's
emotional state an be used for spontaneous emotion lassiation.
When omparing the dynami analysis with the stati analysis an inter-
esting onlusion an be drawn: frame-level modeling seems to be slightly
superior for orpora ontaining variable ontent (AVIC, SAL, SmartKom,
VAM), i.e. the subjets were not restrited to a predened sript, while
supra-segmental modeling (turn-level analysis) slightly outperforms frame-
level modeling on orpora where the topi is xed (ABC, DES, EMO-DB,
eNTERFACE, SUSAS), i.e. where there is an overlap in textual ontent be-
tween training and test dataset [Shuller et al., 2009℄. This an be explained
by the nature of stati analysis: in orpora with non-xed ontent, turn
lengths may strongly vary. While dynami analysis is mostly independent
of highly varying turn length, in supra-segmental modeling eah turn gets
mapped onto one feature vetor, whih might not always be appropriate. In
setion 5.3.4, we present our results within the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion
Challenge [Shuller et al., 2009℄. With our emotion-lassiation tehnique
based on dynami analysis we prove that only by using spetral features (Mel-
frequeny Cepstral oeients (MFCC)) we an reah one of the best emotion-
reognition performanes for spontaneous emotional speeh samples [Vlasenko
and Wendemuth, 2009b℄.
Finally, in setion 5.3.5 we present evaluation results for ross-orpus
aousti emotion reognition. To sum up, we have shown results for intra-
and inter-orpus speeh-based emotion reognition. By that we have learnt
that the reognition rates highly depend on the spei sub-group of emotions
onsidered. In any ase, emotion-reognition performane dereases dramati-
ally when operating ross-orpora-wise. As long as onditions remain similar,
ross-orpus training and testing seems to work to a ertain degree: the DES,
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EMO-DB, and eNTERFACE datasets led to partly useful results [Shuller
et al., 2010℄. These are all rather prototypial, mood-indued or ated with
pre-dened spoken ontent. The fat that three dierent languages  Danish,
English, and German  are ontained, seems not to generally disallow inter-
orpus testing: these are all Germani languages, and a highly similar ultural
bakground may be assumed. However, the ross-orpus testing on a sponta-
neous dataset (SmartKom) learly showed limitations of the urrent systems.
Here only a few groups of emotions stood out in omparison to hane level.
To better ope with the emotional orpora's dierenes, we evaluated dier-
ent normalization approahes, whereas speaker normalization led to the best
results. For all experiments we had used stati analysis based on a broad
variety of prosodi, voie quality, and artiulatory features (see Table 4.3 on
page 85) and SVM lassiation.
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6.1 Introdution
T
his hapter is not dealing with the full speiation of tehniques for
developing a spoken dialog system (SDS). For this topi, the reader is
referred to the exellent survey material [Gnjatovi¢, 2009,Gnjatovi¢ and Rös-
ner, 2008a,Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner, 2008℄. The fous is on the inorporation of
the ndings desribed earlier in this thesis into a prototype dialog system espe-
ially developed by the author and olleagues to demonstrate the adaptation
of the system to the user's emotional state. In this hapter we present a proto-
type of the user-friendly spoken dialog system integrated into the NIMITEK
demonstrator. The NIMITEK (Neurobiologially inspired, multimodal inten-
tion reognition for tehnial ommuniation systems) demonstrator is a spo-
ken dialog system prototype whih provides an "intelligent" support for users
while they solve tasks in a graphis system interfae (e.g., Towers-of-Hanoi
puzzle). The "intelligent" feature of the system is a user-behavior-adaptive
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dialog management. The system dynamially selets a dialog strategy a-
ording to the urrent user's emotional state. In this hapter we desribe the
data olletion strategy within the NIMITEK Wizard of Oz experiment, and
the struture of the onventional and user's behavior adaptive dialog systems.
Finally we disuss the results of an interative usability test.
6.2 Framework: NIMITEK demonstrator
This hapter presents a part of the work in the framework of the NIMITEK
projet [Wendemuth et al., 2008℄ in the period from 2005 to 2010 that inludes
an interdisiplinary researh on human-mahine interation. Various ogni-
tive aspets of user-friendly interfaes were investigated within the urrent
projet. Also, this interdisiplinary researh ombines the elds of eletrial
engineering, omputer siene and neuro-biology to arry out the study into
proessing of an audio-visual user's interation interfaes, the development of
a task-oriented knowledge representation and modeling dierent dialog situa-
tions.
The NIMITEK projet has various researh goals: multimodal emotion
reognition from the user's speeh (i.e., prosodi ues and spetral features
analysis), mimi and text-based analysis; developing robust aetive-speeh-
Figure 6.1: Prototype of a multimodal spoken dialog system, NIMITEK
Demonstrator
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reognition models; analysis of the task-oriented interation experiments;
modeling of the adaptive dialog management; developing neuro-biologial per-
eption, ognitive and behavior models. The NIMITEK spoken dialog sys-
tem prototype presented in Figure 6.1 was developed to demonstrate researh
ahievements in emotion reognition and user's emotion adaptive dialog man-
agement.
6.3 Interfae, hosen tasks and WOZ experi-
ments
In this setion we speify the main issues in developing the NIMITEK spoken
dialog system prototype: exibility and adaptivity, interfae design and task
seletion for evoking user's emotions.
6.3.1 Flexibility and adaptivity
The importane of the user-behavior-driven dialog strategies in human-
mahine interation (HMI) lies in the existing limitations of automati
speeh-reognition tehnologies. Current state-of-the-art automati speeh-
reognition (ASR) methods still annot deal with exible, unrestrited user's
language and emotionally olored speeh [Lee, 2007℄. Therefore, problems
aused by misunderstandings of a user during interation with SDS with a pre-
dened, and usually restrited set of interation rules seems to be inevitable.
In our spoken dialog system we want to provide a exible interation speeh-
based interfae. In suh a way the user will be able to nd out suitable
ommands by himself.
In the domain of human-mahine interation [Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner,
2008a℄, we witness the rapid inrease of researh interest in aetive user
behavior. However, some aspets of the aetive user behavior during HMI
still turns out to be a hallenge for SDS developers. Deteting and utilizing
non-lexial or paralinguisti ues as part of the user-behavior state desriptors
is one of the major hallenges in the development of reliable human-mahine
interfaes. Knowing the urrent user's emotional state an help to adjust sys-
tem responses so that the user of suh a system an be more engaged and have
a more eetive interation with the system [Shuller et al., 2007b℄, [Busso
et al., 2007℄. To make our system user-entered we implemented an intention
reognition module, whih is dealing with motivational intention. Psyhol-
ogist also distinguish a funtional intention [Ansombe, 2000℄. But for our
pratial implementation we deided to onentrate on motivational aspets
of intention. Examples will be given in setion 6.5 below.
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In this setion we present the implementation of adaptive dialog manage-
ment in the NIMITEK prototype spoken dialog system for supporting users
while they solve the Towers-of-Hanoi puzzle whih is displayed in Figure 6.1.
Within the human-mahine interation users are able to follow the ASR
reognition results. When the garbage model was not able to enapsulate
out-of-voabulary words, the users were able to see misreognized system per-
eptible ommands. We expet that users will try to adapt their ommands
voabulary to ontribute to the right system reation.
6.3.2 Interfae design and task seletion for evoking
user's emotions
It is quite diult to motivate naïve users to experiene, express and utilize
emotions while using any graphial appliation. We deided to use a graphial
system with a verbal interation interfae to simulate an intelligene test. In
suh a way, we expeted to ahieve a strong user's motivation and emotional
involvement. For modeling user behavior during human-mahine interation
we deided to develop a spoken dialog system for simple logial games (i.e.
Towers-of-Hanoi, Tangram) with system users support while they use a graph-
ial tool. This graphial tool has been developed using an existing software
pakage
1
that implements visual reetion, alteration and movement of dif-
ferent graphial objets.
In the NIMITEK demonstration system, users are allowed only to use a
verbal interation interfae (i.e., mouse or keyboard interation interfaes are
not supported by system).
Two dierent prototypial graphial tasks were implemented in the
NIMITEK demonstrator prototype: Towers-of-Hanoi and Tangram. The
Towers-of-Hanoi puzzle (3-disks version) was introdued by Édouard Luas
in 1883. The puzzle onsists of three pegs and three disks (small, middle and
large). At the beginning of the game, the disks are staked in order of size
on the left peg, as one an see in Figure 6.2 [Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner, 2008℄.
The aim of the game is to move the omplete stak to the right peg shifting
disks aording to the following rules: only one disk an be shifted at a time,
all three pegs an be used, and no disk an be loated on the top of a smaller
disk.
Another prototypial graphial task is the Tangram puzzle. It is a famous
Chinese puzzle. Its origins are lost in time. It was introdued to the western
world by a Captain M. Donaldson in 1815. The goal of this graphial task is
1
This graphial engine was developed at the Fraunhofer Institute for Fatory Operation
and Automation IFF, Magdeburg, Germany.
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Figure 6.2: Towers-of-Hanoi Puzzle: Sreen shot of the NIMITEK demon-
strator
Figure 6.3: Tangram: Sreen shot of the NIMITEK demonstrator
to seamlessly form a spei onstrution by using seven Tangram two dimen-
sional objets (e.g., triangles, quadrant, rhombus). Two kinds of ation over
orresponding objets were possible: reloation and rotation. In Figure 6.3
one an see a sreen shot of the desktop representing the NIMITEK demon-
strator with an ative Tangram puzzle. These two game appliations were
used for the experiments desribed below.
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6.3.3 NIMITEK Wizard of Oz experiments
Aetive speeh orpora provide an important empirial foundation for inves-
tigation when researhers aim at implementing emotion-aware spoken dialog
systems [Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner, 2010℄. In this setion we desribe the applied
Wizard of Oz (WOZ) tehnique in order that a senario designed to extrat
emotional speeh within human-mahine interation ould result in useful and
natural data. This data an be used for the development of a user-friendly
dialog strategy. Corresponding Wizard of Oz experiments were onduted
in the framework of the NIMITEK projet. The shema of the laboratory
settings used for the NIMITEK dataset olletion is presented in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Shema of the NIMITEK WOZ laboratory settings
As usual for WOZ studies [Fraser and Gilbert, 1991℄, subjets believe they
are interating with a real spoken dialog system driven by the omputer, while
the assumed instrutions and system's support is atually provided by a hu-
man "wizard". We used two dierent rooms for our experiment to hide the
"wizard". A simulated spoken dialog system was installed on the subjet's
omputer. The "wizard" pretends to have automati speeh reognition, re-
motely ontrols the interation interfae of the system, and delaims speeh
output of the dialog system. The video sreen shots from the subjet's om-
puter desktop and the video reordings of subjet (faial expressions, gestures
and body movements) are displayed on two dierent monitors in the wizard's
room.
Ten native German subjets (7 female, 3 male) aged 18 to 27 (mean 21.7)
partiipated in the WOZ experiments. None of them had user experiene or
engineering knowledge related to state-of-the-art spoken dialog systems. The
NIMITEK orpus ontains 15 hours of speeh and video reordings olleted
during the Wizard-of-Oz experiments speially designed to provoke user's
emotional reations. More tehnial details about aetive data olletion
strategy an be found in [Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner, 2008,Gnjatovi¢, 2009,Gnja-
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tovi¢ and Rösner, 2010℄. The used NIMITEK dataset ontains approximately
3 hours reordings whih are related to the Towers-of-Hanoi game.
Gnjatovi¢ et al. [Gnjatovi¢, 2009℄ analyzed all 6798 ommands presented
in the NIMITEK dataset. They found that users do not follow a predened
grammar during interation with the system. Still, by using the grammar-
based language model presented in listing 3.1 on page 60 we developed the
system whih an reognize and proess users' ommands of dierent synta-
ti forms: elliptial ommands, verbose ommands (i.e., the ommands that
were only partially reognized by the speeh-reognition module), and ontext-
dependent ommands.
6.4 Arhiteture I: Conventional spoken dialog
system
In this setion we present the possible arhiteture of a spoken dialog system,
later referred to as the onventional spoken dialog system (CSDS). In Figure
6.5 one an see the interation of the submodules of the CSDS.
The interation within CSDS submodules an be presented as follows. The
possible textual meaning of the user's utteranes is delivered to the natural
language understanding module. This module detets the ommand and for-
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Figure 6.5: Shema of the onventional spoken dialog system (CSDS)
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wards it:
 to the attentional state module for updating the fous of attention,
 to the history of the interation module to save the urrent values of
other interation features and proess the ontext-dependent user's om-
mands,
 to the task manager module (inluding the graphial platform) for exe-
uting the deteted ommand, update of the state of the task, and appro-
priate graphial display,
A new entry is added to the history of the interation, ontaining: updated
state of the task, the deteted ommand, and the urrent fous of attention.
For real-time automati speeh reognition (ASR) within the onventional
spoken dialog system, we used the ATK and HTK [Young et al., 2009℄.
Monophones ASR models are designed by training three emitting state hid-
den Markov models (HMM) with 16 Gaussian mixture omponents for eah
phoneme model. We use a short version of German SAMPA whih inludes
the 39 phonemes presented in setion 3.3.2. ASR models have been trained
on the emotionally neutral speeh samples from the Kiel dataset.
6.5 Arhiteture II: User-behavior-adaptive
spoken dialog system
During the WOZ experiments we have seen that users employ several output
modalities (mimis, speeh, prosody) to ommuniate with a omputer. In
the NIMITEK demonstrator prototype [Wendemuth et al., 2008℄, we inlude
reognition of the user's emotional state. The emotion lassier integrated
in the NIMITEK demonstrator prototype uses three modalities: emotional
prosody within spoken ommuniation, literal meaning of user's utteranes
and user mimis. For the urrent usability test we evaluate the NIMITEK
demonstrator prototype with speeh-based emotion lassiation [Vlasenko
et al., 2010℄. We provide two dierent dialog strategies for two onerned
user's emotional states (neutral and negative).
In Figure 6.6 one an see a spoken dialog system whih is adaptive to
the user's behavior, later referred to as user-behavior-adaptive spoken dialog
system (UASDS). Figure 6.7 presents an interation of submodules of the
UASDS.
Phoneti transriptions and the hypothesis word sequene generated by
the speeh-reognition module is transferred to the natural language under-
standing (NLU) and emotion-reognition module. Later, based on phoneti
transriptions and the speeh signal, the emotion lassier reognizes the ur-
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Figure 6.6: Shema of the user-behavior-adaptive spoken dialog system
(UASDS)
rent speaker's emotional state. The NLU module interprets the ommand and
forwards it:
 to the attentional state module for updating the fous of attention,
 to the history of the interation module to save the urrent values of
other interation features and proess the ontext-dependent user's om-
mands,
 to the motivational intention reognition module for dening the user's
motivational intention based on his last ommand and urrent state of
the task,
 from motivational intention reognition to the task manager module (in-
luding the graphial platform) for exeuting the deteted ommand, up-
date of the state of the task, and appropriate graphial display,
Then, a new entry is added to the history of the interation, ontaining: the
updated state of the task, deteted ommand, urrent fous of attention, and
the deteted user's emotional state. For delimitation of type of frustration
(ommuniation inomprehension or task related) we take into aount the
urrent state of the fous and history of interation. When the user's game
manipulations are far away from solving the Towers-of-Hanoi task the system
indiates a task related frustration. Then, the system provides user support
aording to the urrent state of the task, and the emotional and motivational
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intentional state of the user. The proessing of a user's ommand in the
NIMITEK prototype UASDS is presented in Figure 6.7.
The adaptive dialog management designed to support the user addresses
the negative user state on two traks: (i) to help a frustrated user to overome
problems that our within the interation, and (ii) to motivate a disouraged
or apatheti user. The reognized user's motivational intention determines
the diretion of system support: for a ooperative user, the next logial step
is explained; for an explorative user, omprehensive overage of possible steps
is given; for a destrutive user, the limitations of the next steps are explained.
Generally, the support information may ontain a proposed move, an audio
system support and various animations. In the ase when system support
ontains only the audio system message or the animation, this information
is delivered to the task manager module for appropriate display. If support
ontains also a proposed move, this information is sent:
 to the task manager module for a performane of the proposed ommand
and an update of the state of the task,
 to the attentional state module for an update of the fous of attention.
More tehnial details of the dialog management model an be found in [Gn-
jatovi¢ and Rösner, 2008a,Gnjatovi¢, 2009,Gnjatovi¢ and Rösner, 2008℄ and
other publiations of Gnjatovi¢.
Like in CSDS, for real-time automati speeh reognition (ASR) within
the user adaptive spoken dialog systems, we used the ATK and HTK [Young
et al., 2009℄. Monophones ASR models are designed by training three emitting
state hidden Markov models (HMM) with 16 Gaussian mixture omponents
for eah phoneme model. We use a short version of German SAMPA whih
inludes the 39 phonemes presented in setion 3.3.2. The HMM/GMM
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have been trained on the Kiel database material and, in addition to CSDS,
adapted with MLLR(RCT) on aetive speeh samples from the EMO-DB
database. The emotion lassier integrated into UASDS based on emotional
phoneme lasses method, the full list of 36 phonemes (all phonemes whih
presented in EMO-DB dataset) is modeled for neutral and negative speaker's
states.
6.6 Experiment
For our experiments we established two dierent SDS systems: onventional
(CSDS) and user-behavior-adaptive (UASDS) with emotion adaptive dialog
strategy and aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models. Other systems' tehnial
harateristis are idential: voabulary, language model, and a garbage model
for OOV words.
For the usability test we hired 8 students (4 female and 4 male). Half of
the test persons played the Towers-of-Hanoi game with UASDS inluding a
behavior-based dialog management strategy and the remaining testers used
the CSDS system with standard support, i.e. repeating the rules of the game
or asking for the ommand to be repeated. The UASDS varies the answers
depending on the behavior of the user like asking for a spei peg or disk,
repeating the rules, or giving general hints.
All together, we olleted audio material whih in total lasts 16:21 minutes
for the UASDS system and 27:40 minutes for the CSDS system. These reord-
ings also inlude the time the system support reommendations or provides
help to the user and the silenes aused by the user. This data is not related
to the NIMITEK orpus disussed earlier and desribed in detail in [Gnjatovi¢
and Rösner, 2008℄.
The main point of interest are interation time and required number of the
dialog turns to solve the task. Also interesting values whih were olleted
are measures related to user adaptation (number of the dialog turns required
for adaptation and their total duration) to the systems "ommand list" as a
response of ASR's textual output. When the user starts using ommands from
the system voabulary at the beginning of the HMI, we set duration of the
adaptation time to 00:00. As a start point we did not provide any information
to subjets about ASR ative voabulary and grammar struture, other than
the rules of the game. In the ase of support requirements, users are able to
ask the SDS system for "help".
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6.7 Results
The experimental results of the spoken dialog systems evaluation are presented
in Table 6.1. Comparing the numbers of dialog turns whih are neessary
to solve the puzzle, the UASDS performs better [Vlasenko et al., 2010℄. On
average, using the CSDS the user needs a. 18 dialog turns more (47.4% more)
to nish the game.
Trial UASDS CSDS
Complete task Adaptation Complete task Adaptation
Turns Time Turns Time Turns Time Turns Time
1. 34 05:43 1 00:00 44 05:40 1 00:00
2. 31 03:37 10 01:36 61 06:05 30 03:43
3. 34 02:44 10 01:04 81 11:48 10 01:51
4. 55 04:17 1 00:00 41 04:07 7 00:52
Mean 38.5 04:05 5.5 00:40 56.75 06:55 12 01:37
Table 6.1: Number of turns [#℄, interation time [mm:ss℄ for the omplete
task, and number of turns [#℄ with time intervals [mm:ss℄ required for user
voabulary adaptation for CSDS and UASDS
Considering the overall time whih inludes pauses and the system support,
the UASDS shows the better average results (04:05 vs. 06:55 minutes (40.9%
less) absolute talk time). In the ase of CSDS, independently of the user's
behavior a standard output is given. This provides evidene that behavior
dependent dialog strategies may provide better user support. Also, within
interation with the UASDS, users are more onsiderate to the ASR output.
As a result they are adapting their ommands voabulary faster (00:40 vs.
1:37 minutes (58.7% less)).
Finally, we analyzed the dialog turns struture and ommands voabulary.
The adaptation values given in Table 6.1 were ounted until the rst word,
whih is in the system's voabulary, ourred. A total adaptation of the
user ould not be observed, but we would not expet this. In most ases,
system spei and additional words are ombined, e.g., "the smallest disk
up" where "up" is not part of the (hidden) ommand set. Moreover, almost
all users varied in words, but the longer the experiment lasted, the voabulary
used beame more stable. Due to the behavior-based dialog management the
user ould get the right ommands faster, beause the strategy is direted to
provide adequate information at any time.
In both versions, the user swithes between two ommand forms: omplete
statements (e.g., "the smallest disk from one to the right peg") and ontext-
dependent ommands (e.g., "smallest disk" - pause - "to three"). In the
reording we found a signiant relation between the system version, dialog
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management type, and the ommand form. In the UASDS almost all users
uttered omplete statements whereas in the CSDS the most ommon form is
ontext-dependent separate ommands. Moreover, due to the neutral behavior
of the system the testers were not stimulated to hange their strategy, beause
they mentioned that they thought they were interating with an artiial
system. In the other ase, the users said that they think the system interats
more intuitively.
6.8 Conlusions and transition to Companion
tehnology
Within the usability experiment we found out that during human-mahine
ommuniation frustration situations, the UASDS provides omprehensive
help and exhaustive reommendations in ontext of the urrent state of the
task. The user-behavior-adaptive spoken dialog system built upon aous-
ti emotion reognition in ombination with aetive-speeh-adapted ASR
models dereases interation time by 40.9%. During usability tests we found
out that the aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models provide better spontaneous
speeh-reognition performane in real appliations. At the same time user-
behavior-based dialog management stimulates the user for a more ooperative
interation with the omputer. As a result the user's ommands voabulary
adaptation time is dereased by 58.7%. Methods developed and investigated
in the NIMITEK projet will lay the foundations for a tehnology whih helps
to provide a lose to natural way of human-mahine interation.
In Figure 6.8 one an see the main researh goals within the ongoing re-
searh projet, the Transregional Collaborative Researh Centre SFB/TRR
62 "A Companion-Tehnology for Cognitive Tehnial Systems", started at
01.01.2009 (http://www.informatik.uni-ulm.de/ki/sfb-trr-62/).
The SFB/TRR 62 is an interdisiplinary (Computer Siene, Eletrial
and Information Engineering, Psyhology, and Neurosienes) researh ativ-
ity to investigate and optimize the interation between human users and teh-
nial systems. It is partiularly speialized on the onsideration of so-alled
Companion-features - properties like adaptivity, aessibility, individuality, o-
operativity, trustworthiness, and the ability to reat to the user's emotional
state appropriately and individually. The researh program omprises of the
fundamental and experimental investigation as well as the pratial implemen-
tation of advaned ognitive proesses in order to ahieve Companion - like
behavior of tehnial systems with an integrated human-entered multimodal
(speeh, mimis, gestures, biologial signals) interation interfae. Within
this interdisiplinary researh ativity we will integrate our methods (user-
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Figure 6.8: Main researh ativities in the Transregional Collaborative Re-
searh Centre SFB/TRR 62 Companion-Tehnology for Cognitive Tehnial
Systems
behavior-adaptive dialog management, multimodal user's emotion proessing)
initiated within the NIMITEK projet into a new Companion tehnology sys-
tem. With that, it will lay the foundations for a tehnology whih opens a
ompletely new dimension of human-mahine interation.
Chapter 7
Conlusion and future work
Emotional speeh analysis is a powerful instrument applied for development
of a user-entered spoken dialog system. The fundamentals of the user-
entered human-mahine interation, harateristis of the natural human
speeh, namely boundary and emotional prosody and emotion theory have
been reviewed in Chapter 2. The main ontributions of this work have been
desribed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The rst ontribution, desribed
in Chapter 3, is to use an adaptation tehnique to inrease the aetive-
speeh-reognition rate. A onept of the adaptation on emotional speeh
samples of the ASR models trained on the emotionally neutral speeh with
MLLR(RCT)+MAP methods is proposed. This ontribution will be summa-
rized in setion 7.1. The seond ontribution, desribed in Chapter 4, provides
a detailed desription of our various emotion-lassiation tehniques. The
summarized desription of our developed emotion-lassiation tehniques is
presented in setion 7.2. Phoneme-level user's emotion reognition has been
integrated into a prototype dialog system espeially developed by the author
and olleagues to demonstrate adaptation of the system to the user's emo-
tional state. Pratial appliation of the previously desribed ontribution
is summarized in setion 7.3. Finally, possible future researh diretions are
disussed in setion 7.4.
7.1 ASR model adaptation on aetive speeh
data
Sine we want to develop a spoken dialog system whih will be able to pro-
ess exible, unrestrited user's language, spontaneous and emotionally ol-
ored speeh, the aousti model that is trained on emotionally neutral speeh
data is tailored to the voal variability of the aetive speeh. In Chapter
3, we investigate the poteny of adapting emotional speeh aousti models
for German language. By the omparison of the vowel triangles for aetive
and neutral speeh, we showed the vowel's pronuniation pattern similarity
of non emotional read speeh and aetive speeh samples. Within evalua-
tions presented in Chapter 5, we proved that due to the pronuniation pattern
similarity of aetive and neutral speeh, emotion-spei harateristis an
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be aptured from existing emotional speeh orpora within adaptive transfor-
mation of model parameters of the initial neutral speeh model to obtain an
emotional speeh aousti model. The appliation of the maximum a posteri-
ori (MAP) adaptation for the maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR)
transformed models gives a tremendous boost in emotional speeh-reognition
performane. The auray of aetive speeh reognition with the ombined
MLLR(RCT)+MAP adapted HMM/GMM models was about 8.9% absolute
better than that of the ASR models trained on emotionally neutral speeh
samples (baseline auray 87.37%). This resulted in remarkable performane
gain.
By using emotional speeh adapted ASR methods we an provide better
spontaneous-speeh-reognition performane. This assumption has been on-
rmed by the usability experiment. Detailed results of this experiment an
be found in setion 6.7.
7.2 Reognition of the user's emotional state
To be able to design a user-entered spoken dialog system, we set up in Chap-
ter 4 a speeh-based emotion-reognition framework that should be robust
enough to detet emotional events within human-mahine interation. A va-
riety of emotion desriptors is disussed rst. Two dierent types of emotional
speeh analyses are applied for speeh-based emotion reognition: frame-level
(dynami analysis) and turn-level (stati analysis) are presented. First of all
we desribed the set of aousti features whih an be applied for dierent
emotion-lassiation tehniques. Two dierent optimization tehniques ap-
plied on feature extration level, namely normalization and standardization
and feature set optimization have been presented afterwards. Then we in-
trodued utterane-, hunk-, phoneme-level dynami analysis models for the
reognition of emotions within speeh. Within experimental evaluations of the
utterane-level dynami analysis we determined the single-state HMM/GMM
as an optimal arhiteture. In this framework we try to answer the question
if phoneti ontent variane inuenes emotion-reognition performane neg-
atively, and if models trained speially on the phoneti unit at hand an
help. During evaluation experiments we found out that the introdued unit-
spei emotion-reognition models learly outperformed ommon ontext-
independent general models provided suient amount of training material
per unit. Appearane of word-level labeled emotional orpora an improve
urrent performane of phoneme and word-level emotion-reognition models.
In setion 5.3.2 we provide results of the benhmark omparison under
equal onditions on nine standard emotional speeh orpora presented in Ta-
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ble 2.3 in the eld using the two pre-dominant paradigms: dynami analysis
on a frame-level by means of hidden Markov models and stati analysis (supra-
segmental) by systemati feature brute-foring. To provide better ompara-
bility among sets, we additionally luster eah of the database's emotions into
binary valene and arousal disrimination tasks (positive, negative), see setion
2.7. When omparing the dynami analysis with stati analysis an interesting
onlusion an be drawn: dynami analysis seems to be slightly superior for
spontaneous speeh orpora ontaining variable textual ontent (AVIC, SAL,
SmartKom, VAM), i.e. the subjets were not restrited to a predened sript,
while stati analysis outperforms frame-level modeling on orpora where the
textual ontent is xed (ABC, DES, EMO-DB, eNTERFACE, SUSAS), i.e.
where there is an overlap in verbal ontent between test and training set. This
an be explained by the nature of supra-segmental modeling: in orpora with
non-sripted ontent, turn lengths may strongly vary. While frame-level mod-
eling is mostly independent of highly varying turn length, in supra-segmental
modeling eah turn gets mapped onto one feature vetor, whih might not
always be appropriate.
To show the robustness of our emotion-lassiation tehniques, we pre-
sented in setion 5.3.4 results of the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Chal-
lenge [Shuller et al., 2009℄. With our emotion-lassiation tehnique based
on dynami analysis we proved that only by using spetral features (Mel-
frequeny Cepstral oeients (MFCC)) and utterane-level analysis we an
reah one of the best emotion-reognition performanes for spontaneous emo-
tional speeh. We got seond plae for the two emotion lasses task and forth
plae for the ve emotion lasses task over 33 researh groups registered to
get aess to the data.
Finally, in setion 5.3.5 we present evaluation results for ross-orpus eval-
uation for intra- and inter-orpus speeh-based emotion reognition. We
showed that the reognition rates highly depend on the spei sub-group
of emotions onsidered. Emotion-reognition performane dereases dra-
matially when operating ross-orpora-wise. As long as onditions remain
similar, ross-orpus training and testing seems to work to a ertain de-
gree: the DES, EMO-DB, and eNTERFACE datasets led to partly useful
results. However, the ross-orpus testing on a spontaneous emotions dataset
(SmartKom) learly showed limitations of the urrent ontext-independent
emotion-reognition systems. As a result, in setion 4.4.3.3 we proposed to
use a new ontext-dependent emotion-lassiation tehnique whih is based
on vowel-level formants traking. By evaluating this tehnique we showed
that the average F1 values extrated on a vowel-level are strongly orrelated
with the level of arousal of the speaker's emotional state. We dened the list
of the most indiative German vowels within the task of measuring the level
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of arousal of the speaker's emotional state. Also, we estimated the optimal
Neyman-Pearson's riteria thresholds for ated and spontaneous emotions. It
has been shown that spontaneous emotions required higher η values in om-
parison with optimal η values for ated emotions. We showed that the list of
the most indiative German vowels within the task of measuring the level of
arousal of the speaker's emotional state an be used for spontaneous emotion
lassiation.
To summarize the overall results, the best emotion-reognition perfor-
mane is ahieved on the databases ontaining ated, prototypial emotions,
where only emotions with high inter-labeler agreement were seleted (EMO-
DB, eNTERFACE, DES). The remaining emotional orpora are more hal-
lenging sine they ontain non-ated or indued emotions. On the lower end
of reognition performane the SAL, SmartKom, and VAM orpora an be
found, whih ontain the most spontaneous and naturalisti emotions, whih
in turn are also the most hallenging to label. In this thesis we presented a va-
riety of task-oriented suitable emotion-reognition methods. For example the
ontext-independent utterane-level emotion-reognitionmethod an be easily
implemented for HMI systems whih do not require textual interpretation of
the user's speeh. In ontrast to the "brute-fore" emotion-lassiation teh-
niques we develop methodologially simple methods, whih are universally
usable for professional appliations.
7.3 Appliation of the previously desribed
ontributions
A prototypial spoken dialog system with a user-behavior-adaptive spoken
dialog system was reated within the NIMITEK
2
ollaboration. This sys-
tem inludes phoneme-level emotion reognition and ASR models adapted
with MLLR(RCT) tehnique on emotional speeh data. To prove an appro-
priateness of appliation of the previously desribed ontributions we orga-
nized interative usability experiments for our prototype spoken dialog system.
Within the usability experiment we ould show that during human-mahine
ommuniation frustration situations, the user-behavior-adaptive spoken dia-
log system (UASDS) provides omprehensive help and exhaustive reommen-
dations in ontext of the urrent state of the task. The UASDS built upon
aousti emotion reognition in ombination with aetive-speeh-adapted
ASR models dereases interation time by 40.9%. During usability tests
2
Neurobiologially Inspired, Multimodal Intention Reognition for Tehnial Communi-
ation Systems, 2005-2010, [Wendemuth et al., 2008℄
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we found out that the aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models provide better
spontaneous-speeh-reognition performane in real appliations. At the same
time user-behavior-based dialog management stimulates the user for a more
ooperative interation with the omputer. As a result the user's ommands
voabulary adaptation time is redued by 58.7%.
7.4 Future work
The researh on aetive-speeh-adapted ASR models and emotion reogni-
tion from speeh may be further arried out in a number of diretions:
 Colletion of emotional speeh material with reliable textual
and emotional annotation:
Creation of new well-annotated emotional orpora an help us to make
a more detailed emotional speeh analysis. Within the annotation pro-
ess we should take into aount two main issues: Firstly, transription
needs to aknowledge the full range of features involved in the aous-
ti expression of emotion, inluding voie quality, boundary prosody
and non-linguisti features suh as laughter, rying, latter, breath, et..
Seondly, it needs to desribe the attributes (e.g., linguisti, dialog ats
speiation) that are relevant to emotion. Within the Transregional
Collaborative Researh Center SFB/TRR 62 "Companion-Tehnology
for Cognitive Tehnial Systems" funded by the German Researh Foun-
dation (DFG) we are olleting a new speeh orpus with spontaneous
emotions. Well transribed data with reliable emotion annotation will
be an important dataset for detailed ontext-dependent spontaneous-
emotion-reognition experiments.
 Improvement of ASR performane by reation of more reliable
lexia:
In this work, the gain of emotion speeh adapted ASR and ontext-
dependent emotion reognition is limited due to the various errors in-
luded in existing German lexions. To improve reognition perfor-
manes, the lexia should be modied. All wrong phoneti transrip-
tions should be orreted; in a ase of various phoneti transriptions
whih are representative for the same word, all transriptions should be
inluded in the new lexion.
 More detailed fundamental ontext-dependent analysis of emo-
tion indiative aousti features:
Within our researh we proved that the vowel an be used as the smallest
emotional unit of analysis. We nd out that using vowel-level analysis,
namely formants traking, an be an important issue during developing
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a robust emotion lassier. We are pretty sure, that there exists some
other qualitative and temporal harateristis of the smallest phoneti
units whih an be used for robust ontext-dependent emotion reogni-
tion. Future researh may be arried out to speify this qualitative and
temporal measures.
 A Companion-Tehnology for Cognitive Tehnial Systems:
Within this interdisiplinary researh ativity of the Transregional Col-
laborative Researh Centre SFB/TRR 62 we will integrate our methods
(user-behavior-adaptive dialog management, multimodal user's emotion
proessing) initiated within the NIMITEK projet into a new Compan-
ion tehnology system.
 Dialog-state-dependent emotion reognition:
Combination of the speeh-based emotion lassiation and dialog at
features analysis ould improve performane of misommuniation de-
tetion during HMI. For example, nding repetitions of the same dialog
might ontribute in addition to the aousti-based emotion lassiation
to the detetion of trouble in ommuniation.
 Multimodal emotion reognition:
In future we want to ombine audio, video emotion analysis with pro-
essing of some physiologial responses (blood pressure, blood volume
pulse, respiration rate, heart rate, galvani skin response, ECG, EMG,
et.). In suh a way we want to develop our own multimodal emotion-
lassiation tehnique within ongoing Transregional Collaborative Re-
searh Center SFB/TRR 62. For fusion of these various proessing
streams we should take into aount orresponding emotion indiative
responses delays. For example, some physiologial responses ould in-
diate an emotional user's state slightly later than mimi expression.
 Seletion of suitable emotion ategorization tehnique:
In future we would like to work on essential problems for the analysis of
spontaneous emotional speeh. For instane, we want to determine what
an emotional episode is, where it starts and where it ends (emotional
events loalization) and whih emotional annotation approah (multi-
dimensional representation or lassial emotion ategories) to hoose
for annotation purposes.
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